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ABSTRACT
Prints on Display:
Exhibitions of Etching and Engraving in England, 1770s-1858
by
Nicole Simpson

Advisor: Katherine Manthorne
During the long nineteenth century, in cities throughout Europe and North
America, a new type of exhibition emerged – exhibitions devoted to prints. Although a
vital part of print culture, transforming the marketing and display of prints and
invigorating the discourse on the value and status of printmaking, these exhibitions have
received little attention in existing scholarship. My dissertation aims to answer the
question of when, where, and how did print exhibitions emerge during this period. It
examines the initial development of these displays in England, home to the earliest print
exhibitions and an innovative exhibition culture, from the 1770s to 1858.

Through an analysis of specific exhibitions in four categories—commercial,
independent, national, institutional—this dissertation reveals the motives of the
publishers, artists, and organizations who mounted these exhibitions, outlines the wide
variety of etchings and engravings displayed, from caricatures and book illustrations to
reproductive prints and original etchings, and documents the audience and critical
reception. These exhibitions were launched during a critical period for printmaking, when
it was typically considered a secondary, minor art form and given little or unsatisfactory
spaces in larger art exhibitions of paintings, sculpture, and drawings. By establishing a
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unique, dedicated space for the viewing of prints, this dissertation argues that exhibitions
were developed as a critical tool to draw attention to prints, stimulate the market, and
reposition prints as valuable art works. They mark a significant movement towards the
professionalization of printmaking, which would be continued during the second half of
the nineteenth century with the launch of the etching revival, and served to bring prints to
an increasingly broad and engaged audience.
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Introduction

A dramatic shift in the public display and critical reception of printmaking took
place during the long nineteenth century with the introduction of the print exhibition.
This dissertation focuses on the rise of exhibitions devoted to prints from the 1770s to
1858 in England, home to a thriving print and exhibition culture and site of the earliest
print exhibitions. It identifies pioneering examples of four major types of print exhibits—
commercial, independent, national, and institutional—that would become models for the
expansion and proliferation of exhibitions devoted to prints throughout England, France,
and the United States in the second half of the nineteenth century. These exhibitions
worked in tandem beyond their specific, immediate agendas to redefine public
understanding of printmaking and they offer new evidence of widespread interest in the
medium during this period, which is undocumented in existing scholarship.

Printmaking is an inherently social medium and prints are typically created
through collaboration. Artists create a design or base it on an existing painting, sculpture,
or drawing and then carve, engrave, or draw the design on a matrix (wood block, metal
plate, or lithographic stone). The completed matrix is then routinely turned over to a
professional printer who is skilled in preparing, inking, and printing the edition. A
publisher, who has often funded the production process, then organizes the marketing and
circulation of the prints. Produced in multiples and relatively inexpensive, prints are also
an integral part of the social sphere and they interact with a large audience that spans all
classes. During the long nineteenth century, popular prints and caricatures were hung in
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public buildings, including taverns and coffee houses, and were omnipresent in the life of
the street where they were hawked by sellers, sold in stalls, and lined shop windows.
Reproductive engravings and book illustrations circulated widely among the middle class
and were advertised in newspapers and sold in shops, through subscriptions, or via mail
order. The rarest and most costly prints, typically Old Master engravings, were confined
to a smaller audience but were still part of the social sphere—wealthy patrons collected
such prints and stored them in albums and portfolios in their private studies but they were
frequently shared with their elite guests as a source of entertainment and fodder for
enlightened discussions.

Exhibitions are dynamic spaces where the public directly interacts with art.
One of the major goals of exhibitions is to bring art to a wider audience. For paintings
and other original artworks, exhibitions provide access for a public that does not have the
monetary or social means to view the private collections that typically hold such
artworks. Exhibitions offered prints, which already circulated throughout public and
private life, a new physical and social space. These groundbreaking exhibitions in
England established a unique environment to experience prints, separate from the
everyday world with its abundant offerings of popular prints and more accessible than the
rarefied realm of the private print collector.

Exhibitions did not just provide new physical venues for the display of prints,
they also contributed to the construction of a new public sphere where the status and
practice of printmaking was debated. Gordon Fyfe has argued that “in the eighteenth
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century the exhibition was a place at which painters articulated their claim to be original
artists.”1 Printmakers likewise used the power of public displays to assert their cultural
authority and declare their artistic autonomy. Exhibitions arose at a crucial period for
printmaking when the challenges posed by its academic designation as a secondary art
form were joined by the rise of lithography, wood engraving, and, eventually,
photography that threatened to replace its earlier use as a reproductive medium.
Exhibitions, I posit, asserted the artistic value of printmaking, promoted its practice, and
brought prints to an increasingly broad and engaged public.

England was uniquely positioned to foster the development of printmaking
exhibitions as it was home to a thriving exhibition and print culture beginning in the
eighteenth century. The period covered by this dissertation surveys the remarkable spread
of exhibitions and the growth of the print trade in England. The exhibitions discussed
displayed a wide variety of prints, from eighteenth- and nineteenth-century caricatures,
reproductive engravings, mezzotints, etchings, and lithographs produced by a diverse
group of British artists from amateurs, women, and minor printmakers, to the leading
painters and to Old Master engravings and woodcuts by Italian, German, Dutch, Flemish,
and French artists. These exhibitions represent a vibrant and participatory aspect of print
and exhibition culture that has been neglected in scholarship and this study provides an
overview of their history and impact on artistic life in England during the long nineteenth
century, and beyond.

1

Gordon Fyfe, Art, Power and Modernity: English Art Institutions, 1750-1950 (London:
Leicester University Press, 2000), 53.

3

The Status of Scholarship on Exhibitions

Exhibitions can have multiple, often overlapping, purposes. They achieve
exposure for art and introduce works to new audiences, facilitate the marketing and
selling of artworks, affirm taste and confer status, present ideas and offer narratives about
the works themselves, and can be utilized to assert the cultural authority of the artists and
the organizers. For paintings and sculpture, exposure is often a driving force. As singular
works, or in the case of some sculpture, works in small editions, the audience is limited
from their inception. Prior to the launch of exhibitions, access to such art was typically
limited to wealthy and aristocratic collectors. Exhibitions were a revolutionary
breakthrough that allowed larger and more democratic audiences direct contact with art.
This transformative process has provided a fertile ground for ongoing scholarship and is a
radical departure from traditional monographic and object-centric research and opens
fields of inquiry into reception studies, the art market, and the social networks of art.

For the past thirty years, there has been an increasing scholarly emphasis on
nineteenth-century exhibitions of all sorts, from academic art exhibitions and world’s
fairs to independent artist displays. The majority of this literature originally focused, like
much art historical scholarship, on examinations of those organized in France.2

Elizabeth Gilmore Holt provides an exhaustive account of contemporary criticism and artists’
writings about exhibitions in Europe and the United States, although primarily focusing on
France, in her series of books, The Triumph of Art for the Public, 1785-1848 (Garden City, NY:
Anchor Press, 1979), The Art of All Nations, 1850-73 (Princeton: Princeton University Press,
1982), and The Expanding World of Art, 1874-1902 (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1988).
2

4

Pioneering studies have focused on the exhibitions at the Salons,3 museums,4
international fairs,5 and artist-organized exhibitions held by groups like the
Impressionists.6

Increasingly, scholarship has shifted to focus on English art history and numerous
publications have examined the history and aims of the people and institutions who
organized exhibitions.7 A large number of studies have focused specifically on the history
of the Royal Academy8 and the British Institution,9 two of the largest and most influential

3

For accounts of the exhibitions at the French salon, see Thomas Crow, Painters and Public Life
in Eighteenth-Century Paris (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1985); Patricia Mainardi, The
End of the Salon: Art and the State in the Early Third Republic (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1993).
4

Examinations of the history of the Louvre are included in Carol Duncan, Civilizing Rituals:
Inside Public Art Museums (London: Routledge, 1995); David Carrier, Museum Skepticism: A
History of the Display of Art in Public Galleries (Durham: Duke University Press, 2006).
5

See Mainardi, Art and Politics of the Second Empire: The Universal Expositions of 1855 and
1867 (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1987); Paul Greenhalgh, Ephemeral Vistas: The
Expositions Universelles, Great Exhibitions and Worlds Fairs, 1851-1939 (Manchester:
Manchester University Press, 1988).
Martha Ward, “Impressionist Installations and Private Exhibitions,” The Art Bulletin 73, no. 4
(December 1991).
6

7

Overviews of the range and variety of English exhibition culture are found in Richard Altick,
The Shows of London (Cambridge, MA: Belknap Press, 1978); Brandon Taylor, Art for the
Nation: Exhibitions and the London Public, 1747-2001 (New Brunswick: Rutgers University
Press, 1999); Gordon Fyfe, Art, Power and Modernity: English Art Institutions, 1750-1950
(London: Leicester University Press, 2000); Paul Barlow and Colin Trodd, eds., Governing
Cultures: Art Institutions in Victorian London (Aldershot: Ashgate, 2000).
8

David Solkin, ed., Art on the Line: The Royal Academy Exhibitions at Somerset House, 17801836 (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2001); Holger Hoock, The King’s Artists: The Royal
Academy of Arts and the Politics of British Culture 1760-1840 (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 2003);
James Fenton, School of Genius: A History of the Royal Academy of Arts (London: Royal
Academy of Arts, 2006).
Jordana Pomeroy, “Creating a National Collection: The National Gallery’s Origins in the British
Institution,” Apollo (August 1998); Francis Haskell, “The First Exhibitions of the British
Institution,” in The Ephemeral Museum: Old Master Paintings and the Rise of the Art Exhibition
9
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organizers of exhibitions. Others examine the complex organizations and patriotic aims
involved in the mounting of national and international fairs,10 the development of
museums,11 and the commercial growth of galleries and dealers.12 Discussion of
exhibitions have also factored into studies on the art market, a growing trend in
scholarship that examines the networks of sellers, critics, and artists and their cultural
impact.13 Despite such wide-ranging scholarship on English exhibition culture, displays
of prints are infrequently discussed, often meriting only a brief, passing notice, or are
given no mention.

(New Haven: Yale University Press, 2000), 46-63. A forthcoming publication on the British
Institution is in preparation by Catherine Roach.
10

For the Great Exhibition of the Works of Industry of All Nations, see Jeffrey Auerbach, The
Great Exhibition of 1851: A Nation on Display (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1999). The
Manchester Art Treasures exhibition has been the focus of much recent scholarship, including
Haskell, “German Scholarship in Manchester and Dresden,” in The Ephemeral Museum, 82-97;
Tristram Hunt and Victoria Whitfield, eds,. Art Treasures in Manchester: 150 Years On
(Manchester: Manchester Art Gallery, 2007); Helen Rees Leahy, ed., Art, City, Spectacle: the
1857 Manchester Art-Treasures Exhibition Revisited (Manchester: The John Rylands University
Library, 2009); Elizabeth A. Pergam, The Manchester Art Treasures Exhibition of 1857:
Entrepreneurs, Connoisseurs and the Public (Burlington, VT: Ashgate, 2011).
11

Christopher Whitehead, The Public Art Museum in Nineteenth Century Britain: The
Development of the National Gallery (Burlington, VT: Ashgate, 2005); Giles Waterfield, The
People’s Galleries: Art Museums and Exhibitions in Britain, 1800-1914 (New Haven: Yale
University Press, 2016).
12

For an overview of the major galleries, see Waterfield, Palaces of Art: Art Galleries in Britain
1790-1990 (London: Dulwich Picture Gallery, 1991). Several studies have focused on the
Grovesnor Gallery in London, which displayed the work of the Pre-Raphaelites and the Aesthetic
Movement, including Susan Casteras and Colleen Denney, The Grosvenor Gallery: A Palace of
Art in Victorian England (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1996); Christopher Newall, The
Grosvenor Gallery Exhibitions: Change and Continuity in the Victorian Art World (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 2004).
13

Pamela Fletcher and Anne Helmreich, eds., The Rise of the Modern Art Market in London
(Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2011); Thomas M. Bayer and John R. Page, The
Development of the Art Market in England: Money as Muse, 1730-1900 (London: Pickering &
Chatto, 2011). Bayer and Page include discussions of the print market, particularly as it relates to
the trade of reproductive engraving, in their wide-ranging survey of the circulation of art in
England.
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The literature on English printmaking during the long nineteenth century is
likewise extensive and continually expanding. Scholarship covering the eighteenth
century includes an exhaustive survey of the period,14 accounts of popular prints,15 and
extensive studies on the artists, subjects, and consumption of caricature.16 The practice of
reproductive printmaking, which continued as a major form of printmaking throughout
the nineteenth century, has also been the subject several publications17 and is also
analyzed in the history of one of the most popular mediums of the period, mezzotint.18
Much of the literature on English printmaking during the first half of the nineteenth
century has focused on the topographical tradition, particularly the work of J. M. W.

14

Timothy Clayton, The English Print, 1688-1802 (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1997).

15

Sheila O'Connell, The Popular Print in England: 1550-1850 (London: British Museum, 1999).

16

The body of literature on eighteenth-century caricature, which includes monographs on
William Hogarth, James Gillray, and George Cruikshank among other practitioners, is too large
to thoroughly recount here. One of the most indispensable guides is M. Dorothy George’s sevenvolume Catalogue of Political and Personal Satires Preserved in the Department of Prints and
Drawings in the British Museum (London: British Museum, 1935-54). In addition to transcribing
the often-lengthy inscriptions from the prints, George gives detailed analyses of the subject
matters. The online collection of the British Museum includes the full-text of George’s entries in
the records for the corresponding prints. Other more recent, authoritative accounts include Diana
Donald, The Age of Caricature: Satirical Prints in the Age of George III (New Haven: Yale
University Press, 1996); Mark Hallett, The Spectacle of Difference: Graphic Satire in the Age of
Hogarth (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1999); Richard T. Godfrey and Hallett, James
Gillray: The Art of Caricature (London: Tate Publishing, 2001); Constance C. McPhee and
Nadine Orenstein, Infinite Jest: Caricature and Satire from Leonardo to Levine (New York: The
Metropolitan Museum of Art, 2001).
17

David Alexander and Richard T. Godfrey, Painters and Engraving: The Reproductive Print
from Hogarth to Wilkie (New Haven: Yale Center for British Art, 1980); Brenda D. Rix, Pictures
for the Parlor: The English Reproductive Print from 1775 to 1900 (Toronto: Art Gallery of
Ontario, 1983).
18

Carol Wax, The Mezzotint: History and Technique (New York: Harry N. Abrams, 1990).
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Turner.19 Publications covering the second half of the nineteenth century primarily focus
on the etching revival20 and are dominated by literature on its most famous artist, James
McNeill Whistler.21 While these publications provide thorough accounts of individual
artists, trace their interactions with publishers and the print trade, and consider their
participation in the development of artist societies, they offer few, if any, sustained
discussions of printmaking exhibits.

The tantalizing, albeit brief, mentions of print exhibitions in this existing literature
hint at a larger and more complex exhibition culture and print trade than is currently
understood. Working from this trace information, this dissertation identifies key print
exhibitions and recreates the organization, displays, and audiences of these ephemeral
events by drawing from a wide variety of primary sources including reviews, notices, and

19

Like caricature, the scholarship on Turner is extensive and a thorough bibliography is outside
the scope of this dissertation. Notable publications that discuss Turner’s relation to printmaking
include William George Rawlinson, The Engraved Work of J.M.W. Turner, R.A. (London:
Macmillan & Co., 1908); Gillian Forrester, Turner's 'Drawing Book': The Liber Studiorum
(London: Tate, 1996); James Hamilton, Turner (New York: Random House, 1997); Eric Shanes
et al., Turner: The Great Watercolours (London: Royal Academy of Arts, 2000).
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Emma Chambers, An Indolent and Blundering Art?: The Etching Revival and the Redefinition
of Etching in England 1838-1892 (Aldershot: Ashgate, 1999); Martin Hopkinson, No Day
Without a Line: The History of the Royal Society of Painter-Printmakers, 1880-1999 (Oxford:
Ashmolean Museum, 1999); Elizabeth Helsinger, ed., The "Writing" of Modern Life: The Etching
Revival in France, Britain, and the U.S., 1850-1940 (Chicago: Smart Museum of Art, 2008).
21

The vast literature on Whistler includes numerous publications dealing extensively with his
career as a printmaker. They are too numerous to include here, but two of the most incisive
accounts are found in Katharine Lochnan, The Etchings of James McNeill Whistler (New Haven:
Yale University Press, 1984) and Richard Dorment and Margaret F. MacDonald, eds., James
McNeill Whistler (London: Tate Gallery, 1995). The online catalogue raisonné of Whistler’s
etchings provides an exhaustive background on individual works. See Margaret F. MacDonald,
Grischka Petri, Meg Hausberg, and Joanna Meacock, James McNeill Whistler: The Etchings, a
catalogue raisonné, University of Glasgow, http://etchings.arts.gla.ac.uk.
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advertisements in magazines and newspapers, contemporary books and guides,
inscriptions on the prints themselves, and archival sources at the British Library, the
British Museum, and the Manchester Central Library. By providing an overview of
printmaking exhibitions during their ascendancy in England, this dissertation addresses
the existing gap in scholarship and provides a fuller understanding of the complex
artistic, cultural, and social life of the period.

Exhibition Culture in England

England was uniquely positioned to host the first exhibitions devoted to
printmaking. During the period covered by this dissertation, England witnessed the birth
of exhibition culture when a diverse array of organizers—dealers, publishers, artist
societies, fairs, and museums—mounted displays of fine art, popular culture, and
entertainment to an increasingly broad and receptive public. Audiences of all classes,
from workers to the middle class to aristocracy, flocked to exhibitions and they became
one of the most popular sites of learning, amusement, and sociability.

Unlike other European countries, particularly France, England did not have a
central, government-run art academy and lacked the strong, driving patronage of the
church and crown. In its place arose a large network of specialized sellers in cities
throughout England who drove the market for more idiosyncratic and varied tastes in art,
including portraiture, landscapes, and genre scenes. Beginning in the eighteenth century,
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these commercial sellers, along with artists and private collectors, began to innovate
different means to exhibit and sell their work.

The country quickly became home to an extraordinary range and number of
public art displays from the exhibitions mounted by artist organizations and the Royal
Academy, to the temporary shows organized by enterprising dealers, and the rotating
showcases of works for sale presented by auction houses. Regular exhibitions of works
ranging from Old Masters to contemporary artists and spanning paintings, sculpture, and
works on paper soon became a regular feature of the social calendar and audiences grew
to expect a roster of novel exhibition offerings. Shows were also mounted on popular arts
and objects of curiosity, ranging from architectural models and needlework to Egyptian
antiquities. Increasingly, exhibitions were dedicated to single media, artists, or subjects.
This trend is part of the larger movement that also witnessed the growth of specialized
dealers and galleries, an increase in publications devoted to art criticism, and the
emergence of artist societies devoted to specific types of practice. These practices were
part of a broad movement towards professionalization during the long nineteenth century
that affected all areas of art practice and the art trade.

The earliest exhibitions of art in England began during the 1730s that saw the rise
of artists’ social clubs and the founding of the first educational institution, St. Martin’s
Lane Academy, in 1735. The Foundling Hospital was incorporated in London in 1739
and the following year William Hogarth, one of the most popular and famous painters
and printmakers of the period, began donating his paintings to decorate the building.
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Other artists, including Thomas Gainsborough, Sir Joshua Reynolds, and Richard Wilson,
also offered their paintings and contributed to this first public display of contemporary
English art.

During the 1750s, many artists whose work was shown at the Foundling Hospital
were making public calls for the establishment of an art academy and seeking
government support for regular, public exhibitions of work by living painters. Frustrated
on both of these requests, a group led by Francis Hayman began seeking alternative
venues to mount their own exhibitions. In 1760, they held their first exhibition in the
rooms of the Society for the Encouragement of Arts, Manufactures and Commerce.
Founded by William Shipley in 1754 to provide monetary prizes for artists and inventors,
this society organized free exhibitions of paintings, sculpture, prints, drawings,
architectural and mechanical models, and all sorts of inventions for crafts and
agriculture.22 The exhibition they hosted in 1760 featured over one hundred paintings
and is now considered “the first commercial exhibition of contemporary paintings in
England.”23

Although admission was free and catalogues cost a sixpence, the organizers
argued that this policy drew an undesirable crowd that was “far from being select, or

22

Also known as the Society of Arts, they were granted a royal charter in 1847 and renamed The
Royal Society for the Encouragement of Arts, Manufactures and Commerce, or The Royal
Society of Arts.
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Bayer and Page, The Development of the Art Market in England, 58.
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suited to the wishes of the exhibitors.”24 Perhaps complaining about the audiences who
were drawn to the free exhibitions of the Society for the Encouragement of Arts,
Manufactures and Commerce, they criticized that there was an “intrusion of persons
whose stations and educations disqualified them from judging of statuary and painting,
and who were made idle and tumultuous by the opportunity of attending a show.”25

The following year, in 1761, this group, now calling themselves the Society of
Artists of Great Britain, organized an exhibition at a new space in auction rooms in
Spring Garden.26 In an effort to combat their earlier problems with crowd control, they
required the purchase of the one-shilling catalogue that admitted a family. While it was a
great success, drawing large crowds and selling over 6,000 copies of the catalogue, the
organizers still disagreed about the admission policy and believed it caused “crowds and
disorder” in the exhibition.27 In 1762, they instituted a policy of charging one shilling per
person for admittance to their exhibitions. Explaining their rational in the introduction to
the exhibition catalogue, they claimed that the 1760 show had been “throng’d with such
multitudes, as made access dangerous, and frightened away those, whose approbation

24

Algernon Graves, The Society of Artists of Great Britain, 1760-1791; The Free Society of
Artists, 1761-1783: A Complete Dictionary of Contributors and Their Work from the Foundation
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became known as the Free Society of Artists. See Matthew Hargraves, “Candidates for Fame”:
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was most desired.”28 Such fees, typically one shilling, would become commonplace at
exhibitions held in England. While affordable to middle-class audiences, these costs were
intended to enforce a social control on the audience and exclude the young, the poor, and
the uneducated.

These early arguments over admission fees and audience makeup were shared and
continued by exhibition organizers in the following decades. They outline the delicate
balance that needed to be achieved between the competing aims of status and commercial
success. While organizers were driven to attract fashionable crowds, and many reviews
and notices in newspapers would list the famous and aristocratic visitors to exhibitions,
they also required financial solvency and needed to attract a broad spectrum of visitors,
particularly the middle class, who could afford admission.

In 1768, the long call for a central art institution was answered with the founding
of the Royal Academy, a groundbreaking moment for artistic life and culture in England.
Offering both art instruction and regular opportunities for public display, the Academy
quickly became the central and authoritative institution for the intellectual, social, and
commercial exchange of artworks (figure 0.1). Its exhibitions were highly anticipated
events and an important act of official recognition for the artists whose work was on
display.

28

Quoted in Edwards, Anecdotes of painters, xxviii.
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The exhibitions at the Royal Academy drove the desire for public displays of art
and several other organizations were founded in the early nineteenth century that offered
alternative exhibition spaces. In 1802 the British School was established under the
patronage of the Prince of Wales and its goal was “the advancement of the Fine Arts, and
the perpetual exhibition and sale of original paintings, sculpture, drawings and
engravings by the most eminent living and departed British artists.”29 The School was
composed primarily of wealthy art collectors and led by the artists John Thomas Serres,
George Field and William Ashford. On October 28, 1802, it launched its first exhibition
in rooms on Berners Street. Rather than featuring a static group of works for a specific
length of time, these galleries featured a rotating display of art and “fresh works would
replace those that were sold, and artists, if they chose, could withdraw any of their
contributions and substitute others for them.”30 Despite the inclusion of a number of
respected artists, many of whom were Academicians, and positive reviews, the School
ran into financial difficulties and folded within the year.

The British Institution was founded in 1805. Unlike the Royal Academy, which
was governed by the artist-members, the Institution was funded and regulated by wealthy
art collectors to promote English art and encourage its patronage. While they intended to
increase knowledge and awareness of art produced in this country, the ultimate purpose
of these patrons was “avowedly economic, stressing in [their] publications that the
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Quoted in William T. Whitley, Art in England (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 19281930. Reprint, New York: Hacker Art Books, 1973), 46.
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Ibid., 46-47.
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commercial prosperity of the kingdom depended on a flourishing native school of
artists.”31

The British Institution organized regular exhibitions beginning in 1806, drawn
from its private holdings, which were held at the former site of the Shakespeare Gallery
in Pall Mall that was sold when its proprietor John Boydell went bankrupt in 1805
(figure 0.2). Three spacious rooms displayed works by living artists, among them many
Academy members, and beginning in 1813 it mounted monographic shows devoted to
famous eighteenth-century artists with the first devoted to Reynolds. Despite this avowed
preference for English artists, it also organized showings of Old Masters for the purpose
of study by artists. These displays, which were closed to the public, offered artists the
opportunity for the close examination of Italian, Dutch, and Spanish paintings and they
were encouraged to make copies or imitations in the style of these early masters.32
Women artists were also welcomed to these study sessions making it one of the few sites
for their training.33 At the Royal Academy while two women were among the founding
members, Angelica Kauffman and Mary Moser, women made up a small percentage of
the exhibitors and membership was not granted to another woman until the twentieth
century.
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Waterfield, Palaces of Art, 130-131.

Haskell notes that “after the conclusion of each exhibition of contemporary painters (which
began in 1806), the galleries were to be closed to the public and a selection of Old Masters was to
be borrowed by the directors of the Institution for the express purpose of being studied and
‘imitated’ by amateur and student artists,” in The Ephemeral Museum, 48.
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Exhibitions were also held at numerous other locations, including auction houses,
private museums, and independent galleries. While small city and town auctions were
held during the early eighteenth century, in 1744 the bookseller Samuel Baker founded
the business that became Sotheby’s and in 1766 James Christie established his
eponymous auction house. Their pre-auction displays of consigned works allowed
audiences to see a wide variety of art and drew large crowds (figure 0.3).34 When not in
use, these spaces were also utilized by other organizations for their exhibitions and for
several years the Free Society of Artists held exhibitions at Christie’s.35

In 1792 the Duc d'Orléans extraordinary collection of nearly five hundred Old
Master paintings was sold in France. Several English buyers then exhibited and sold these
works in London, with the Dutch and Flemish paintings on view at the Royal Academy in
1793 and the Italian paintings displayed at the Lyceum in the Strand in 1798. This sixmonth viewing at the Strand attracted large crowds, who paid a one-shilling admission
fee, and inspired a widespread interest in the Italian school.

Private collectors and artists also began independently sharing their works with
the public. In 1794, the wealthy collector Charles Townley opened his house to public
According to Rosie Dias, “the collections put up for sale…at Christie’s formed large-scale
exhibitions lasting for several weeks, often running concurrently with the Royal Academy’s
show. The Bishop of Bristol’s collection, for example, which closed just before the RA’s 1788
exhibition opened, contained over 450 paintings (certainly more than the Academy showed at the
time), and was widely promoted in the press as a favourite resort for people of fashion and taste.
Such collections offered many viewers their first opportunity to see Old Master paintings, and to
view them alongside the works of native artists.” See “‘A world of pictures’: Pall Mall and the
topography of display, 1780-99,” in Georgian Geographies: Essays on Space, Place and
Landscape in the Eighteenth Century, eds. Miles Ogborn and Charles W. J. Withers (Manchester:
Manchester University Press, 2004), 95-96.
34
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visitors. There one could see Old Master paintings and drawings, vases, coins and
manuscripts, many of which he purchased during his three Grand Tours (figure 0.4).
Artists also began mounting independent public displays of their own work during the
late eighteenth century. Nathaniel Hone displayed over sixty paintings, including his
scandalous work The Conjurer that had been rejected from the Royal Academy, in St.
Martin’s Lane in 1775,36 John Singleton Copley first exhibited his painting The Death of
the Earl of Chatham in 1781 in Spring Garden, and in 1784 Thomas Gainsborough
showed twenty-five paintings at his house at Pall Mall.37

Exhibitions were not just limited to the fine arts and there were numerous displays
of popular and curious objects. One of the major sites for such exhibitions of
entertainment was the Egyptian Hall that opened in London in 1812. It was founded by
William Bullock and displayed objects ranging from Egyptian antiquities and objects
collected by Captain Cook to Napoleon’s carriage at Waterloo, which was viewed by
220,000 people (figures 0.5, 0.6). One example of the interactive spectacles mounted
here was the 1822 exhibition of Laplander culture. Against a painted panorama of the
Laplands, the gallery was filled with furniture, costumes, weapons and a hut. A native
Sami family travelled to the gallery to talk with visitors who were also invited to take a
ride on a reindeer-driven sled.38
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the North: Media Structures and Images in the Making of the Nordic Region, eds. Jonas Harvard
and Peter Stadius (London: Routledge, 2016).
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The wide range of exhibitions in England demonstrates that these public displays
were a powerful medium for the presentation and reception of art and culture. While
individually these exhibitions had specific goals and were organized to meet practical,
immediate needs, they also worked in tandem to provide spaces, both physical and
theoretical, for the exchange of ideas. Although temporary, they had a lasting impact in
forming a receptive and participatory public who eagerly consumed and engaged in
dialogues about art and culture.

Print Culture in England

As England was home to a lively and innovative exhibition culture, the country
also boasted a large and interconnected network dedicated to the circulation, display, and
marketing of prints. The period covered by this dissertation spans a significant
development in the production and marketing of English prints and covers the remarkable
rise of the print trade in England. It begins with the late eighteenth century during the
golden age of English caricature and follows through the first half of the nineteenth
century during the rise of English topographical and reproductive printmaking. The prints
and exhibitions produced during this period demonstrate the wide range of subjects and
techniques of the artists and the innovative marketing strategies of its promoters.
Although this dissertation concludes before the launch of the etching revival in France
during the 1860s, which quickly spread to England and the United States, many of the
strategies employed by these artists, publishers, and dealers to promote etching can be
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traced to these earlier exhibitions and these ties are more fully discussed in this
dissertation’s conclusion.

During the first few decades of the eighteenth century in England, the print
market mainly traded imported prints, primarily from France. They were mostly sold by
booksellers and “picture shops,” which offered paintings, maps, and decorative objects,
and through small auctions held in cities and towns. There were few dedicated
printsellers and only a handful operated in London with the two main operations run by
the Overton and Bowles families.

The creation and marketing of English prints was given an enormous boost during
the 1730s by the success and popularity of William Hogarth (1697-1764). Hogarth
achieved immediate renown for his paintings of “modern moral subjects” and his satirical
prints. The majority of printmaking during this period was “done for private commission
or book trade [and] Hogarth was the first British artist to paint pictures primarily to be
engraved.”39 In 1731, Hogarth announced that he would be publishing a series of six
engravings based on his paintings A Harlot’s Progress, which detailed the rise and fall of
a young country girl Moll Hackabout whose move to London led to prostitution, her
arrest, and eventual death. Offered by subscription for one guinea per set, this print series
sold quickly but it also drew the attention of other printsellers who immediately made
unauthorized copies, in various sizes and differing qualities, to capitalize on this public
interest.
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Alexander and Godfrey, Painters and Engravers, 1.
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Hogarth, whose work had frequently been subject to piracy, led the charge for
legal protection. In 1735 the Copyright Act, known as the Hogarth Act, provided
ownership rights to the artists and publishers for fourteen years from the time of
publication. While this act did not entirely prevent unauthorized copies, this craze for
piracies of Hogarth’s work did have the effect of stimulating the print trade, as numerous
engravers, publishers, and sellers worked quickly and in tandem to get these copies to
market. Hogarth was also the first major English printmaker to develop a foreign
following and European collectors eagerly purchased his engravings. While large
numbers of prints continued to be imported from the Continent, this period saw the
growth of the market and printsellers multiplied in London and provincial towns.40

During the second half of the eighteenth century, print culture in England
exploded. The number of sellers greatly increased, innovative publication projects were
organized, and the native school of engraving expanded with many printmakers achieving
international renown. By 1780, “London had caught and overtaken Paris as the centre of
the art world. It had become not only the principal market place for old prints but also the

According to John Pye, the time of Hogarth was a significant period when “this demonstration
of the power of painting and engraving to originate articles of commerce, by diffusing pleasurable
instruction among the public, was the commencement of that important chain of events, which,
by extending the British print-trade throughout the civilised world, emancipated those arts from
the extreme of neglect and uselessness in which they had hitherto been held among us. And thus
the British public became honourably distinguished as affording the first source of real patronage
enjoyed by the British artist” in Patronage of British Art, an historical sketch (London: Longman,
Brown, Green, and Longmans, 1845), 43.
40
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most important centre for the production of new prints and Anglomania was rife across
continental Europe.”41

Beginning in the 1760s, there was a proliferation in the type and variety of
caricatures sold. Although Hogarth’s prints remained popular, the style and format of his
works fell out of favor, as did his moral subjects.42 His finely detailed and painstakingly
engraved portfolios of satires were replaced by single-sheet etchings that were sold
uncolored or, for an additional fee, with the addition of hand-coloring. 43 These works
were quicker to produce, cheaper to purchase, and satirized a broad range of political and
social issues. The speed at which they were made and marketed was astounding and
caricatures by artists including George and Isaac Cruikshank, Thomas Rowlandson, and
James Gillray kept the public up to date on the latest scandals and foibles of modern life.
The publishers started the practice of displaying their latest satires in their shop windows
and turned the streets into free, rotating galleries that drew boisterous crowds (figure
0.7).
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Hogarth was a skilled printmaker and he made the plates for his series A Harlot’s Progress. For
such series, he worked in the standard manner of first lightly etching in the composition and then
using a burin to engrave the details. For his later series Marriage A-la-Mode (1745), he
collaborated with professional French engravers on the plates. As France had a long and
illustrious history with engraving, Hogarth believed the best and most dexterous printmakers
trained there. He first engraved the faces of the figures and then turned the plates over to Gérard
Jean Baptiste Scotin II, Bernard Baron, and Simon François Ravenet who engraved the detailed
settings for each of the six scenes.
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typically these vivid, hand-colored impressions that were used for window displays.
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During the late eighteenth century, several prominent publishers organized print
projects that stimulated the native school of painting and printmaking. In 1786, John
Boydell (1720-1804) launched the Shakespeare Gallery. He commissioned paintings by a
number of artists on Shakespearean subjects and sold through subscription a series of
prints based on these paintings. Boydell displayed the paintings in his gallery in Pall
Mall. It does not appear that the reproductive prints were exhibited alongside the
paintings, although they could be purchased in the gallery. Similar projects were soon
initiated, including Thomas Macklin’s Poet’s Gallery in 1787 and Robert Bowyer’s
Historic Gallery in 1792. These endeavors, although not financially successful, increased
the interest in literary subjects for art that would continue in the nineteenth century with
the growth of book illustration.

At the turn of the nineteenth century, print shops continued to proliferate
throughout the country. Operators, like Rudolph Ackermann who opened a shop in the
Stand in 1797, ran finely-appointed spaces that displayed and sold prints, books, and art
supplies and provided the “English art market with a proper and genteel atmosphere that
survived into the Victorian age and after.”44 Print enthusiasts could even visit the superb
print collection at the British Museum, which established its reading room in 1808,
although many complained that access was difficult and exclusionary.

Printmakers themselves also organized to promote their own work and provide
financial support for their publications. Many of the earliest organizations were
Caroline Karpinski, “Prints for Sale,” The Metropolitan Museum of Art Bulletin 22, no. 6
(February 1964), 220.
44
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composed of reproductive printmakers who were opposed to their treatment by the Royal
Academy. The first attempt was in 1788 when Robert Strange proposed the Society of
Engravers intended to be established for the Benefit of the Infirm, Sick and Disabled
Engravers, their Widows and Orphans. 45 Together with fellow printmakers, including
Valentine Green, William Sharp, and Francesco Bartolozzi, and printsellers, among them
John Boydell and John Raphael Smith, this group intended to raise funds for those in
need through the publication and sale of prints by its members. However, aside from
drawing up a plan for this organization, this group seemingly faltered.

These goals were realized in 1802 with the founding of the Society of Engravers
helmed by Francesco Bartolozzi, their first president. Their stated purpose was identical
to the 1788 plan to provide money for poor or infirm printmakers and their families
through the selling of member prints.46 It included three classes of members, governors,
which included John Samuel Agar, William Bromley Charles Warren, Thomas Medland,
and Valentine Green, associates, and subscribing members that each had differing levels
of financial contribution.47

See John Gage, “An Early Exhibition and the Politics of British Printmaking, 1800-1812,”
Print Quarterly 6, no. 2 (June 1989), 123, and Pye, Patronage of British Art, 311-313.
45
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In 1807, the Chalcographic Society was established “for the purpose of
emancipating the artists from the continual engraving of small plates, by enabling them to
undertake works of magnitude, which might add luster to the genius of the country.”48
Among its members were printmakers William Bromley, Luigi Schiavonetti, William
Skelton, John Scott, Edward Scriven, and Charles Warren.49 Their primary motive, as
outlined in a solicitation plan, was to encourage the native patronage of English
engraving during the suspension of export trade due to the Napoleonic Wars. Worried
that “England is in danger of losing the reputation it has acquired,” the Chalcographic
Society called upon the public to contribute money for the publication of large-scale
historical engravings by its members.50 Despite raising an impressive sum of several
thousand pounds, the group soon disbanded, due perhaps to interpersonal disagreements,
and the subscribers were refunded. These early organizations evidence the drive towards
independence and self-sufficiency by printmakers, but also demonstrate the difficulties in
administrating and sustaining self-governing artist organizations.

“The Chalcographic Society,” The London Literary Gazette and Journal of Belles Lettres, Arts,
Sciences, etc., January 29, 1825. Its name, also referred to as Calcographic Society, derives from
“chalcography,” the art of engraving on copper plates.
48

For discussion of the formation of the Chalcographic Society, see Gage, “An Early Exhibition
and the Politics of British Printmaking, 1800-1812,” 133; Gage, “Fresh Light on the Calcographic
Society,” Print Quarterly 9, no. 4 (December 1992).
49
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Engraver, Editor, and Entrepreneur (Farnham: Ashgate, 2011), 14-38.
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The Etching Club was founded in London in 1838 and operated until 1885.51 It
functioned as a cooperative publishing venture—each of the twelve members would
produce etched plates and the cost of printing and publishing them was shared among
them. It also acted as a select social club (members had to be invited) and they provided
small monetary loans to members. While much scholarship on nineteenth-century
English printmaking positions the etching revival, beginning in France during the 1860s,
as a landmark moment for the medium, the existence of the Etching Club documents that
etching was never truly dormant. The methods they used to promote etching—forming an
independent group and publishing their own work—would be the same practices
employed by the numerous etching societies formed throughout Europe and the United
States during the second half of the nineteenth century.

Two of the most important proponents of etching during his period were Queen
Victoria and Prince Albert. Beginning in 1840, they spent the next four years producing
etchings, 62 by the Queen and 25 by the Prince.52 They were taught the process by Edwin
Landseer and were part of the body of amateur artists, like those in the eighteenth century
guided by the Darlys, who took up etching. Etching is the printmaking technique most
akin to drawing and therefore seen as the easiest process for amateurs. Working with a
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The printmakers present at the original meeting on February 2, 1838 were Henry Townsend,
John Bell, Charles West Cope, Thomas Fearnley, John Calcott Horsley, Charles George Lewis,
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skilled printmaker like Landseer, the amateur could quickly and freely sketch designs on
a prepared copper plate with a needle. The plate then could be turned back over to the
technician who would deal with the more complicated process of biting the plate in an
acid bath, then inking and printing it. Queen Victoria and Prince Albert were not the only
members of aristocracy who took up etching. Madame de Pompadour made a series of
etchings in the mid-eighteenth century after drawings by François Boucher.53

The Obstacles of Print Exhibitions

Prints were produced in a wide variety of techniques, genres, and styles and
circulated through a growing number of publishers, sellers, and independent societies.
They were also included in the exhibitions organized by the Society for the
Encouragement of Arts, Manufactures and Commerce, the Society of Artists of Great
Britain, the Free Society of Artists, the British School, and the British Institution. Despite
these opportunities, printmakers deemed their inclusion in these exhibitions problematic.
They claimed that their smaller-scale and monochromatic prints were overwhelmed by
the larger, colorful paintings also on view and caused unfavorable comparisons between
them. Some exhibitions provided separate spaces for prints, where they were typically
displayed alongside works on paper and small sculptures.54 These works were typically
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grouped together due to their similar size and their reproductive or preparatory nature—
sculptures were often produced in multiples and copies of earlier designs while many
drawings were studies for paintings or prints. These alternate exhibition spaces, however,
were frequently criticized for being small, dim, and generally unsatisfactory for the
examination and enjoyment of prints.

Such complaints were underscored by the ongoing debates over the status of
printmakers at the Royal Academy. Upon its establishment in 1768, printmaking was
officially codified as a secondary art form. Considered primarily reproductive artists,
printmakers were originally denied acceptance to the Royal Academy and then offered
the following year the conciliatory, although still unequal, position as Associate
Engravers. The great, light-filled exhibition room at the top of Somerset House was offlimits for printmakers and only a handful of prints were shown on the first floor in the
Antiques Room, in the library, or even in a hallway. Comparatively, printmakers at
foreign academies fared much better. They were afforded equal standing with fellow
artists and their work was displayed more frequently, particularly in Paris where prints
were shown at the Salon in increasing numbers, numbering over 150 prints by the 1820s.
In 1807, the printmaker John Landseer summarized their concerns and issued an
unheeded request to the Royal Academy:
you would find it eligible to allot a room, or the side of a room, for the
sole exhibition of unpublished, or recently published, prints of merit; or
else, that such prints may be mingled only with sculpture and models, or

and drawings in the Lower Room. See “An Early Exhibition and the Politics of British
Printmaking, 1800-1812,” 126-127.
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so as to be brought into fair comparison with each other, and not to be
eclipsed in the public notice by being mixed with large pictures.55

Print Exhibitions in England, 1770s-1858

This dissertation examines a range of exhibitions that were organized to address
the immediate concerns and desires of printmakers and their promoters. While each
appeared at different periods of time and had specific, immediate motives, they also
shared the same overarching need for prints to be considered as autonomous and valuable
works of art.

Chapter One, From Windows to Walls: Commercial Exhibitions of Prints in
London, 1770s-1800, examines the earliest print exhibitions, those organized by popular
print sellers in the late eighteenth century. It focuses on the London publishers Matthew
and Mary Darly, William Holland, and Samuel William Fores who advertised displays
held in their shops’ “exhibition rooms.” While this practice had had an undeniable
commercial impulse, these exhibitions also drastically transformed the experience of
viewing prints. They shifted prints from the bustling world of peddlers, open-air stalls,
and shop windows to the specialized setting of gallery exhibits and transformed the
experience of viewing prints into a ritualized event.

Chapter Two, Protesting the Academy: Printmakers and the Organization of
Independent Group Exhibitions, examines the challenges faced by reproductive engravers
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in finding suitable venues for display. Frustrated by the limited space offered to prints in
exhibitions at the Royal Academy and the British Institution, artists continually voiced a
desire for independent print exhibitions. This chapter focuses on the figure who answered
that call, the printmaker William Bernard Cooke who in 1821 organized the first group
exhibition of contemporary printmaking. He launched another exhibition of prints in
1823, which expanded to include earlier eighteenth-century works, and also held
exhibitions of drawings. Cooke’s exhibitions were influenced by similar independent
displays of drawings mounted by watercolorist societies and are early evidence of how
exhibitions were used to voice dissent against prevailing policies.

Chapter Three, Presenting the History of Printmaking: The Gallery of Engravings
at the Manchester Art Treasures Exhibition, 1857, examines the largest survey exhibition
of printmaking mounted by that time, the Gallery of Engravings at the Manchester Art
Treasures Exhibition in 1857. Featuring over 2,000 prints ranging from Old Master
woodcuts and engravings to nineteenth-century etchings and lithographs, this exhibition
presented the first physical survey of printmaking. This chapter argues that while this
exhibition had nationalistic impulses, and aimed to present English printmaking as heir to
the great tradition of Dutch and Italian Old Masters, it also served to showcase the
independent lineage and rich artistic tradition of printmaking itself. The exhibition also
had an international impact—it presented a model for the large-scale print survey
exhibition that appeared throughout Europe and North America during the second half of
the nineteenth century.
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Chapter Four, Opening the Cabinet: Public Displays of Prints at the British
Museum, analyzes the institutional policies and anxieties over print exhibitions through
examining the history of the print department of the British Museum and the mounting of
their first exhibition of prints in 1858. This chapter explores the operation of the public
print room as a space for the creation of private, personal “exhibitions” of prints and the
criticism that it engendered as an exclusionary space. It surveys the persistent calls for
print exhibitions at the British Museum throughout the nineteenth century and considers
how the Manchester Art Treasures exhibition precipitated the launching of the first
museum exhibition.

The conclusion, The Development of Print Exhibitions in England during the
Second Half of the Nineteenth Century, demonstrates how the exhibitions discussed in
this dissertation served as models for the enormous and diverse range of print exhibitions
that developed during the 1860s-1900. They were organized by a similar cadre of
publishers and sellers, artist groups, fairs, and museums and also presented a variety of
prints, from popular prints and contemporary etchings to Old Master engravings. This
chapter is supplemented by an appendix, Print Exhibitions in England, 1860-1900, which
lists over 100 exhibitions. While not intended to be exhaustive, it provides insight into the
major dealers and exhibition organizers and reveals the most popular subjects of print
exhibitions. As there is no single, comprehensive published source for printmaking
exhibitions, this appendix provides avenues for further research that falls outside the
specific scope of this dissertation.
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Chapter One
From Windows to Walls: Commercial Exhibitions of Prints in London, 1770s-1800

During the eighteenth century, London was a fertile ground for the growth and
intersection of art and commerce and this city became home to generations of print
sellers. During the last three decades of the century, England experienced the golden age
of caricature and specialized dealers in satires spread throughout the city and advertised
their latest offerings in their shop windows. Three of these leading publishers, Matthew
and Mary Darly, William Holland, and Samuel Fores, also became the most popular
practitioners of a new way to display and circulate prints, print exhibitions.

This chapter first surveys the growth of the print trade during the eighteenth
century and the strategies employed by publishers and sellers to circulate prints to an
ever-widening audience. It considers their relationship to the book trade and their shared
practices of marketing through advertisements, catalogues, mail ordering, and the
institution of lending policies. Through an analysis of one of the most popular practices,
the shop window display, it outlines the benefits and drawbacks of these public galleries
of the street and examines how publishers capitalized on this existing audience by
launching exhibitions.

The practice of exhibitions is positioned as the creation of a new physical, inbetween space for the viewing of prints, more rarefied than the street and more public
than the private setting of a connoisseur’s study. By referring to their shops as
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“museums” and advertising “exhibitions,” for which they charged an admission fee, these
publishers were influenced by and consciously aping the practices of the burgeoning
exhibition culture. They transformed their shops from sites of commerce into sociable
venues through the mounting of regular, ritualized events that encouraged repeat visitors
and fostered the sale of prints. These exhibitions functioned as an outgrowth of the
marketing strategy of the shop window and signify the creative and innovative practices
of print sellers during this period.

The Print Shop in the Eighteenth Century

Throughout the eighteenth century, the number and variety of print sellers in
England grew exponentially. While only a few operated in the early decades, by the
1770s there were dozens of shops in London and towns throughout the country selling
caricatures, landscapes and ornament prints, and reproductive mezzotints and engravings
after famous portraits and historical paintings. These shops were typically operated by
print publishers who organized and funded the production of these prints—hiring the
artists, overseeing the printing, and arranging the marketing and distribution of the prints.
Frequently, these publishers were also printmakers themselves and they were well
connected with the network of artists, printers, and sellers who composed the print trade.

This system of producing and distributing prints was similar to the book trade that
was likewise composed of interconnected relationships between publishers, printers, and
dealers. The engravers and printers that produced books often also made maps,
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reproductive prints, satires and popular prints, trade cards, stationery, and other printed
ephemera. It was these manufacturing connections that “gave print publishers some
familiarity with the book publishing trade’s well-established production, financing and
marketing methods.”1 Throughout the eighteenth century, the number of booksellers
increased and they set up shops typically near one another, creating small printing centers
in cities where print shops would also open up business.

In addition to offering books for sale in their shops, booksellers employed a
number of different marketing methods. By producing catalogues of their inventory and
publishing advertisements in newspapers announcing their latest offerings, booksellers
made it simple for smaller, provincial dealers to order wholesale lots and offered
individual collectors an easy way to keep abreast of the newest and most popular
publications. Print sellers employed these same methods of newspaper advertisements
and inventory catalogues and “huge numbers of satirical prints, both political and social,
were also acquired by individual mail order.”2 They also marketed that their wares were
available for bulk purchases both at home and abroad, with one publisher proclaiming
“prints and Caricatures wholesale and for exportation.”3 Through these means, the print
trade expanded to those who could not make in-person visits to their shops and “artists
and publishers put themselves in touch with a wide public who provided collective
sponsorship for their enterprises. This was a distinctive, new and English marketing style,
1

Bayer and Page, The Development of the Art Market in England, 86.

2

Donald, The Age of Caricature, 21.

3

Advertisement for Samuel Fores, quoted in Reva Wolf, Goya and the Satirical Print in England
and on the Continent, 1730 to 1850 (Boston: D. R. Godine, 1991), 6.
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dependent in part on a sophisticated press and, eventually, upon a national and
international information network.”4

Another innovative method that booksellers and printsellers shared was the
practice of lending works. Bookshops offered, for a fee, the option of borrowing works
and this practice soon grew into the establishment of a new type of operation, circulating
libraries, which began during the 1740s.5 Printsellers adopted this practice and it was
especially popular for the circulation of caricatures. These satirical musings on the latest
political and social scandals were a form of entertainment and could provide fodder for a
lively gathering of viewing and debate at a borrower’s home. Most of the major
caricature publishers offered this service and those like “[Samuel] Fores, [Rudolph]
Ackermann, [Hannah] Humphrey, and [Thomas] Tegg were all accustomed to ‘let out’
portfolios filled with their caricatures for the delectation of guests at evening parties.”6
Fores advertised “prints and drawings lent out on the plan of a Circul. Library folios of
caricatures lent out for the evening.”7 He charged 2s. 6d. for renting a portfolio overnight,
making it an inexpensive fee for a day’s amusement.8
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Alexander Meyrick Broadley, Napoleon in Caricature: 1795-1821 (London: John Lane, 1911),
1-2.
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1793. BM Satires 8392.
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By far one of the most engaging and frequently pictured methods of
advertisement and marketing was the shop window display. When glass became more
cheaply and readily available in the mid-eighteenth century, shops of all sorts began
building large storefront windows that were used as display cabinets for their wares.9
Within a few decades, life on the street had become a rotating kaleidoscope of
consumable goods with windows offering up a tantalizing array of products. Booksellers
and circulating libraries displayed their latest and most popular publications to entice
passersby, as seen in two views of fashionable women before such windows, A Lady
Coming from the Circulating Library (1781) and Beauty in Search of Knowledge (1882)
(figures 1.1, 1.2). These displays blended spectacle and commerce and were a vibrant
signifier of the consumer-driven culture of life in late eighteenth-century London.

The most popular types of window shop displays, however, were those of print
shops. Sellers posted their latest offerings in their windows and curious, enthusiastic
crowds quickly gathered on the sidewalks. Using the individual panes of glass as a frame,
sellers papered their entire windows with their newest prints, effectively turning the street
into a public gallery. These displays were a free, easy, and remarkably successful way for
sellers to promote their prints.

Most of the sellers who participated in this practice were publishers of caricatures
and satires who created arresting displays featuring brightly-colored prints. These prints,
While glass was first used for shop windows in the 1720s, “large sheets were not readily
available as building and display material until after the 1750s.” See Joseph Monteyne, From Still
Life to Screen: Print Culture, Display, and the Materiality of the Image in Eighteenth-Century
London (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2013), 84.
9
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which lampooned current events, popular fashions, social scandals, and public figures,
were both conveyors of news and comedic entertainment. As large numbers were
produced and they often responded almost instantaneously to recent news, the sellers had
large, rotating inventories and made sure to continually update their windows with the
latest and most relevant images.

These prints were appreciated by an expansive audience, from the educated,
sophisticated class who could appreciate the classical references often used in caricatures
to the illiterate, lower class that could grasp the recognizable subjects and enjoy the
grotesque, often crude, humor. Viewers ranged from the curious visitor to the city and the
routine passerby to the subjects of the prints themselves who found their reflections in
these shop windows, all of whom could find something to appreciate and enjoy in these
prints.

They drew large and boisterous crowds who clogged the sidewalks and jostled for
the best viewing positions. However, shop windows also posed a myriad of problems,
from crowd control to petty thievery. While they drew the attention of customers who
paused before entering the store to make a purchase, the windows also drew the attention
of those who did not have the mean to buy prints, leading them to be called “a free
gallery for the poor.”10 Among these crowds were unsavory characters and numerous
guides warned about the pick-pocketers who operated near these print shops. A print, The
Spectator (1828), depicts such a scene as a gentleman entranced by the window display is
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unaware as a young boy removes his purse from his back pocket (figure 1.3). Other
guides warned visitors about the moral hazards of walking the streets of London where
“every printshop has its windows stuck full with indecent prints, to inflame desire thro’
the eye.”11

The Show Windows of Carington Bowles

One of the most popular print shops in London was operated by Carington
Bowles and his shop displays were prominently featured in several prints. Carington
Bowles (1724-1793) was part of the third generation of a printmaking dynasty. His
grandfather Thomas (d. 1721), father John (1701?-1779), and uncle Thomas (c. 16891767) were sellers of maps and prints in London from the 1690s-1830. During the 1770s,
they operated their first in a series of shops located in St Paul’s Churchyard, the leading
printing and publishing center in London since the middle ages. Carington advertised his
operation as a “map and print warehouse,” which describes the wide variety of works
offered.12 He was best known for publishing “drolls,” satires on the fashions and manners
of the upper class, particularly by John Collett and Robert Dighton. These prints were
produced using mezzotint, a tonal method of printmaking that was developed in the
seventeenth century by the German printmaker Ludwig von Siegen but quickly became
associated with British artists in the eighteenth century who used it for skillfully
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The London Magazine, May, 1755.
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Caricatures, maps, trade cards, book illustrations, and reproductive prints were produced by a
network of engravers and printers. These artists and printers rarely specialized and typically
produced a wide variety of work that was then sold by book and print sellers and stationers.
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reproducing portrait paintings. Drolls were an adoption of mezzotint for original,
comedic subjects and they were advertised as “particularly adapted for country
booksellers and stationers, as well as for exportation.”13

These prints were also greatly appealing to London audiences as evidenced in
several prints that depict Bowles’ shop windows. In Spectators at a Print-Shop in St.
Paul's Church Yard (1774) several fashionable figures are absorbed by the spectacle of
brightly-colored prints lining the window (figure 1.4). They showcase the range of prints
offered, from clerical portraits lining the top row to the lower window filled with social
satires. A fashionable woman gestures to one of the drolls with a fan, pointing it out to
her companion, while behind her a more dramatic sidewalk scene plays out. Another
gentleman, engaged in viewing the prints, is interrupted by a man serving an arrest
warrant. A more comical scene of the Bowles’ storefront is pictured in A real scene in St
Pauls Church Yard, on a windy day (1782-1784) (figure 1.5). The window is a backdrop
against which a sidewalk crowd struggles with the inclement weather clutching their hats
and clothes. One unfortunate woman reaches for her wig that has blown off, while a
young boy who has tripped and scattered his basket of fish on the ground is in danger of
being trampled by the distracted crowd. These two prints give a vivid sense of the
bustling street life of eighteenth-century London with people of all classes and walks of
life interacting on sidewalks. The prints depicting these windows not only captured
contemporary city scenes but themselves served as advertisements, for the individual
prints in the window panes were identifiable and also available for sale.
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Bowles’ shop was one of a number of printsellers that operated in London,
alongside those of Robert Sayer, James Birchall, and Anthony Torre. It was the duo of
Matthew and Mary Darly, however, who would be the first to innovate a new type of
print display, the print exhibition.

Matthew and Mary Darly

Matthew Darly (c. 1720-1781) was one of the most prolific engravers and
publishers of satires in London during the second half of the eighteenth century. Little is
known about his training other than that he apprenticed to a clockmaker in 1735.14
During the 1750s, he began his long and illustrious career as an ornamental engraver for
works on architecture, decorative arts, and chinoiserie designs.15 His most prominent
early work as an engraver was for Thomas Chippendale’s The Gentleman's and CabinetMaker's Director (1754) and for A New Book of Chinese Designs (1754) in collaboration
with the ornithologist George Edwards. He continued to engrave designs for a number of
influential furniture and ornament books throughout the next two decades, including A
New Book of Ceilings (1760), Robert Sayer's Household Furniture in Genteel Taste
14

There is no single work that deals extensively with the work of Darly. The most comprehensive
biographical information is provided in the entry on the printmaker by Timothy Clayton in the
Oxford Dictionary of National Biography, accessed April 24, 2013,
http://www.oxforddnb.com/view/article/63093. His career as an ornamental engraver and its
impact on his later satirical work is discussed in Monteyne, From Still Life to Screen, 87-115.
Darly’s work as an ornamental engraver is briefly mentioned in literature on design, including
Clive D. Edwards, Eighteenth-Century Furniture (Manchester: Manchester University Press,
1996); Michael Snodin and Maurice Howard, Ornament: A Social History Since 1450 (London:
Victoria & Albert Museum, 1996); René Bilodeau, Celebrating Thomas Chippendale, 250 Years
of Influence (Alpharetta, GA: The Learning Mill Press, 2005).
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(1760), William Ince and John Mayhew's Universal System of Household Furniture
(1762), Sixty Vases by English, French & Italien Masters (1766-1770), The Ornamental
Architect (1769-71), A New Book of Ornaments (1772), and A Compleat Body of
Architecture (1773). In 1757, he opened a shop with Edwards at the Golden Acorn in the
Strand and during the 1760s Darly went into partnership with his second wife, Mary.

Mary Darly (active 1756-1777) was, like her husband, a prolific printmaker and
publisher beginning in the 1750s.16 She first began producing and marketing an
innovative type of print, “small engravings with satirical sketches on them—the size of a
playing card—which could be sent through the post.”17 During the 1750s-60s, she and
her husband published these caricatures on “small, 2 ½ x 4” pasteboard cards suitable for
mailing.”18 They were eagerly collected and beginning in 1756 she published annual
collections of these prints as A Political and Satyrical History of the Year.19

While it has been difficult to authenticate prints made by her,20 her facility with
the etching needle and satirical skills are demonstrated in one of her identifiable prints,

Virtually nothing is known about Mary’s early life, not even a birth date. It is also unclear
when she married Matthew. They had five children between 1761 and 1770. See Clayton’s entry
on her husband in the Oxford Dictionary of National Biography.
16
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Due to their shared tendency to publish their work as “M. Darly,” it has been difficult for
scholars to separate the work of Mary from that of her husband.
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David Garrick in the Character of Abel Drugger (ca. 1760-1780) (figure 1.6). She
pictures the famous actor Garrick, who portrayed Drugger in a performance of Ben
Jonson’s seventeenth-century play The Alchemist, standing before an open window.
Although the portrait does not appear to be an accurate likeness, and Garrick was a
frequent subject for painters and printmakers, Darly rendered him with wit and
personality and demonstrates her dexterity with portrait caricatures.

In 1762, she published one of the earliest histories of caricature, A Book of
Caricaturas: on 59 Copper-Plates, with Ye Principles of Designing in that Droll &
Pleasing Manner, with Sundry Ancient & Modern Examples & Several Well Known
Caricaturas, which promoted caricature as part of an illustrious history beginning with
the Italian Renaissance. This book was both a survey of the tradition of satirical art and
also served as a drawing manual for amateur artists. Mary etched all of the illustrations
herself, which included reproductions of several of Leonardo’s grotesque drawings and
guides to drawing heads in different manners (figure 1.7).

Such drawing manuals, on subjects ranging from portraiture to landscapes,
became immensely popular during this period and brought drawing to “the new public
sphere of writing and commerce.”21 They were relatively inexpensive and afforded
instruction to middle-class artists and amateurs who could not afford private instruction.
Scholars have pointed out that while few manuals on the subject of caricature were

Ann Bermingham, “‘An Exquisite Practise’: The Institution of Drawing as a Polite Art in
Britain,” in Towards a Modern Art World, ed. Brian Allen (New Haven: Yale University Press,
1995), 57.
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published, such works were almost exclusively dedicated to amateurs and “indicate the
importance of amateur draftsmen in helping establish caricature as a popular printed form
in the eighteenth century.”22 Included among these amateur artists were women, who did
not have access to traditional training and for whom drawing manuals served as
indispensable guides to learning the craft and skills of artmaking. Darly advised that her
manual was intended for such female artists for whom “caricature was a charming
amateur pastime.”23

Appealing to this same audience, Mary regularly offered her services as an
instructor of drawing and etching. Along with her husband, she also solicited amateur
artists to submit caricature designs to be etched and published. They frequently
advertised their services as part of their publication line on their prints, “Gentlemen and
Ladies may have any Sketch or Fancy of their own…Engrav'd, etched, or Dry-Needled,
by their humble Servant.”24

Together, the couple ran a bustling print shop and Mary was one of a number of
women who managed such successful operations.25 Like most print shops, they sold a
varied inventory of prints, including portraits, genres, and historical scenes. They also
sold a wide range of decorative prints, including “ornaments for print rooms, stair-cafes,
22
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&c. vis. Brackets, vases, circular, straight and elliptical borders, knots, pedestals, &c.
&c.,”26 and paper-hangings in the Chinese taste.27 In addition to selling drawing books,
they also offered other materials for the amateurs, particularly women, including “ladies
stencils for painting Silks, Linens, Paper, &c., by Mary Darly” 28 and “all sorts of cut
flowers for ladies to paint on ribbons, hats, silks, linen, &c. with the different colours,
brushes, &c. and proper instructions given.”29

The Darlys were best known, however, for their caricatures of the fashions and
dress of the upper class. During the 1770s, they published a number of prints that
pictured women with outrageous hairdos, festooned with impractical objects, which
lampooned the current vogue for elaborate appearances and mocked the tendency of
people to blindly follow fashion trends. One such print, Fruit Stall (1777), shows a
woman with an improbably tall tower of hair festooned with gourds, berries, peaches,
pears, and topped with a pineapple (figure 1.8). These images blended the skills and
interests of both Mary and Matthew and with them their “interest in studies of ornament
and a penchant for social caricature…are not kept separate but fused to create a series of
striking amalgams.”30
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They were perhaps best known for their series of prints Caricatures, Macaronies
& Characters by sundry ladies and gentlemen artists published from 1772-1776. The
“macaroni” was a wealthy, stylish, and educated gentleman classified by the London
Magazine as a “new artificial species of character.”31 These men had made the rite of
passage of the learned and cultured class, the Grand Tour, and it was during these travels
to Italy where they developed a taste for pasta, or macaroni, from which they derived
their moniker. Such a gentleman could indulge his interest in art by frequenting such
shops as the Darlys, making him both the subject and audience of these prints.32

The Darlys became so famous for their satires of these characters that their store
was often referred as “The Macaroni Print Shop,” as seen in a view of their shop by
Edward Topham from 1772 (figure 1.9). As with the depictions of Carington Bowles’
printshop, this print depicts the show windows full of identifiable prints. The portraits of
the macaronis, all engraved in profile, are echoed in the lineup of spectators in
fashionable coats and hats outside the window, a comparison between subject and
spectator. Such prints would often be collected by such subjects themselves and become
the source of entertainment in collectors’ homes. Interestingly, while patrons of political
caricatures typically pasted them into albums or stored them in portfolios, drolls and
They described macaronis in the following manner: “a number of young men of fashion who
have travelled into Italy may in the present state of this country be without offence said to be a
number of very fantastical beings. Their habits of living naturally lead them to acquire and bring
home with them only the vices and follies of a foreign country. An association of only such could
not fail to produce an exuberant degree of effeminacy and foppery and hence a new artificial
species of character has arisen in London,” in “An Account of the Maccaroni,” The London
Magazine, April 1772, 193.
31
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social caricatures would be more likely to have been framed and displayed on walls in
homes, transferring the public shop window into a private viewing gallery.33

The Darlys’ Exhibitions of Prints

On the evening of April 25, 1773, a fashionable crowd gathered for the opening of
a new exhibition in London. Although audiences could choose from a number of types of
exhibitions, from the offerings of the Royal Academy and the Society of Arts to the
newly opened Pantheon, on this night an elite group, which included Horace Walpole,
Joshua Reynolds, and a “great number of distinguished personages, lovers of the polite
arts and of the virtu”34 arrived at a new space for exhibitions, the Darlys’ print shop.

They issued a public notice announcing this new type of exhibition and described
the types of prints on view:
Darly’s Comic Exhibition, No. 39. Strand, near York Building, is opened
this day at one shilling each person, with a catalogue gratis, which entitles
the bearer to any print not exceeding one shilling value. This droll and
33
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amusing collection is the production of several ladies and gentlemen
artists, &c. &c. and consists of several laughable subjects, droll figures,
and sundry characters, caricatures, &c. taken at Bath, and other watering
places, and at the public place of resort in Great Britain. N.B. by the kind
assistance of ladies, &c. there are near 200 new subjects added to the
collection this year.35
They advertised such exhibitions for the next two years and frequently mentioned that
this diverse collection on view was updated with the latest satires in which “pleased and
snarling critics will be put up to public view, whose particular masks will point them out
without the disagreeable task of telling their names.”36 They also solicited work to be
included in these displays and announced that:
…as several ladies, gentlemen, and artists, have espressed [sic] their
inclinations to exhibit with the above numerous collection, they are
desired to send their comic performances within three days before the said
opening, that they may be properly arranged in the catalogue. Copies, not
very pieces can be admitted, as the sizes confined to 14 inches by 10, or to
any size un’er. N.B. Ladies and gentlemen will have their names kept
secret, if required.37
The prints on view in these “exhibitions” did not seem to be specifically chosen or
curated but were rather a rotating selection of the most current publications, most likely
similar to those displayed in the shop windows. Through these exhibitions, the Darlys
were the first print sellers to capitalize on the large crowds at their windows and attempt
to turn them into a paying audience. While windows were “galleries for the poor,” as
seen in the printed views of the storefronts these displays also attracted upper class
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audiences who could afford to purchase prints and who became frequent visitors to their
exhibitions.

The Impetus for the Darly’s Exhibitions

While the Darlys did not leave behind any records or explanations for why they
decided to hold print exhibitions, it is worthwhile to consider the motives that potentially
shaped their decision. The Bowles, by contrast, who operated a similar business in size
and popularity, did not advertise exhibitions. There were perhaps two reasons why the
Darlys decided to launch such a venture.

A main reason was perhaps Matthew’s own involvement and participation in
exhibitions. In his work as an ornamental engraver, he exhibited his work several times,
at the Society of Artists from 1765-1770 and at the Free Society in 1771.38
He therefore had first-hand experience in the challenges and rewards that accompanied
public displays of prints and undoubtedly he also attended the exhibitions at the Royal
Academy and knew of the limited, if any, space given to prints in such displays. With his
wife, they also witnessed the burgeoning exhibition scene in London and saw an opening
for a new type of specialized exhibition that could bolster their business.

It is also possible that the Darlys began holding exhibitions due to the hassles and
limitations of displaying prints in their window. The size of these crowds drew the ire and
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complaints of residents, such as “Ambulator,” who wrote in a letter to the Morning
Chronicle and London Advertiser in 1775:
among the various amusements now in vogue in this great metropolis,
there is not any thing that appears so much the bon ton as Darly’s
Exhibition, but it is wished by many, that while the York Buildings
Company are making the necessary repairs to their fire plugs and great
main, to prevent calamity of fires, that the highways were not so much
impeded by the great stop of coaches and that the servants of the great
world would get into the bye streets to joke and laugh, and not to hinder
those that are upon real business; which is the wish of thousands, and
particularly one that is always in a hurry.39

The perils of window displays were also outlined in a print published by the
Darlys in 1775, Ecce Homo, attributed to Francesco Bartolozzi (figure 1.10). This
etching depicts a crazed madman attacking the window of the Darly’s shop who,
according to the inscription, does “upon just cause before God and men do declare &
pronounce war with and against all and every printshop and printseller within and
without the city of London.” The man has been identified as William Austin (17211820), an engraver and teacher of drawing and a publisher of caricatures in London.40
The reason for his rage, the inscription goes on to state, was that Austin had been
thwarted in his professional advancement when he decided:
to open a Museum of Drawings by the best masters, had it not been for the
most malicious wicked and diabolical combinations consultations and
insinuations of that most unfeeling set of men cald [sic] print-sellers so
being overwhelmed with disapointments [sic] and poverty takes this
desperate method to rebuke their insolence.
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There are numerous details in the print, including a copy of the print itself, titled A
Bethlemhite, in the upper-left corner of the window, and “a chain of pictorial details
[which] reinforces the notion that he has been driven mad by these circumstances: there is
a prescription from Bethlem’s Dr. Monro on the ground at his feet, and his flaring eye,
enervated hair and angry lunge reveal that his condition is a maniacal one.”41 The Monro
family was composed of several generations of doctors who worked at the psychiatric
hospital Bethlem, also known as Bedlam.

While such an attack did not take place and this print was conceived as a personal
rebuke to Austin who was a professional rival to Darly, this print also demonstrates the
pervasiveness of shop windows in contemporary city life. The Darlys were well aware of
the advantages and disadvantage of these public displays and they co-opted the popularity
of these public windows by converting them into semi-private, interior exhibitions.
Although there are no extant records of the commercial or popular success of their print
exhibitions, their impact can be measured by the fact that such exhibitions were emulated
in the following years by other printsellers.

The Printsellers of the Golden Age of Caricature: Humphrey, Holland, Fores

The 1780s is considered the golden age of caricature. This period was dominated
by the London printsellers Hannah Humphrey, William Holland, and Samuel Fores who
formed a “triumvirate [that] thrived during the era of the French Revolution when James
41
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Gillray, Thomas Rowlandson, and Isaac Cruikshank were at the peak of their activity.”42
Other scholars called this trio the “leading upmarket publishers”43 and “entrepreneurs,
dealing in a luxury trade and probably formidable characters in their own right.”44 They
each continued the practice of displaying prints in their shop windows and drew similar
large and lively crowds as the Darlys.

Hannah Humphrey (1745-1815) was best known as one of the most prolific
publishers of James Gillray, who lived and worked in her shop from April 1797 until his
death in 1815. Her shop was a lively hub of production and consumption and featured:
…two mahogany counters, with prints stacked in various pigeon-holes,
and several showcases. The flat-bed printing presses may have been
housed in the basement, and there was undoubtedly a work area for the
colorists, women who skillfully followed the artist’s hand-colored models.
Gillray’s living quarters and studio were said to be in the attic.45

Like the print sellers of the 1770s, Humphrey continued the practice of displaying prints
in her shop window (figure 1.11). Her location on St. James’s Street, one contemporary
noted, is “frequented by courtiers, aristocrats, guards, spies and informers at all times of
day. You will always see dozens of people standing outside the shops which sell these
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caricatures.”46 As noted by another visitor, “the enthusiasm is indescribable when the
next drawing appears … it is a veritable madness. You have to make your way in through
the crowd with your fists.”47 Humphrey, like Bowles, did not capitalize on the popularity
of her shop windows by advertising exhibitions. Such exhibitions, however, were
mounted by her competitors Holland and Fores.

William Holland (1757-1815) was a printmaker and publisher.48 He etched
humorous satires, working under the pseudonym “Paddy Whack,” but was mostly known
for publishing caricatures by Thomas Rowlandson, Richard Newton, and numerous other
artists. In 1782, he opened his first shop on 66 Drury Lane, where he remained for five
years. He relocated in 1786 to 50 Oxford Street, a highly desirable neighborhood of
London’s West End where “fashionable customers were more likely to call, to laugh over
the latest prints and ‘lounge’ away time between social engagements.”49 Holland
frequently advertised his wide and varied collection and boasted of its appeal to a variety
of tastes. He promoted his shop as offering a “large collection of books, pamphlets,
paintings, drawings, and prints, for the cabinets of the moralist, the politician, and the bon
vivant.”50 For the well-appointed customer, Holland claimed that his prints were “in the
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highest estimations with Ladies and Gentlemen, who have embellished dressing rooms,
alcoves, billiard rooms, etc.”51

Samuel William Fores (1761-1838) was one of the most prolific and famous
printsellers of the last two decades of the eighteenth century.52 The son of a stationer and
printseller, Fores began publishing work in 1783 and worked with leading artists
including the Cruikshanks and Rowlandson. Fores competed with Humphrey over Gillray
and both published caricatures by him until 1791, after which Gillray worked almost
exclusively with Humphrey.53 He also supplemented commissioning original caricatures
by purchasing plates from other publishers and reprinting and reissuing the prints. It was
a practice shared by others in the print trade and “when plates became worn, or the
material out-dated, the plates were often sold to second (or third) tier publishers for
republication. Many second-run editions of prints were altered by the new owners, who
scratched the name of the original publisher off the plate and replaced it with their own
name.”54 Like Darly, Fores ran his shop on Piccadilly Street with the assistance of his
wife, Jane, who “helped him to look after the shop, and became a great favourite with all
the celebrities who made it a trysting-place.”55
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William Holland and the “Museum of Genius”

In 1788, Holland announced his first exhibitions of prints at his shop, a practice
he held regularly until 1794. He advertised these exhibitions through regular
announcements in newspapers and in the publication lines of his caricatures. Using the
typically boastful language of a successful salesman, Holland invited visitors to the
“largest Collection of Political and other humorous Prints & Drawings in Europe"56 and
“the most general display of wit, humour, and satire ever exhibited.”57 He referred to his
space as both “caricature exhibitions rooms,” and the “Museum of Genius.” He
positioned his exhibitions as an agreeable form of entertainment for tasteful audiences
and proclaimed, “Whim, Humor and Genius! – Ladies and Gentlemen who like an
agreeable Morning Lounge, and who admire the sportive effusions of Bunbury,
Rowlandson, Sayer, Sandby, Byron, &c. will be highly entertained at this Mirror of
Politics, Fashion and Folly!”58

Similar to the Darlys, Holland charged an admittance fee of one shilling. This
amount was a standard fare for entrance to an exhibition, and the same amount charged
by the Royal Academy. While it remains unclear what, if any, profits were gained by
printsellers who charged such fees, Richard Altick claims that the charge was primarily a
56
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tool for weeding out undesirable patrons. He explains that “one must allow, however, for
the possibility that they were not so much interested in actual cash profit as in keeping
out the free lookers. The admission charged may have been imposed in self-defense, as it
had been at the regular art exhibitions.”59 Vic Gatrell, however, sees this fee, along with
the appropriation of terms like “exhibition” and “museum,” in the same satirical
framework as the prints themselves and called it “a pointed parody of the Royal
Academy’s identical charge ‘to prevent the room being filled with improper persons.’”60

Through such announcements, it is possible to glean what types of prints were
included in such exhibitions. It appears that they were mostly general displays of
Holland’s inventory, as opposed to carefully curated selections, as was also probably the
case of the Darlys’ exhibitions. They also were not limited to prints, but included other
media, as described in one notice, “Holland's Caricature Rooms are now open, presenting
a general Exhibition of all the distinguished Caricatures that have been published the last
Ten Years, with many original Paintings and drawings of high celebrity.”61

Many of the exhibition announcements mention that the latest caricatures are on
display, which indicates that a rotating selection was continually re-hung, most likely
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similar to the rotations that were displayed in the shop window. During the French
Revolution, Holland boasted of his exhibition rooms where may be seen “all the French
caricatures”62 and those “published in Paris on the French Revolution.”63 He also became
noteworthy during this period for selling Thomas Paine’s pamphlet Letter Addressed to
the Addressers, on the Late Proclamation (1792) for which he was fined and sentenced to
one year at Newgate prison.64 Paine’s writings in defense of the French Revolution, first
outlined in his Rights of Man (1791), and the growth of a radical movement alarmed
Prime Minister William Pitt. Numerous publishers, writers, and activists were arrested
and culminated in the Treason Trials of 1794.

In 1794, Richard Newton painted a watercolor of a group of spectators visiting
Holland’s shop, the only known interior view of an eighteenth-century printshop (figure
1.12).65 Newton worked for Holland and produced a large body of caricatures on social
and political issues, ranging from anti-slavery satires to lampoons of George III. In his
depiction of Holland’s shop, a large and varied crowd gathers to view caricatures. The
room appears to be a special viewing room and it lacks the counters, tables, storage
cabinets, and portfolio viewing stands that would typically appear in most printshops.
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The works are arranged from floor to ceiling and are unframed. Simon Turner, in his
study of this watercolor, has counted 35 works on the walls and identified the artists and
titles for the majority of them.66 Since the works are all in color and vary in size, Turner,
along with Diana Donald, posit that it is unclear if these works are paintings, drawings, or
hand-colored prints.67 However, the majority of them appear have inscriptions below the
images, which seem to indicate that they are prints.

Among the works on display, the majority are recent satires by Newton himself.
At the far left is Newton’s Babes in the Nursery (1794), a humorous scene of a jailer
patrolling locked-up men and women (figure 1.13). Another prison scene is hung in the
mid-upper left, Promenade in the State Side of Newgate (1793), depicting a group of
prisoners, among them Holland, and their visitors, including Holland’s wife and daughter
(figure 1.14). Hanging above the doors in the center are Newton’s two comic strip style
renderings of the ages of man, Progress of a Scotsman and Progress of an Irishman
(1794) (figure 1.15).

The crowd is equally diverse and includes elegant couples, military officers and
fashionable young women. The morals and intent of the latter were questionable, and one
scholar claims that they “may perhaps be ladies of the town who hoped that the shilling
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admittance charge to the exhibition would be a rewarding investment.”68 Others have
compared this view to contemporary depictions of art exhibitions. Diana Donald has
pointed out its similarity to Richard Earlom’s mezzotint view of the official display at the
Royal Academy in 1771, while Vic Gatrell calls this image a parody of Francis
Wheatley’s watercolor of the interior of the Shakespeare Galleries, from 1790 (figures
1.16, 1.17).69 As with all organizers of exhibitions, Holland wanted to admit a steady
stream of visitors who would pay the admittance fee and that included fashionable, wellconnected people. While attempting to keep out criminals, the unruly, and the poorly
behaved, such exhibitions also welcomed the growing number of middle-class art
enthusiasts who drove the creation of new and enticing exhibitions.

The problems with shop windows that had affected the Darlys, the crowds and the
condemnation, still persisted in this decade. In 1784, the windows of several prints shops,
which were displaying the latest object of satire, the Duchess of Devonshire, were
broken. The news was reported on in different ways. According to one reviewer:
…the liberty of the press is amply supported by the print-shops, who,
fearless of libels, expose the villainy, however exalted, and ridicule follies,
however patronized…Three or four tremendous fellows have lately taken
upon them to harangue the shopkeepers, who thus expose certain
characters, on the subject of scandal, desiring, it seems, to monopolize that
commodity to themselves; and their eloquence proving ineffectual, they
have threatened to break the windows, containing scandalous exhibitions
of their dear friends.70
Yet another reviewer addresses the moral issues with the prints on display:
68
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the licentiousness of the print shops in exhibiting to public view,
caricatures of the most eminent characters of the country, has long given
much scandal to the laws of decency and propriety, but the excess to
which they have carried it in the course of the present election, by the
exhibition of prints of the most amiable and most distinguished female
character, has drawn upon them the indignation of the public, in so much,
that the windows of several shops, have been broken within these few
days, in consequence of it. It is to be hoped that this admonition will make
the proprietors of these shops, in the future, more cautious how they
presume to insult the feelings of the public, and teach them to pay more
regard to female delicacy, than has been of late usual with them.71

Holland, like the Darlys, was well aware of the risks associated with producing,
advertising, and selling caricatures. He was also eager to take advantage of the new types
of exhibition opportunities arising in the city. Witnessing that audiences would be willing
to pay money to view his prints, his exhibitions were a shrewd opportunity to couch
marketing in the guise of a social experience. He was able to capitalize on his existing
audience and, as explained by Altick, “caricature shops were part of the daily round of
the man of fashion, a place to meet friends and exchange gossip as well as to inspect the
newest prints. It was natural, therefore, that the proprietors should look upon their
salesrooms proper as a kind of exhibition for which the multi-paned window served as an
advertisement.”72

Samuel Fores and Popular Exhibition Culture

In 1789, one year after Holland opened his “Museum of Genius,” Fores launched
his own exhibitions. In October he announced, “Fores's Museum is now opened, the
71
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largest collection in the kingdom."73 By the next year, he was already boasting that at his
“exhibition rooms may be seen the compleatest collection of comick and satirical prints
in Europe.”74 His publication lines were frequently updated to indicate improvements
made to his “museum.” In 1792, he announced that he “has again opened his Exhibition
Room to which he has added several hundred old & new subject[s].”75 Two years later,
in 1794, he announced that he “just fitted up his Exhibition Room in a new and complete
stile, containing the largest collection of caricatures in England.”76 These boastful
proclamations can be compared to the similar language used by Holland. They each vied
for the same audience and “the prolific Fores and Holland, the latter of whom was more
radically inclined politically, were particular rivals, and both frequently resorted to
hyperbolic notices on their prints advertising exhibitions and new prints.”77

His shop exterior, like those before him, was captured in one of his own prints. It
offers a curious comparison to the early windows of Darly and Bowles, which featured
elegant crowds before displays of social satires. In Fores’ street view, The cock of the
walk, distributing his favours (1786), his shop is flanked by a butcher and a poultry seller,
73
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and their pedestrian displays compete for attention with the prints on view (figure 1.18).
This scene, which satirically juxtaposes the animal carcasses and the prints as equal
objects of consumption, also demonstrates a mix of high and low that was present in the
other types of exhibitions that Fores offered. He approached exhibitions as a form of
popular entertainment and organized displays of not only prints, but also a variety of
curious objects and lurid attractions.

In 1790, Fores advertised that the “head and hand of Count Struenzee,”78 was on
view. Johann Friedrich Struensee (1737-1772) was a doctor to the Danish King Christian
VII. Court intrigue, including accusations of an affair with Queen Matilda and usurpation
of power, led to his downfall. He was arrested in 1772 and sentenced to lose his right
hand and then be beheaded. Models of Struensee’s hand and hand were popular objects
of curiosity and one contemporary author mentions another exhibitor who bought a head
in Paris and “employed it for a variety of purposes. Sometimes a view of it was the
condition of selling a pamphlet, sometimes it was a sixpenny passport to his delectable
house and grounds.”79

“In Fores's Caricature Museum is the compleatest Collection in the Kingdom. Also the Head
and Hand of Count Struenzee Admittance 1s.” inscribed on Thomas Rowlandson, Repeal of the
Test Act., etching, published by Samuel Fores, February 20, 1790.
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Beginning in March of 1793, Fores exhibited the first working guillotine seen in
England, which he advertised as “a correct model of the guillotine 6 feet high.”80 Fores
expressed his anti-Revolutionary stance in several prints by Isaac Cruikshank published
the same year, as well as issuing a handbill Description of a Correct Representation of
the Guillotine. Public interest in such curiosities ran the gamut of classes and appealed to
the upper-class audience that already existed for print exhibitions. As noted by Gatrell,
“knowing that taste among the higher classes was to a degree negotiable, Fores added to
the exhibitions the cast head and hand of Count and…guillotine.”81

An early nineteenth-century view of his shop, John Bull guarding the toy-shop, or Boney crying for some more play things (1803), displays the windows lined with
another type of curiosity on view, scale architectural models (figure 1.19). Such models
were both objects of amusement and prize collectibles for connoisseurs, who displayed
them in their studies. One of the most famous collectors of such models was the architect
Sir John Soane (1753-1837) who amassed over 200 cork models of famous structures
from antiquity and of his own buildings. He displayed them together in a room that
became accessible to the public in 1833 when his home became designated as a museum.
The exhibition of such objects of entertainment in his print shop indicate that Fores was
eager to draw crowds with a variety of means that went outside of his major practice of
selling prints. He witnessed the thirst of the public to be amused and sensing that they
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were drawn to spectacle he exhibited sensational objects to attract public attention and,
hopefully, bolster his sales.

Other Print Exhibitions: James Aitken

While Holland and Fores were the most prolific organizers of print exhibitions
during the 1780s, they were not the only print sellers to offer such exhibitions. James
Aitken (active 1788-1801) published the more politically radical work of artists such as
Gillray and sold the notorious directory of prostitutes, Harris’s List of Covent Garden
Ladies, for which he was arrested for obscene libel and imprisoned in 1795. In 1789 he
announced that “Aitken's Exhibition Room in Castle Street, Leicester Fields, is now
open'd for the inspection of the nobility, & the public in general, containing the only
compleat assortment of satiric, humorous & caricature productions now extant admittance gratis.”82 Although little else is known about this exhibit, it was most likely
similar to those of Holland and Fores, with the notable exception of its free admission.

The Legacy of the Darlys, Fores, and Holland

The marketing practices initiated in the eighteenth century—advertisements,
catalogues, wholesale and mail-order selling, and lending portfolios—were all continued
by publishers and sellers of prints in the following century. Window shop displays
continued to be a regular practice by both printshops and the numerous specialized stores
82
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and businesses that flourished in London and other cities. Printsellers continued to mount
exhibitions, and charge admission, to their shops, including those of John Brydon and
Rudolph Ackermann (discussed in Chapter Two). This custom was taken up in earnest in
the second half of the nineteenth century when numerous dealers in England, France, and
the United States began organizing regular exhibitions of prints.

The practices of the Darlys, Holland, and Fores demonstrate an inventiveness
among print sellers to capitalize on marketing and display strategies for their own
commercial benefit. At a time when audiences were continually inundated with novel
forms of entertainment and bombarded with advertisements for goods, they seized upon
exhibitions as a way to draw attention to their shops, convert the audience of the street
into paying customers, and participate in the lively exhibition culture of eighteenthcentury London.
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Chapter Two
Protesting the Academy: Printmakers and the Organization of Independent Group
Exhibitions

On April 23, 1821, an extraordinary and novel event took place in London. At 9
Soho Square, the Exhibition of Engravings, by Living British Artists opened its doors to
the public—the first large-scale public display devoted solely to contemporary
printmaking (figure 2.1). Pioneered by an artist, the printmaker William Bernard Cooke
(1778-1855), this exhibition drew crowds and critical attention and was lauded by one
reviewer as “an epoch in the national history of the Fine Arts, which we hail as indicative
of a great advance in the taste of the public”.1

The exhibition had both practical and ideological aims. By offering a unique
opportunity for collectors, artists, and the curious to view a large gathering of the latest
prints, this exhibition provided a venue for printmakers to directly connect with patrons
and an opportunity for them to receive wider public notice. It also entered into a broader
discourse about printmaking and challenged prevailing notions that it was a merely a
reproductive, and thus lesser, art form. Cooke used his exhibition as a strategy to present
prints as independent and valuable artworks and in doing so positioned London as a
pioneering center for the advancement of printmaking.

“Exhibition of Engravings by Living British Artists,” The Magazine of the Fine Arts; and
Monthly Review of Painting, Sculpture, Architecture, and Engineering, 1821, 70.
1
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Chapter One traced the development of exhibitions of commercial print sellers
who went from displaying their colorful caricatures in windows to charging visitors for
“exhibitions” in their shops. The prints issued by these sellers, and on view in such
displays, were social and political satires and popular prints. This chapter focuses on the
exhibition opportunities for a different class of printmakers, those who produced
reproductive engravings and mezzotints after paintings. Such prints were prized by artists
and collectors and typically only circulated in the environment of artist studios or the
cabinets of private collectors. Despite such interest, there were few exhibition
opportunities for these printmakers. As their work was considered minor compared to
painting and sculpture, they were offered limited or unsatisfactory spaces in most art
exhibitions.

These printmakers, dissatisfied with their treatment, turned to forming a number
of independent societies dedicated to serving and promoting their own interests. This
chapter first examines the role and status of engravers from the late eighteenth to the
early nineteenth century in order to provide a backdrop against which Cooke organized
his inaugural exhibition. It then traces the life and work of Cooke and explores the
planning and launch of his 1821 exhibition, as well as his second print exhibition in 1823,
through an analysis of its official statements and audience reception. Cooke also
organized several exhibitions of drawings that are considered within the framework of
other contemporary exhibitions of drawings and watercolors.

Displaying Reproductive Prints in London
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The position and reputation of printmakers in England during the first decades of
the nineteenth century is intimately tied to the regulations and restrictions on printmakers
instituted by the prevailing artistic body, the Royal Academy. The desire for public
recognition, commercial success, and artistic legitimacy was the impetus for printmakers
joining or exhibiting at the numerous independent societies that were launched to
challenge the supremacy of the Academy. This early history is a tale of the struggles for
professionalization that was felt by other artists, namely watercolorists, and their use of
exhibitions as a means to achieve their goals.

While Cooke would open the largest exhibition devoted to the work of
contemporary printmakers, his display was not the first attempt to show such prints or to
promote and publicize their creation. Major print publishers of reproductive prints in the
1790s exhibited their prints. They most often displayed them in conjunction with the
paintings or drawings they were reproducing. The publisher Boydell issued numerous
reproductive engravings and mezzotints after famous contemporary paintings. He also
continually exhibited works in conjunction with these publications. Two years after he
issued A Collection of Prints, engraved from the most Capital Paintings in England
(1769) he exhibited over 100 of the preparatory drawings for this project. In 1786 he
proposed the Shakespeare Gallery, a published work with illustrations by the finest
reproductive printmakers after paintings specially commissioned for the project. These
paintings were exhibited at a new gallery in Pall Mall that opened in 1789 and the first
prints were published in 1791. Similar ventures also opened during this period, including
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Thomas Macklin’s Poet’s Gallery in 1788 and Robert Bowyer’s Historic Gallery in 1793.
One of the greatest impacts of such ventures was to popularize British history subjects
and develop the market for reproductive engravings to include middle class audiences.2

Like the caricatures examined in Chapter One, reproductive engravings were also
occasionally displayed by specialized sellers who organized “exhibitions” of their wares
in regular displays in their shops. John Brydon (active 1784-1806) trained as a carver and
gilder and, beginning in 1783, operated The Looking-Glass and Print Warehouse in
Charing Cross. He sold picture frames and prints, particularly those by Valentine Green,
who was the eminent practitioner of the tonal process of mezzotint. In 1790 he
announced a display of such works, described as done in “a new manner of colouring
Engravings, infinitely superior to any yet practiced.”3 Brydon went on to declare that
several capital specimens will be submitted to the judgment of the curious… among other
subjects of merit, there is the Descent of the Cross, from the celebrated altar piece in the
cathedral at Antwerp, by Reubens, engraved by Mr. V. Green” (figure 2.2).4 The
following year, Brydon reprised the exhibition with this notice:
the specimens of this new invention, which were offered to the public for
the first time last year, having met with the unanimous approbation of the
first connoisseurs, the proprietor thinks it needless to offer any
commendation in its favour. From the countenance he has received, he is
encouraged to open this second exhibition, in which are a variety of new
and capital subjects, to be viewed till further notice.5
“The market for line-engraving seems to have been concentrated with the elite, who collected
prints in portfolios; but with projects like the Boydell Shakespeare Gallery making history
painting more popular, this market was also expanding,” in Rix, Pictures for the Parlor, 20.
2

3

The World, May 13, 1790.

4

The World, May 13, 1790.

5

The Oracle, May 30, 1791
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In 1798, Rudolf Ackermann (1764-1834) opened his first shop, the Repository of
the Arts, at 101 Strand (figure 2.3). Ackermann was a print publisher and art dealer who
sold everything from Old Master paintings to artist’s supplies and published a series of
popular color plate books. He combined all of these interests in the Repository, which
was “a two-story, multi-room establishment with a drawing Academy and a Gallery of
Ancient and Modern Paintings and Drawings for which he charged a shilling entrance.
This Gallery was followed in 1800 by the Watercolour Gallery, the first gallery in
London to exhibit watercolors.”6 In this finely-appointed interior, middle-class audiences
and amateur artists, particularly women, could peruse prints and books away from the
more boisterous crowds that frequented the shops of caricature dealers.

The Problems with Exhibiting Prints

Despite all of these opportunities for promoting their art, it was difficult for
printmakers to find consistent and satisfactory spaces to show their work. In the major art
organizations and exhibition societies, the work of painters and sculptors took
precedence. Reproductive prints were considered secondary art forms because their
designs were not original and their technique was considered more in line with a
mechanical craft than an elevated artistic process. Also, an undoubtedly strong reason for
the exclusion of prints was their unabashedly commercial nature. Many of these

Ann Bermingham, “Urbanity and the Spectacle of Art,” in Romantic Metropolis: The Urban
Scene of British Culture, 1780-1840, eds. James Chandler and Kevin Gilmartin (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 2011), 153.
6
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exhibitions sought to remove overt references to the art trade and present the exhibitions
as a form of rarefied polite entertainment. Prints, however, were already in the public eye
and seen in shop windows and lining the walls of printsellers or advertised for sale by
subscription. The prints themselves typically contained inscriptions that gave the names
and details about the publisher and often served as mini-advertisements. Their very
appearance could conjure up notions of commerce and thus for perhaps that reason most
of all they were denied space in exhibitions.

These prevailing negative associations of printmaking were codified with the
founding of the Royal Academy in 1768 when membership was limited to painters,
sculptors, and architects. The following year, however, the Academy proposed that
membership could be offered to six printmakers with the title Associate Engravers (A.E.).
This proposal was ultimately expanded into a new category, Associate Royal
Academicians (A.R.A.), which would be offered to twenty artists; among these six could
be printmakers. These A.R.A.s belonged to a more restricted category of membership;
they could not be members of any outside associations and had no role or voice in the
policies of the Academy. This new category of membership, however, did not lead to an
influx of printmakers. Few printmakers entered the Academy and often available
positions were left unfilled. From 1769 to 1819, only 14 printmakers were elected as
A.R.A.s. As A.R.A.s, these printmakers were permitted to show two works each in the
annual exhibition. However, it was rare that printmakers took up this offer and “in
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practice, the average number of prints shown each year was between 2 and 3 during the
first twenty years, rising to around 4 from the first decade of the nineteenth century.”7

One of the most remarked-upon reasons as to why printmakers were reluctant to
show at the Academy was the marginalized exhibition spaces that were offered. Prints,
along with other works on paper and miniatures, were typically shown in rooms separate
from paintings and sculpture. The Academy originally held their exhibitions in a single
room in Pall Mall until moving in 1780 to larger and grander spaces in Somerset House,
called “the most prestigious public building raised in London during second half of
eighteenth century.”8 There were three main exhibition spaces, two rooms on the top
floor, the Great Room (figure 2.4) and the Ante-Room, and the Exhibition Room of
Sculpture and Drawings on the ground floor. The division of works between these spaces
“gave visible form to the media hierarchy for the first time.”9

Prints were included in the Exhibition Room of Sculpture and Drawings until
1793 when they were moved to the Antique Academy on the first floor and, occasionally,
in the adjacent Library room. Prints could also be shown in better, or worse, spaces.
Prints by Francesco Bartolozzi, one of the founding members of the Royal Academy,
were displayed in the Council Room, “the largest of the Academy’s suite of rooms on the
Sarah Hyde, “Printmakers and the Royal Academy Exhibitions,” in Art on the Line: The Royal
Academy Exhibitions at Somerset House, ed. David Solkin (New Haven: Yale University Press,
2001), 218.
7

8

Hoock, The King’s Artists, 37.

9

Greg Smith, The Emergence of the Professional Watercolourist: Contentions and Alliances in
the Artistic Domain, 1760-1824 (Aldershot: Ashgate, 2002), 26.
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first floor.” 10 However, prints by less venerated members were hung in more obscure or
poorly-lit spaces including the hallway between the Antique Room and the Library.11

William Bernard Cooke: An Enterprising Printmaker

Thus, the need and desire for an exhibition devoted to prints had been decades in
the making when, in February 1821, Cooke began planning for such an event. Cooke was
an ideal figurehead for such a venture and he was able to combine his entrepreneurial
spirit and mine his wide personal and professional network of printmakers and publishers
to launch his venture. He was one of the most enterprising and successful engravers and
publishers of the first part of the nineteenth century (figure 2.5).12 He was born to J. B.
Cooke, a sugar merchant and wholesale confectioner, and Maria Anna White.13 He and
his younger brother, George (1781-1834) both trained as young men to be printmakers.
William apprenticed with William Angus (1752-1821), who was best known as the
printmaker and publisher of The Seats of the Nobility and Gentry in Great Britain, a
series of views of country estates published in 1787-1797. George served as an apprentice
to James Basire (1730-1802), a member of the Society of Antiquaries and famous for also

10

Hyde, “Printmakers and the Royal Academy Exhibitions,” 219.

11

Ibid.

12

There is no single body of literature that deals extensively with Cooke. The most extensive
biographical information is found in John Munday’s account of Cooke’s nephew, Edward
William Cooke RA FRS FSA FLS FZS FGS 1811-1880: A Man of His Time (Woodbridge,
Suffolk: Antique Collector’s Club, 1996).
13

His father, who was from Frankfurt am Main, was born Johann Bernard Guck and anglicized
his name to J. B. Cooke after moving to England. See Munday, Edward William Cooke, 27.
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training a young William Blake. After their apprenticeships, the brothers began working
as professional engravers and often worked together on publications.

They specialized in topographical views of architecture and natural scenery,
primarily throughout Great Britain. Such prints were typically produced in series and
were enormously popular among collectors who through viewing these prints became
“armchair travelers” visiting bucolic landscapes and historical landmarks. Both brothers
contributed plates to the series The beauties of England and Wales, a massive
undertaking that employed numerous engravers and was issued in eighteen volumes from
1801-1815. Together from 1805-1806, they engraved a series of views for Lambeth
Palace: Illustrated by a series of views Representing its most Interesting Antiquities in
Buildings, Portraits, Stained Glass &c. (figure 2.6). In 1808, William drew and engraved
thirty-six illustrations for A New Picture of the Isle of Wight, and two years later, in 1810,
he engraved a series of views after drawings by Samuel Owen for The Thames: or,
graphic illustrations of seats, villas, public buildings and picturesque scenery on the
banks of that noble river.

In 1818, William published his first series of views, in conjunction with the
London publisher John Murray, Pompeii, illustrated with picturesque views, for which he
also engraved the views after drawings by Lieutenant-Colonel James Pattison Cockburn.
This portfolio began a fruitful collaboration with Murray, who would publish a number of
printed series by Cooke, including: Thames Scenery, engraved by William and George
after views by various artists, issued in 1818; Views in the Tyrol, in 1819; Views in
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Provence and on the Rhone, after drawings by Peter de Wint, in 1822; and The Rivers of
the Devon, in 1823.

The Cooke brothers were best known, however, for their collaboration with J. M.
W. Turner.14 While they undoubtedly knew of the work of Turner, one of the greatest and
most influential English artists working during the early nineteenth century, it is believed
that George first directly encountered the master’s work while apprenticing for Basire.15
Their collaboration with Turner on several print projects reveal the desire to capitalize on
the growing interest in English landscapes and the complex undertakings of print
publications, which often took years to complete and required significant financial
commitments. As was common with print series, they were issued in parts over months or
years and often were not fully completed. While they did collaborate on a large number
of publications, strained relationships between Turner and the Cookes eventually led to
the dissolution of their professional partnership.

14

Cooke was a frequent, and often contentious, collaborator with J. M. W. Turner, and they
worked on a number of topographical print series. Much of the extensive literature on Turner
mentions this relationship, and several works more thoroughly discuss their dealings including
Walter Thornbury, The Life of J.M.W. Turner (London: Hurst and Blackett, 1862); Andrew
Wilton, Turner in His Time (New York: Harry N. Abrams, 1987); Gillian Forrester, Turner's
'Drawing Book': The Liber Studiorum (London: Tate, 1996); James Hamilton, Turner (New
York: Random House, 1997); and Eric Shanes et al., Turner: The Great Watercolours (London:
Royal Academy of Arts, 2000).
As mentioned in an obituary for George Cooke, “one drawing by Turner came annually to
Basire’s to be translated to copper…from this source may be dated George Cooke’s confirmed
devotion to his profession, and that ardent admiration of the works of our great painter, which
afterwards produced such extensive results,” in “Brief Memoir of Mr. George Cooke,” Arnold’s
Magazine of the Fine Arts III, no. 6 (April 1834), 553-554.
15
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In 1811, the brothers first approached Turner and asked him to contribute
drawings for a proposed series of prints of topographical views of the coastline of
England. Turner traveled to the West Country in 1811 and 1813 and produced a series of
39 drawings (figure 2.7). From 1814-1826, the series Picturesque Views on the Southern
Coast of England was issued in parts (figure 2.8). It was meant to be the first of a fourpart series, although disputes between Cooke and Turner meant that this project was
never fully realized.16

In 1815, Cooke commissioned drawings from Turner for another proposed series,
Rivers of Devon, and although the set was never published Cooke did singly issue several
of the engravings. Between 1816-1820, Cooke engraved and published a number of
works after Turner’s sketches as Views in Sussex. In 1819, Turner entered into a contract
with Cooke and J. C. Allen for a series of views of the Rhine, which never came to
fruition.17 Beginning in 1822, Cooke commissioned Turner for a series of eighteen
watercolor views of rivers and canals in England. The series, Rivers of England, was
Turner did, however, continue “to make a number of watercolours for a continuation of the
project up the east coast of England, and even had some of the designs engraved himself,
although they were never published,” in Shanes, Turner: The Great Watercolours, 113.
16

17

According to Cecilia Powell, Turner was to produce thirty-six watercolors that would be
reproduced by printmakers Cooke and Allen and published by John Murray. However, this
project was not realized “undoubtedly due to the appearance of another series of engraved Rhine
views in 1819-1820, the English version of a book that had already appeared in Germany in 1818
by Baron Johann von Gerning. A Picturesque Tour along the Rhine, from Mentz to Cologne, with
von Gerning’s text translated by John Black and illustrated with twenty-four engravings, chiefly
by Thomas Sutherland after drawings by C.G. Schütz, appeared in six regular monthly parts from
October 1819 to March 1820, over the imprint of Rudolph Ackermann’s publishing house in the
Strand. On hearing news of this—or perhaps seeing the first advertisements in the press in August
1819—W.B. Cooke and Turner met in order to discuss how Ackermann could be bought off and
prevented from going ahead with von Gerning’s book. This manoeuvre clearly failed to work, if
indeed their plan was ever finalised and discussed with Ackermann,” in Turner’s Rivers of
Europe: The Rhine, Meuse and Mosel (London: Tate Gallery, 1991), 35-36.
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published using the new technique of steel-faced mezzotint, a process developed by
Thomas Goff Lupton in 1820 that added stability to the plates and allowed larger
numbers of impressions to be printed. By 1826, Turner has ceased working with the
Cookes due to disputes over payments and complaints over the delayed publishing
timetable. In 1827, Cooke republished a number of his collaborations with Turner in The
River Scenery of England.

Organizing the First Exhibition

In February 1821, Cooke began drafting a notice about his proposal for an
exhibition. He explained his reasoning for organizing such an exhibition by lamenting the
lack of access to fine prints that are collected by bibliophiles and print connoisseurs:
a great portion of the time of British Engravers has of late years, been
applied to the illustration of literature, but the most exquisite
performances in this way are scarcely produced before they are locked up
in the Cabinets of the Curious, never to be looked on, but by a chosen
few. The best proofs of works on a larger scale, meet with no better
fate.18
Cooke suggests that it is not just the general public that is missing out on seeing the best
examples of contemporary printmaking, but that artists do not have enough opportunities
to view each other’s work and claims that “engravers themselves are, in many instances,
unacquainted with what is passing, out of their own departments.”19 Cooke further argues

“The Circular letter addressed to the Profession relative to the Proposed Exhibition of
Engravings issued 4th & 6th February 1821,” British Library.
18

19

Ibid.
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that the superiority of British printmaking had already been demonstrated and that
informed audiences will welcome this exhibition. He proclaimed:
the very high state of perfection to which the art of engraving has
been brought in Great Britain, and the ineffective mode in which
its productions are exhibited to the public, render it absolutely
necessary to adopt some means of doing better justice to the talents
of the country, and of cultivating a more intimate connexion
between the patrons of this fine art and its professors.20

To aid in organizing the exhibition, Cooke drew upon his large professional and
personal network and formed a committee of sixteen fellow printmakers: in addition to
his brother George, it included John Samuel Agar (1773-1858), William Bromley (1769 1842), William Finden (1787-1852), Henry Le Keux (1787 -1868), John Le Keux (1783 1846), Wilson Lowry (1762-1824), Henry Meyer (1780-1847), Samuel Middiman (17511831), Henry Moses (1781/2-1870), John Pye (1782-1874), Samuel William Reynolds
(1773-1835), John Scott (1774-1827), Edward Scriven (1755-1841), Charles Turner
(1773-1857), and Charles Warren (1762-1823).

Many of these artists were active boosters for their profession. Among them were
several members of the Society of Engravers and of the Chalcographic Society and one,
Bromley, had been elected an Associate Engraver at the Royal Academy in 1819. All of
these committee members exhibited prints in Cooke’s first exhibition and they spread the
word to their own contacts to contribute additional works. In addition to artists and
publishers directly loaning works, many collectors sent their prints, including “Charles

20

Ibid.
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Stokes, Sir John Swinburne Bt., William Upcott, John Britton, Dr. Thomas Munro, John
Fuller of Rosehill, [and] Stephen Rimbault.”21

In Cooke’s call for submissions, he is careful to proclaim that the exhibition was
open to all, the selection process would be fair, and the display of works would be
advantageous to all involved. He ensured that “as this undertaking is not intended for the
benefit of a few only, but for the profession at large, every exhibitor may safely rely on
the specimens received being placed where they can be well seen, and that the most rigid
impartiality will be observed.”22 He would fulfill the practical and financial needs of the
exhibit by offering the first floor of his premises at Soho Square and funding the entire
operation, including the printing of a catalogue.23

Cooke’s plan immediately drew attention and several anticipatory and
congratulatory notices about the proposal appeared in newspapers. On April 1, The
Monthly Magazine heralded the arrival of a new type of exhibition:
an exhibition of engravings, by living British artists, is proposed to be
formed. Premises, in the most eligible part of Soho Square, have been
taken, and are fitting up for the occasion, and exhibitors are guaranteed
from being called upon for any portion of the expence [sic]. The
exhibition is intended to open about the middle of April, and we
congratulate the public on the prospect of much gratification, and the
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Munday, Edward William Cooke, 33.
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Ibid.
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Exhibition of engravings, by living British Artists (London: W. B. Cooke, 1821).
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engravers on valuable and extended means of patronage. The King has
sanctioned the Institution, and its success seems certain.24
Other notices served to promote the superiority of British printmaking and criticize the
current lack of opportunities for these artists to showcase their work. One writer praised
that Cooke was fulfilling a long-held aspiration by explaining that:
the very high state of perfection to which the art of engraving has been
brought in Great Britain and the ineffective modes in which its
productions have been hitherto exhibited to the public rendered it
absolutely necessary that some means of doing better justice to the talents
of the country and of cultivating a more intimate connexion between the
patrons of this fine art and its professors should be devised.25

Contributing Artists to the Exhibition

Cooke’s plan received a tremendous response from artists and the exhibition
opened featuring the work of more than 90 printmakers and nearly 700 works (table 1). It
showcased the range and variety of British printmaking in the early nineteenth century,
from reproductions of Old Master paintings to popular book illustrations, bucolic
landscapes to formal portraits. The techniques employed also represent the variety of the
medium, from the tonal techniques of mezzotint, aquatint, and stipple engraving to the
recent invention of engraving on steel.

Many of these artists on view, like those who served on the organizing committee,
had complex and intertwined relationships, from professional to personal connections,
and together they demonstrate the interconnected network of the profession during this
24

The Monthly Magazine; or British Register, April 1, 1821.

25

The Philosophical Magazine and Journal, March 1821.
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period. A number of the printmakers had professional ties to the Cookes and had trained
alongside them at Basire’s studio, worked together on the same series or for the publisher
John Murray, or were even employed directly by the Cookes for portfolios they
published. Familial or working relationships also existed among many of the printmakers
on view, with masters showing alongside their apprentices and members of the same
family also exhibiting.

The British tradition of topographical prints was well represented through
numerous landscapes. Prints after Turner were a lucrative and burgeoning market and the
exhibition included works by some of his most famed reproductive printmakers. A large
number of prints by the Cookes were on view, thirty-six by William and six by George.
John Pye was considered one of the finest translators of Turner’s landscape drawings and
a great champion of prints.26 He apprenticed to James Heath and began reproducing work
after Turner until, in 1810, he received his first direct commission from Turner for Pope’s
Villa, Twickenham (1811), which was one of fourteen prints by Pye on view in Cooke’s
exhibition (figure 2.9). This print has been described by the first cataloguer of Turner
prints as having “a very important influence on the development of landscape engraving”

26

While Pye received international acclaim for his work, and was made an honorary member of
the Imperial Academy of Arts at St. Petersburg, he remained publically frustrated with the Royal
Academy’s denigration of printmakers. He was one of a number of printmakers who sent official
letters and petitions denouncing their practices, beginning in 1826 and continuing for the next
decade. On July 10, 1826, Pye along with eight other artists, sent the following letter: “We, the
undersigned, being of the opinion that the Royal Academy, as now constituted, tends to degrade
the art of engraving, and that those members of the profession who become Associates, by so
doing degrade themselves, do hereby give to each other a voluntary pledge never to become
candidates for election to that body of artists, until it shall have rendered to the art of engraving
that degree of importance which is attached to it by the other countries of Europe”, recounted in
his Patronage of British Art, 192.
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who stated that there is a “pervading light, a serenity, in the little print of Pope’s Villa
which gives it a different effect from any previous landscape engraving.”27

Landscapes after works by the other great topographical painter, Thomas
Gainsborough, were also included. John Scott (1774-1827) worked widely as a
reproductive engraver. Although he was known for his animal prints, he also produced
works like The Cottage (1821) after Gainsborough, a highly atmospheric rendering of
this bucolic landscape scene (figure 2.10). Both Scott’s The Cottage and Pye’s Pope’s
Villa, Twickenham were selected and published by Longman and Josiah Taylor as
illustrations for the book Fine Art of the English School, issued in 1811-12.

British art was often compared unfavorably to the Continent—France was
renowned for depictions of history in the grand manner, while England excelled in
portraits, landscapes, and domestic subjects. Nonetheless the recent Revolutionary wars
and Napoleonic battles were quickly adopted by British painters as art subjects. These
paintings were spread far and wide through their reproductions in print and the
relationships and negotiations between painter, printmaker, and publisher reveal a
sophisticated network for the circulation of images during this period. Cooke’s exhibition
included a number of the most famous historical scenes.

James Mitan (1776-1822) was a reproductive engraver who trained under J. S.
Agar. He exhibited at the Royal Academy, including from 1802 to 1805 a “series of
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compositions illustrating George Moore’s Theodosius de Zulvin” and in 1818 “a design
for a national memorial of the victory of Waterloo.”28 Among the thirty works he had on
display at Cooke’s exhibition was his rendition of John Trumbull’s The Battle of
Bunker’s Hill (1801) (figure 2.11). In 1790, four years after completing the painting,
Trumbull began selling subscriptions for an engraving by Gotthard von Müller, which
was completed and published in 1798. Mitan’s engraving is a reduced version of Müller’s
print and “it is not known when Trumbull commissioned the plate, but it is to be
presumed that the plate was engraved in London and printed in New York.”29 The
inscribed title on the print is in both English and French, indicating that this print was
also destined for a Continental market. Also included were a number of scenes of the
battle of Waterloo by his brother, Samuel Mitan (1786-1843).

William Bromley (1769-1842) worked on Macklin’s Bible and in 1821 was
awarded a gold medal for historical engraving by the Society of Arts. One of the three
prints he exhibited was The Decisive Charge of the Life Guards at the Battle of Waterloo
(1821) after Luke Clennell that had been awarded a premium by the British Institution
(figure 2.12).30 Bromley had been elected an Associate Engraver of the Royal Academy
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F. M. O’Donoghue, “James Mitan,” Dictionary of National Biography, 504.
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Alexander and Godfrey, Painters and Engraving, 55, cat. entry 110a and 110b. The original
copper plate for Mitan’s print is at the Yale University Art Gallery.
The execution and publication of Bromley’s print was undertaken for altruistic purposes. With
Clennell in poor mental health and faced with raising his children after the death of his wife,
“these most distressing circumstances excited the sympathy of several noblemen and gentlemen;
and a committee having been appointed to consider of the best means of raising a fund for the
support of Clennell's family, it was determined to publish by subscription an engraving from one
of his pictures. The subject made choice of was the Decisive Charge of the Life Guards at
Waterloo for which Clennell had received a reward from the British Institution. It was engraved
by Mr. W. Bromley and published in 1821. The sum thus raised was after paying for the
30
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in 1819 and alongside William Ward, who had been elected in 1814, represented the two
Academicians on display in this exhibition.

By far the most popular type of print of the period was the reproductive portrait,
and these were well represented in Cooke’s exhibition, featuring works by the most
famous practitioners, after the best-known paintings, and in a variety of media, from
stipple engraving and etching to mezzotint. William Skelton (1763-1848) studied
printmaking with James Basire and William Sharp, in addition to studies at the Royal
Academy. He was frequently commissioned by the publishers Boydell and Macklin, as
well as the Society of Dilettanti, to make prints. He self-published a series of royal
portraits, and exhibited the engraving His Most Excellent Majesty George the Third
(1810) (figure 2.13). Charles Pye (1777-1870) was the son of an engraver and brother to
the more famous landscape engraver John Pye. He produced mostly book illustrations
and exhibited ten portraits, including those of printmakers Hendrik Goltzius and Albrecht
Dürer.

A large number of reproductive prints on display were done in mezzotint, a
technique that rose to prominence in England and quickly became the source of
nationalistic pride. Although developed in Germany in the seventeenth century, it was
only used infrequently in the following century there and in France where line engraving
remained the most popular printmaking technique. This process involves using a tool

engraving vested in trustees for the benefit of Clennell's children and for the purpose of providing
a small annuity for himself,” in John Jackson, A Treatise on Wood Engraving, Historical and
Practical (London: Charles Knight & Co., 1839), 525.
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called a rocker to completely cover the surface of a copper plate with uniform, small
indentations. If printed at this stage, it would produce an even, black tone. Artists would
then use scraping tools smooth out the indentations to produce lighter passages,
effectively working from dark to light. While in England caricaturists used this process to
produce social satires, typically hand-colored in bright hues like the drolls of Carrington
Bowles (as discussed in Chapter One), this process was mostly used to produce
monochromatic reproductions of popular portrait and landscape paintings. One of the
reasons for its ascendancy was the lack of a robust native school of engraving and
“because engraving was introduced in England more than a hundred years later than on
the Continent, there had not been time to evolve a strong tradition of line engraving
capable of resisting competition from a new medium.”31 The superiority of English
mezzotints was acknowledged in France where the technique was referred to as the
manière anglaise.32

The perennially popular genre of mezzotint portraits, particularly those after Sir
Joshua Reynolds, was well represented by numerous printmakers. Samuel William
Reynolds (1773-1835) was an established mezzotinter who exhibited at the Royal
Academy and the Paris Salons as well as taught the craft to Samuel Cousins and David
Lucas. In 1820, upon being appointed the portrait engraver to George III, he produced
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over 350 mezzotints after portraits by Sir Joshua Reynolds and he displayed nearly one
hundred works in the exhibition. Among them were his mezzotint Mrs. Siddons (1820),
after Reynolds’ famous painting of the actress Sarah Siddons as the tragic muse (figure
2.14).

A large portion of the exhibition was devoted to book illustration. The practice of
book illustration began its meteoric rise in England in the late eighteenth century.33 By
the 1820s, technical advances, such as the introduction of stereotyping and the use of
steel plates for illustrations, made the process of printing cheaper and the potential size of
editions large. Aided by the rising economy and the rise of a book-buying middle class,
the industry of book publishers grew and the number of illustrated editions exponentially
increased. The works of these illustrators attracted the notice of critics and collectors. In
one discussion of the current state of engraving, a number of book illustrators are singled
out for praise:
Messrs. Bromley, Cooke, Engleheart, Fairman, Finden, Holloway,
Landseer, Le Keux, Middiman, Milton, Moses, Neagle, Pye, Raimback,
Rhodes, Sands, Scot, Scriven, Warren, Wedgewood &c whose engraved
translations of the works of elegant book designers have enriched a
succession of numerous and valuable publications and sent in from their
storehouse of taste a continued feast of intellect to our firesides and
studies.34
Cooke’s exhibition included a large number of book illustrations from these
leading practitioners and from some of the most celebrated publications. In 1818, an

According to Rix, “the spread of literacy and the growth of a reading public by the 1780s had
resulted in an increased demand for illustrated books,” in Pictures for the Parlor, 43.
33
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edition of Don Quixote was published with seventy-four illustrations after designs by the
painter Robert Smirke by numerous printmakers. Smirke was well-known for his
paintings of this subject and whose Don Quixote and Sancho was his diploma painting to
the Royal Academy in 1793. The exhibition displayed a number of these illustrations by
printmakers including Charles Warren, Francis Engleheart, and William Finden.

Charles Warren (1762-1823) was a bank note engraver and book illustrator for
numerous publications, many of them after paintings by Smirke for editions of Arabian
Nights and Gil Blas. 35 Warren is considered the first artist to make prints from steel
plates. In 1818, in a demonstration on preventing forgery in bank notes to the Society of
Arts, Warren used a softened steel plate, not the typical copper, as his matrix. Charles’s
son, Ambrose William Warren (1781-1856), who followed in his father’s path and
worked as book illustrator, also had several prints on display. Among the best known
steel engravers were the brothers William Finden (1787-1852) and Edward Finden
(1791-1857) who ran “one of the most important London studios…[and] whose work was
among the most ubiquitous of the time.”36 William, who had trained under Mitan,
included several of his illustrations for Don Quixote (1817), among the seventeen works
he displayed (figure 2.15). Francis Engleheart (1775-1849) trained as an assistant to
James Heath and engraved designs after Thomas Stothard, Richard Cook, and David

According to Raymond Lister, Warren was “a copperplate engraver who earlier had been
engaged on making plates for calico printers, but who also worked for gunsmiths, engraving the
designs on the steel mountings of their firearms” in Prints and Printmaking: A Dictionary and
Handbook of the Art in Nineteenth-Century Britain (London: Methuen, 1984), 55.
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Wilkie. He produced thirty engravings for Don Quixote, of which he displayed eleven at
Cooke’s exhibition.

Many illustrations of the works of Shakespeare were also included. Edward
Scriven (1755-1841) had worked for Boydell’s Shakespeare Gallery. In 1802 he followed
his teacher, Robert Thew, as engraver to the Prince of Wales and eventually was named
historical engraver to George IV. John Romney (1786-1863) worked on a number of
major publications, including an edition of Shakespeare after designs by Smirke. Richard
Rhodes (1765-1838) served for many years as an assistant to Charles Heath. He provided
illustrations, after designs by John Thurston, for the twelve-volume series The dramatic
works of William Shakespeare (London: Thomas Tegg, 1812-1815), of which he
displayed a number at Cooke’s exhibition.

One of the mainstays of reproductive printmaking was views of architecture and
classical antiquities. Wilson Lowry (1762-1824) included a number of plates he engraved
for William Wilkins’ 1812 publication The civil architecture of Vitruvius. In these prints
he demonstrated a device that he invented in 1790, a ruling machine used to draw evenlyspaced parallel lines on a copper plate. This machine would be used extensively by
engravers, particularly to represent areas of sky and water in landscapes, or areas of
shading in architectural views. He also invented a number of other devices or tools for
use in printmaking:
in 1798, he invented the diamond points for etching, the durability of
which, as compared with steel points, and the equality of tone thereby
produced, have rendered them highly important to the art of engraving. In
1799, he improved upon his ruling machine, and constructed a new one,
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capable of drawing lines to a point, as well as parallel lines, and of
forming concentric circles…In 1801, he invented a machine for drawing
ellipses on paper or copper.37

John Samuel Agar (1773-1858) was an accomplished printmaker who had studied
at the Royal Academy and was revered for his skill in reproducing painted portraits and
sculpture through stipple engraving. He was the main engraver for the Society of
Dilettanti’s Specimens of Ancient Sculpture: Egyptian, Etruscan, Greek and Roman
(1809) and through whom “the Dilettanti found the ideal means of both documenting and
exalting their sculptural canon.”38 Agar displayed four works from this series at Cooke’s
exhibition, alongside seventeen engraved portraits after painters including Peter Lely and
Antony Van Dyck.

Sporting prints and animal scenes also were on view. John Scott (1774-1827) was
best known as an engraver of animal subjects who published work in numerous
periodicals, including the Sporting Magazine. Among the nearly twenty prints by Scott
on display was his Death of the Fox (1811), a hunting scene after a painting by Sawrey
Gilpin (figure 2.16).

Critical Response to the 1821 Exhibition
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Reviews of the exhibition were almost uniformly congratulatory and praised
Cooke for educating the public about contemporary printmaking and advocating for the
value of prints. They particularly noted that Cooke was performing a public service by
informing audiences about the quality and range of printmaking in England. They
emphasized that exhibitions could demonstrate the possibilities of printmaking and teach
the public, through looking, about its inherent qualities. One noted that an ability to
assess the quality of current printmaking was predicated upon viewing large numbers of
prints together and that this exhibition offered such an opportunity:
nothing can contribute more effectually to direct and confine the powers
of Engraving to laudable and noble purposes, than a frequent and general
examination and comparison of its modern works; and of all means of
effecting these objects, an exhibition is best calculated to promote a
general knowledge of the nature, powers, and present state of the art, by
bringing its productions together.39

Some pondered the motives for such an exhibition and directly referenced the
“public galleries” of print shop windows. According to one, “we have long felt that while
the painter and the sculptor had galleries in which their works were exhibited there was
no place where the engraver could display the productions of his talents save in the
window of a print shop.”40 Another remarked that the success of these window displays
had perhaps intervened in the launch of independent exhibitions:
it is somewhat extraordinary that this class of artists should not have
before resorted to so obviously beneficial a mode of displaying their
works: perhaps they have hitherto deemed it less necessary for them than
for their graphic brethren of the palette, because the shop of the printseller
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has formed, as it were, a permanent and interesting gallery, presenting a
constant succession of novelties.41

Others more directly asserted the power of this exhibition to challenge the notion
that reproductive prints were merely cheap and uninspired copies of paintings. By
displaying prints alone, free from the context of paintings, prints could be spared such
negative comparisons. One commended that:
an exhibition of this kind is well calculated to dispel the vulgar error that
engraving is a servile art in the scale of works of the mind, and mostly
consigned to the copyist. This gallery will shew [sic] what its real station
and character are, and, above all, how capable it is of not only illustrating
the history our country, but of administering to its commercial greatness.42
Although such arguments in favor of printmaking were not new, Cooke’s exhibition
provided an opportunity for advocates to publish such declarations of praise and the
exhibition itself provided a physical counterpart to support and demonstrate their claims.

There were some notes of criticism about the layout and content of the exhibition.
One reviewer complained about selection of prints, attributing it to time constraints, and
hoped that a better array of prints would be exhibited in the future:
an exhibition like the present got up as it appears to have been in haste and
to meet the season for such a display is not so select as a more mature
deliberation might have made it but it is nevertheless one with which the
lovers of Engraving will not fail to be gratified. And we doubt not when
our artists shall perceive more fully the utility of such a collection that
they will provide more ample and valuable materials to adorn it.43
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Another complained about the difficulty in identifying the prints and locating their
descriptions in the catalogue, noting that “the frames appear to have been numbered
before they were put up—as there is great confusion in this respect—a carelessness
which is very provoking to a visitor, who has frequently great difficulty in discovering
any particular prints.”44

The Exhibition of Drawings and Engravings by British Artists, 1823

In 1823, Cooke held the Exhibition of Drawings and Engravings by British
Artists.45 This exhibition had two major differences from his 1821 show. Nearly half of
the exhibition was devoted to drawings, with 200 works displayed. The section on
engravings, featuring nearly 250 works, was not limited to “living” engravers and
included numerous works by some of the most celebrated eighteenth-century printmakers
(table 2).

Like the earlier exhibition, which demonstrated the range and variety of
contemporary printmaking, this exhibit also featured a survey of the different types and
subjects, from classical landscapes to illustrations of traditional literature, to formal
portraits, still lifes, and animal scenes. Included among the nearly 90 artists were some of
the leading eighteenth-century printmakers, who had established a native school of
engraving and whose work still remained enormously influential on other artists and was
44
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highly prized by collectors. By displaying these early works alongside contemporary
prints, Cooke’s exhibition helped to provide a continuous narrative of printmaking that
reinforced a sense of nationalism and celebrated England as a thriving and creative site
for prints.

The exhibition featured a number of works by some of the most illustrious line
engravers in eighteenth-century England, including Sir Robert Strange (1721-1792) and
William Woollett (1735-1785). Strange was venerated throughout Europe for his prints
after Old Masters and was represented by one engraving, Charles Prince of Wales, James
Duke of York, and Princess Mary; Children of King Charles the 1st (1754-1769) after a
painting by Anthony van Dyck (figure 2.17). Strange was one of the most vociferous
opponents to the treatment of printmakers by the Royal Academy. In 1775 he claimed
that his goal was to “rescue engraving, an art as useful as ingenious, from the
indignity…thrown upon it by that establishment.”46

Woollett was the leading topographical printmaker and has been credited with
establishing a “new and prosperous school of English landscape engravers.”47 He was
renowned for his delicate renderings of Richard Wilson’s painted scenes, demonstrated in
his print after the famed work Solitude (1778) (figure 2.18). His engravings after Wilson,
which first gained popularity in the 1760s, drove the market for English landscapes and
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“satisfied the current interest in large prints suitable for framing, gradually replacing
engravings after Claude Poussin, Salvator Rosa, and Claude Lorrain.”48

Works from the major print publishing ventures of the late eighteenth century,
Boydell’s Shakespeare Gallery and Macklin’s Illustrated Bible, were also on view.
William Sharp (1749-1824) was known for his consummate skill in engraving, displayed
his The Holy Family (1793), after Sir Joshua Reynolds, which was published by Macklin
for his massive project to produce an illustrated Bible (figure 2.19).49 The Italian Luigi
Schiavonetti, who came to London to work as Francesco Bartolozzi’s principal assistant,
specialized in stipple engraving. In stipple, a series of dots are created on the metal
printing plate using a variety of tools including needles, textured hammers, or multipronged wheels. These dots created areas of tone and were frequently combined with
other processes. In addition to producing such a wide variety of chiaroscuro effect,
48
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stipple had the advantage of being a hardier process than the other tonal method,
mezzotint. The fragile surfaces of mezzotint plates wore down quickly and only a small
number of impressions could be pulled compared to stipple engravings that could be
printed in large editions. On view at Cooke’s was Schiavonetti’s stipple engraving and
etching Puck (1789) after Reynold’s painting of the character from A Midsummer Night's
Dream and commissioned for Boydell’s Shakespeare Gallery (figure 2.20).

Bartolozzi himself was one of the best-represented artists in the exhibition with
twelve prints displayed. He was a successful engraver in his native Italy specializing in
the technique of stipple to reproduce Old Master drawings. In 1764, he was invited to
London by Richard Dalton, the librarian to George III, to reproduce the Guercino
drawings in the Royal Collection. He quickly set up a studio that began flooding the
market with stipples.50 In one of the exhibited prints, Cupid and Psyche (1789), the dot
pattern of the stipple mimics the soft, crumbly texture of chalk lines and demonstrates
Bartolozzi’s adept manner in reproducing works on paper (figure 2.21). Bartolozzi was
an important artist to include in Cooke’s exhibition not only because of his technical and
commercial successes, but also because he was the first engraver admitted to the Royal
Academy. The exhibition also included work by several artists who had already been
elected as A.R.A.s, William Bromley, Joseph Collyer, Francis Hayward, James Heath,
John Landseer, Anker Smith, and William Ward. One of the exhibitions, Charles Turner,

“By the 1770s, Bartolozzi had set up a workshop with several assistants and was churning out
stipple engravings in the thousands. Composed to a large extent of Italian engravers lured to
London by Bartolozzi’s success, this studio came to resemble a factory, in which much of the
work was executed by assistants with only details and signature added by the master,” in Rix,
Pictures for the Parlor, 19.
50
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would be elected in 1828. Despite the pointed criticism of the Royal Academy’s
treatment of printmakers by many of the artists on view, the inclusion of these
Academicians added a sense of legitimacy to the exhibition and tied it to the larger
artistic circle of London.

As in the first exhibition, the tradition of mezzotint, a source of nationalistic pride,
was well represented by a variety of artists. The moody tones and emotional use of
chiaroscuro was featured to great effect in John Dixon’s Ugolino (1774) after Reynolds’s
painting of the thirteenth-century Italian nobleman imprisoned with his children and
grandchildren and abandoned to die of starvation (figure 2.22). Dixon was part of the
eighteenth-century Dublin Group, composed of a number of printmakers including James
McArdell, Richard Houston, Charles Spooner, Richard Purcell, Edward Fisher, and
James Watson who beginning in the 1740s began working in the technique of mezzotint
under the tutelage of John Brooks and Andrew Miller. Due to their facility with the
medium and their commercial success, this group “formed the core of a cadre of Irish
mezzotint engravers who elevated the technique to new heights and revived the process
in England.”51 Richard Earlom (1743-1822) produced exquisitely detailed still-lifes after
Dutch masters, particularly after Jan van Huysum, which were also on view. Charles
Turner continued the great tradition of mezzotint in the nineteenth century and worked
with Turner on his Liber Studiorum. He displayed his recent mezzotint The Mill (1823),
an evocative nighttime landscape after Rembrandt’s painting (figure 2.23).
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Other notable artists in the exhibition included the leading woman printmaker,
Caroline Watson. She was the daughter of James Watson, the Dublin-born mezzotinter
who became one of the foremost reproductive printmakers of Reynold’s portraits in the
1760s and 1770s. Like her father, she was especially skilled in mezzotint and stipple
engraving and received wide-acclaim, becoming appointed engraver to Queen Charlotte
in 1785. On view was her charming scene of a young man caring for his pet, Boy & Dog
(1781) (figure 2.24).

Professional women printmakers, like all women artists, had little opportunity for
training or exhibiting their work. Most who became printmakers came from a family of
artists, like Watson, from whom they learned the craft. While scholarship has
traditionally neglected women artists, recent exhibitions and publications have begun to
survey the work of women printmakers and they reveal their histories and bring to light
their contributions to art.52

While most of those included in Cooke’s exhibition were professional artists,
William Baillie (1723-1810) was an amateur printmaker and collector. He served in the
British Army, becoming a captain, and his early work includes drawings and sketches of
military figures and costumes. At some point he learned to make etchings and produced
numerous prints after works in his own collection, primarily by seventeenth-century
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Dutch artists especially those by Rembrandt. He exhibited one of these works, an etching
Head of a Jew after Rembrandt. In 1775 Baillie purchased Rembrandt’s original copper
plate for Christ Healing the Sick (1648), known as the Hundred Guilder print. He
infamously “boldly reworked it” by making additions to the badly worn plate, cutting it
into pieces, and reprinting the fragments.53

Landscape prints were particularly well represented in Cooke’s exhibition.
Thomas Gainsborough’s print on view, The Gipsies (1759), was based on his own
painting and was the first published print of his work (figure 2.25).54 François Vivarès
was one of the key early artists in the transmission of printmaking between France and
England and known for his ornament and landscape prints. A Huguenot who arrived in
London in 1727, he worked for the publisher Arthur Pond to produce the series Italian
Landscapes mostly after paintings by Gaspard Dughet and Claude Lorrain, issued from
1741-46.55 The exhibition also include topographical views by John Landseer (17691852) from his Antiquities of Dacca, a series of large engraved views based on drawings
by the amateur artist Charles D’Oyly and published from 1814-1828.

Critical Response to the 1823 Exhibition
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As with the 1821 exhibition, critics praised this display and heralded it as a great
advancement in the appreciation of printmaking and for the veneration of art in England.
One reviewer singled out the landscape engravings for praise, noting that with these
works “England may safely challenge the competition of the world.”56 Others used the
opportunity of this exhibition to again assert the merits of reproductive printmaking. One
asserted that these prints served to disseminate and celebrate the prestige of English
artists and that “the value of the art to the fame of painters, and the permanent
preservation of that delight and instruction which their principal works are calculated to
impart, is great and incalculable.”57Another argued that the prints offered more insight
into an artist’s spirit and intent than the finished paintings they reproduced and that
audiences “will know more of them from these slight and sometime careless indications,
than from their more elaborate pictures.”58

One reviewer, however, took more critical notice and condemned the exhibition
as being overly concerned with the sale of prints. Asserting that “neither the public nor
Mr. Cooke need fear that he will have many rivals in this undertaking,” a notice in The
New Monthly Magazine and Literary Journal critiqued this exhibition as lacking lofty,
artistic goals.59 While admitting that if Cooke’s exhibition proved popular that numerous
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others could soon open around the city, this review warned that “to prevent a too great
increase of such mere commercial speculations is all that we desire.”60

Cooke’s Exhibitions of Drawings

From the earliest academic art exhibitions, prints and drawings were often
grouped together in smaller, separate spaces from the paintings and sculptures. Like
prints, drawings had faced similar problems exhibiting at these larger, multi-media
exhibitions. They were small, frequently depicted the lesser genre of landscapes, and
were often overwhelmed by larger paintings or completely shunted into less favorable
display rooms. Cooke continued this tradition of combining works on paper by exhibiting
drawings alongside prints, as when he devoted half of his 1823 exhibition to drawings,
and organized two exhibitions comprised solely of drawings.

The first exhibition, in 1822, displayed 304 drawings and in the center of the
rooms hung a painted copy of Annibale Carracci’s Three Maries by John Jackson. It was
divided into two sections, Old Masters and Modern Masters. The former contained
French, Italian, and Dutch drawings borrowed from private collectors and praised by
Cooke for “the greatest portion of this valuable collection of the Old Masters has never
yet been publicly exhibited in this country.”61 The Modern Masters included drawings by
John Martin, John Constable, and numerous works by Turner, among them twenty-four
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watercolors including his Hastings from the Sea, owned by Cooke and done for a
planned, but unrealized, series of printed views of the region. The catalogue also made
reference to reproductive prints after the works on view that “may be seen in the PrintRooms on the Ground Floor.”62

In 1824, Cooke organized an exhibit of 272 drawings. It followed the same model
as the 1822 exhibition and featured a section of Old Master drawings that was praised as
“chosen specimens of the best masters, selected from the cabinets of the most enlightened
encourages of English art—the accumulated labor of many years.”63 The Modern Masters
again included a number of Turner watercolors as well as two moonlight scenes by
Thomas Gainsborough, oil paintings on glass, which were advertised as displayed by
“artificial light.”

Cooke’s exhibitions need to be examined in a larger context that encompass the
history of exhibitions of drawings, both the precedent of the exhibitions of Watercolor
Societies and their influence on the “Black & White” exhibitions that become
extraordinarily popular in the 1870s throughout Europe. Artists who produced works on
paper recognized the need to work outside of the official academic structure in order to
gain exposure and recognition and began to form independent societies. Like
printmakers, draughtsmen were denied official membership at the Royal Academy and in
1772 they ruled that artists who only exhibit drawings could not become Associate
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Academicians.64 However, in the formation of their own independent organizations and
in the exhibition practices they adopted, they followed the existing models and formed a
“professionalizing exhibitionary strategy that gave their vision substance as cultural
capital and allowed them a rapport with the developing cultural state.”65

The Society of Painters in Water Colours (also known as the Old Water Colour
Society) was founded in 1804 when a number of artists seceded from the Royal
Academy. One of their main goals was to launch regular exhibitions devoted to their
work, which they held until folding in 1812 (figure 2.26). In outlining the reasons for
launching these exhibits, the Society declared that such a display allowed draughtsmen
the opportunity of “comparing his own works with those of his contemporaries in the
same walk” and that “the object of the present exhibition, which, consisting of watercolour pictures only, must, from that circumstance, give to them a better arrangement,
and a fairer ground of appreciation, than when mixed with pictures in oil.”66 In 1807,
another group was formed, the New Society of Painters in Miniatures and Water Colours.
They operated under a more inclusive policy that permitted the work of non-members in
their exhibition.67
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Cooke’s exhibitions were undoubtedly influenced by the displays held by
watercolor societies. In his study on the practices of watercolorists, Greg Smith notes that
this necessary drive for independence “demonstrates the fragmentation of the art market
and the growing specialization of art practice.”68 This shifting period also enabled a
redefinition of the role of engraving and Cooke’s exhibitions attempted to elevate the
status of works on paper while increasing their value as commercial objects.

Legacy of Cooke’s Exhibitions

While in 1823 Cooke had declared that he hoped to form a collection of prints and
drawings for “the purpose of Exhibition, as striking as those which he has already
presented to the patronage of the Public,”69 he only mounted these four exhibitions and
closed up shop at Soho Square in 1830, possibly due in part to the stock market crash of
1825 and the subsequent financial crisis. One other similar exhibition opened during this
period. In 1823, the Society of British Artists was founded and it opened exhibition
rooms on Suffolk Street. In their spring exhibition of 1824, 173 engravings of historical
subjects were exhibited. One reviewer noted that:
the south east room is very wisely appropriated to Engravings a peculiar
feature of the present Exhibition and for the omission of which at
Somerset House the Royal Academy should take shame to itself. They
well know that it has long been a desideratum both to the professors of
that art and to the pubic having been several years ago repeatedly solicited
and memorialized upon the subject by Mr. Landseer.70
68

“Watercolourists and Watercolours at the Royal Academy, 1780-1836,” 189.
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Exhibition of drawings and engravings, by British Artists (London: W. Wilson, 1823), n.p.

“New Exhibition of the Society of British Artists, (In Suffolk Street),” Repository of Arts,
Literature, Fashions, &c., March 1, 1824.
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However, the momentum for print exhibitions, which Cooke had hoped to launch,
stalled. While there were occasional attempts at public displays and prints continued to be
included in exhibitions of paintings and sculpture, independent group exhibitions did not
become popular until the second half of the nineteenth century. Among the most popular
exhibitions of this period were the Black & White displays that were organized in cities
throughout Europe and North America and displayed all manners of prints alongside
drawings. This period also saw the development of numerous printmaking societies that
exhibited their work, including the Société des Aquafortistes in Paris, the Royal Society
of Painter Printmakers in London, and the numerous etching societies throughout the
United States.

Standard histories typically present the etching revivals of the 1860 to 80s as a
crucial period in the status of printmaking, when for the first time printmakers and their
supporters banded together to negate the longstanding belief that it was a secondary
medium and assert its independence and creative potential through a series of societies,
publications, and exhibitions. In this chapter I have argued that this movement towards
independence preceded this period and an important step was made in the 1820s through
the series of exhibitions launched by Cooke. These exhibitions were the first prominent
and public demonstrations of printmaking’s independence in the face of the restrictive
academic policies. They are important precursors of this movement towards selfdetermination for printmakers and, although they have been overlooked in print
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scholarship, they represent a significant, concerted movement towards the
professionalization of printmaking in the 1820s.
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Chapter Three
Presenting the History of Printmaking: The Gallery of Engravings at the Manchester Art
Treasures Exhibition, 1857

In 1857 the Art Treasures Exhibition was held in Manchester and it was one of
the earliest, largest, and most influential art exhibitions of the nineteenth century. Over
1.3 million visitors attended a display of over 16,000 artworks which were assembled
into, as described by Francis Haskell, “the most dramatic illustration that there had ever
been of an ephemeral museum.”1 Drawn entirely from the holdings of private British
collectors, this exhibition offered not only an educational opportunity to survey and
compare masterworks from the history of art, but also an occasion to celebrate and
promote the depth, quality, and value of art collected in this nation.

One of the sections of this exhibition, the Gallery of Engravings, was a landmark
in the chronicles of print exhibitions. Presenting a history of printmaking from the
fifteenth through the nineteenth centuries, this display of over 2,000 prints was the largest
and most comprehensive survey of printmaking ever mounted. Critics praised the scope
and quality of prints on display and called it a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to visually
delight in the physical scope of the medium and to gain connoisseurship skills through
the practice of careful and comparative looking. As declared in the official catalogue to
the exhibition, “this is the first time in the history of the art of Engraving at which an

1

The Ephemeral Museum, 82.
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attempt has been made to show to the public generally, at one view, a complete
chronological series of prints from the commencement of the art up to the present time.”2

The exhibition as a whole at Manchester signaled a distinct shift in the
presentation and reception of art in the mid-nineteenth century, towards a systematic and
rational approach to the organization and display of artworks and away from the more
free-wheeling independent and commercially-minded spectacles that had preceded it. It is
especially important to examine this transformation as it applies to prints. Unlike the
majority of art works on display at Manchester, prints were, indeed from their inception,
part of the public sphere. This chapter considers what it means for prints to engage in this
new social venue and how this exhibition worked to present and validate the status of
prints as artworks with their own unique and rich lineage. This aspect was crucial as
printmaking was still struggling against its academic designation as a secondary art form
and this exhibition, as well as the numerous and wide-ranging ones that it influenced,
marked a transformation towards the proliferation of scholarship, criticism, publications,
and organizations of printmaking that characterized the revivals of the medium in the
second half of the nineteenth century throughout Europe and North America.

The History of Prints at International Fairs

2

Exhibition of the Art Treasures of the United Kingdom: supplemental catalogue, drawings and
sketches of Old Masters, engravings, photographs (London: Bradbury and Evans, 1857), 23.
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The Art Treasures Exhibition was part of a growing trend of international
exhibitions, preceded by the Great Exhibition of the Works of Industry of All Nations in
London (1851), the Exhibition of the Industry of All Nations in New York City (1853),
the Great Industrial Exhibition in Dublin (1853), and the Exposition Universelle in Paris
(1855). Manchester, known primarily as an industrial capital, seized the opportunity to
establish the city’s cultural importance and capitalize upon the audience for such largescale exhibitions.

Seven years earlier, in 1851, Britain held its first large-scale international fair, the
Great Exhibition of the Works of Industry of All Nations. Held at the Crystal Palace, this
exhibition displayed cultural and industrial products from Britain, her colonies, and over
forty regions from around the world.3 Prints were included as objects of technological
innovation and displayed in the section devoted to Paper, Printing, and Bookbinding
where maps and bank-note engravings were exhibited alongside paper specimens, inks
and cloth used for book binding, finely-bound bibles and other books, examples of
blocks, plates, and types used for printing. Printing presses were included in the
Manufacturing Machines and Tools section.

The Fine Arts section included among the displays of sculpture prints by Charles
Chabot (British, 1815-1882) demonstrating medal engraving, a method that used a
tracing machine to transfer the design of a medal or coin to a metal engraving plate.

3

Official Catalogue of the Great Exhibition of the Works of Industry of All Nations, 1851
(London: Spicer Brothers, 1851).
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Foreign exhibitors included small samples of steel engravings, printing plates, engraving
tools.

In Paris, prints were included more widely in the Fine Arts division at the
Exposition Universelle in 1855. In addition to including traditional printmaking media,
the French section included works done in the recently invented technique of
photolithography by the firm of Lemercier.4 The British section included over 200
reproductive engravings, including landscapes, portraits, and historical scenes, etchings
by members of the Etching Club, and small groups of wood engravings, lithographs, and
chromolithographs.5 While the exhibition at Paris was a major step forward in the display
of prints by including them in the section devoted to fine arts and including a wide range
of artists and techniques, the exhibition at Manchester two years later made an even more
significant advancement by dedicating a separate section of the exhibition to an
exhaustive survey of printmaking.

Precursor to the Gallery of Engravings: The 1849 Survey of Intaglio Printmaking

While the display at Manchester was the largest and most comprehensive survey
exhibition of printmaking in England, it was not the first attempt to organize a display
that traced the chronological history of the medium. In 1849, the printseller Francis

4

See Robert Verhoogt, Art in Reproduction: Nineteenth-Century Prints after Lawrence AlmaTadema, Jozef Israels and Ary Scheffer (Amsterdam: Amsterdam University Press, 2007), 104.
5

Catalogue of the works exhibited in the British section of the exhibition, in French and English,
together with exhibitor’s prospectuses, prices current, &c. (London: Chapman and Hall, 1855).
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Graves held an exhibition of engravings that purported to present a history of intaglio
printmaking. Graves was part of a family of printsellers and publishers along with his
father and grandfather, both Robert, and brother Henry. He was known for his “extensive
knowledge, especially in the works of the old masters” and was instrumental in the
“formation of many of the finest collections of engravings in this country.”6

The 1849 exhibition featured engravings and etchings by Albrecht Dürer,
Marcantonio Raimondi, Rembrandt, Wenceslaus Hollar, and mezzotints by Prince Rupert
and Samuel Cousins. It was arranged, like Manchester would be, according to national
schools—Italian, Flemish, Dutch, French, and English. One announcement claimed that
this collection was worth “some thousands of pounds.”7 Other reviewers, however, used
this occasion to criticize the British Museum and call upon its curators to organize their
own exhibition drawn from their print collection. Claiming that such an exhibition had
been “urged on government for a long time past,” one reviewer judged that “a certain
torpor of inaction…has so long paralyzed both the elected and the hereditary Trustees of
that institution.”8 Noting that “if a printseller can make a popular exhibition in this way—
how much more useful and popular one might the Trustees of the British Museum make
with the rich resources at their command!,” this review in The Athenaeum continues to
implore:
two hundred and fifty pounds expended on glass, and fifty pounds or less
expended on school-boy frames, would serve to exhibit a large and
6

“Obituary,” The Art Journal, January 1, 1860, 9-10.

7

“Ancient and Modern Engravings,” The Art Journal, October 1, 1849, 327.

8

“Fine Art Gossip,” The Athenaeum, September 15, 1849, 942.
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instructive series of etchings and prints. Look at the attraction of our
printsellers’ windows:—and judge from that what would be the interest
exhibited in a series of the best prints arranged to illustrate the history of a
beautiful art.9

While the British Museum would launch their first exhibition of prints in 1858, it was
Manchester that first heeded this call to publicly display the rich and deep holdings of
prints by British collectors and bring the history of printmaking to a large and broad
audience.

The “Ephemeral Museum”: An Overview of Manchester

The exhibition at Manchester aimed to be international and comprehensive,
presenting a vast material timeline of the history of art from the Italian and Northern Old
Masters to works by living artists. The sheer scale and scope of the works on view was
extraordinary and unprecedented. Paintings, sculpture, works on paper, and decorative
objects were arranged into nine general sections—Ancient Masters, Modern Masters, the
British Portrait Gallery, Historical Miniatures, Ornamental Art, Sculpture, Water-colour
Drawings, Engravings, and Photographs.10

9

Ibid.

10

According to the numbered entries in the official guides, there were 1123 paintings by Ancient
Masters, 689 paintings by Modern Masters, 386 British Portraits, 969 watercolors and drawings,
1475 engravings, 597 photographs, and 10,000 objects of ornamental art. Individual catalogue
entries could however, especially for works on paper, refer to a series or multiple objects and in
those cases, the total number of objects on view was higher than the individual entry counts.
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The committee chose as its overseer Gustav Waagen, the director of the
Königliche Gemäldegalerie in Berlin. Waagen was selected due to his familiarity with
and publications on the great private art collections in England.11 Waagen was joined by
John Connellan Deane, who had helped to organize the Great Industrial Exhibition in
Dublin in 1853 and served as the General Commissioner at Manchester, and George
Scharf, who was the Art Secretary and who would be named the first director of the
National Portrait Gallery in London the same year. Each section was further overseen by
individual organizers who were typically assisted by members of the commercial art
world to facilitate the process of identifying and borrowing from private lenders.

The ostensible goal of the exhibition was to provide a holistic, educational
approach to art history, allowing both middle class audiences and connoisseurs alike a
unique opportunity to survey the great schools of art. Waagen directed that art works
from different countries should be hung together in chronological order, a display system
he had already implemented in Berlin. This hanging was intended to foster transnational
comparisons and provide a historical framework for understanding the diffusion of styles
and subjects. For Waagen, who was also the author of the first catalogue raisonné of a
painter,12 this rational and systematic approach to an exhibition would be a distinguishing

His Kunstwerke und Künstler in England und Paris (Berlin: Nicolaischen Buchhandlung, 183739) was later translated into English and published as Treasures of art in Great Britain: being an
account of the chief collections of paintings, drawings, sculptures, illuminated mss., &c. &c.,
trans. by Elizabeth Eastlake (London: J. Murray, 1854). A supplement was issued as Galleries
and cabinets of art in Great Britain: being an account of more than forty collections of paintings,
drawings, sculptures, mss.&c. &c. visited in 1854 and 1856, and now for the first time described
(London: J. Murray, 1857).
11

12

Über Hubert und Johann Van Eyck (Breslau: J. Max, 1822).
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characteristic of Manchester and one that would have a lasting impact on future
exhibitions and for the study of art.13

Yet, despite this comprehensive approach to art history, the exhibition
simultaneously had a distinctly nationalistic purview. The works were drawn from the
holdings of British collectors and, through this display, the taste and wealth of these
private patrons was put forth as a source of national pride and acclaim. In the original call
for the exhibition, the Executive Committee boasted that “the art wealth of England
would supply examples of equal interest and an aggregate of greater value than any other
country in the world, and that application for the loan of these treasures for an object of
public utility would be met with promptness and liberality by their owners.”14

While Manchester was innovative in scale and breadth, it was not the first
example of loan exhibitions in England. The British Institution had held regular displays
of Old Master paintings borrowed from fellow art patrons. Manchester drew upon this
earlier example and set forth both to open the country’s private collections to a larger
public and to present the art within a pedagogical framework. Giles Waterfield explains
that “where it differed from the precedent of the Institution was in its scholarly ambitions:
the organization of the loans to create a narrative about the history of art, and the
provision of didactic and popular catalogues instructing the visitor in the subject. In
According to Whitfield, “this scientific approach to art was an important step in the
development of art history as an academic discipline.” See “‘The Greatest Show on Earth’: The
Manchester Art Treasures Exhibition, 1857,” in Art Treasures in Manchester: 150 Years On, 33.
13

14

Exhibition of Art Treasures of the United Kingdom, held at Manchester in 1857: report of the
Executive Committee, 2.
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effect, the organizers aimed to create a three-dimensional textbook.”15 Likewise, Victoria
Whitfield argues that although the practices of the British Institution were early examples
of public displays of private collections, Manchester expanded this practice to its fullest
possibilities, she states that “although small loan exhibitions had been held in the capital
there was no precedent for an exhibition of this scale nor for an exhibition with such
ambition to attract an audience drawn from the full social spectrum. It remains the largest
temporary exhibition ever to be held in Britain.”16

The artworks were displayed in a specially constructed brick and iron structure,
built in six months by the Edinburgh firm of C. D. Young & Company. Enclosing over
19,000 square yards of space, the centerpiece of the building was a massive great hall that
soared 65-feet tall (figure 3.1). Located on the western outskirts of the city on land leased
from the Manchester Cricket Club, the building was accessible by a newly constructed
railway station. The exhibition opened on May 5 at a ceremony led by Prince Albert and
was attended by over 10,000 people. During its six-month duration, over 1.3 million
people visited the exhibition, including notables ranging from Queen Victoria and
Napoleon III to Charles Dickens and Nathaniel Hawthorne. Admission prices ranged
from season tickets for two guineas to daily admission for one shilling, with further
reduced rates for workers on weekends.

15

Waterfield, Palaces of Art, 23.

16

Whitfield, Art Treasures in Manchester: 150 Years On, 35.
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The exhibition was accompanied by a large amount of published materials,
including committee reports, guidebooks, both official and unofficial, visitor accounts,
and critical reviews. Numerous authors and publishers issued guides and “walks” though
the exhibition, offering commentary on the works on display and biographical details
about the artists. Lavish volumes of reproductions, both of prints and photographs, were
also issued to offer a visual record of the art on view. The exhibition likewise drew a
large amount of critical notice and numerous newspapers and periodicals reviewed the
exhibition throughout its duration.

Despite the considerable contemporary coverage of Manchester, this exhibition
has been relatively overlooked in twentieth-century scholarship. It did not attract much
focused, scholarly interest until the past two decades, when it has been the subject of
several revisionist accounts. In The Ephemeral Museum, Haskell discusses the great
impact of Waagen’s layout and how it led to an elevation of Northern Old Master artists
and inspired countless public exhibitions devoted to Old Master paintings both
throughout Europe and in the United States. In 2005, the Centre for Museology at the
University of Manchester held a conference “Art, City, Spectacle: The 1857 Manchester
Art-Treasures Exhibition Revisited.” Speakers, including Giles Waterfield, Melva Coal,
Andrew Loukes, and Judith Bronkhurst, presented on a number of topics ranging from a
broad overview of the context of display within British exhibition culture to detailed
accounts of the hanging and reception of the Ancient and Modern Master displays.17 Two

17

The majority of these papers were published in Helen Rees Leahy, ed., Art, City, Spectacle: the
1857 Manchester Art-Treasures Exhibition Revisited (Manchester: The John Rylands University
Library, 2009).
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years later, the Manchester Art Gallery organized an exhibition and accompanying
catalogue, Art Treasures in Manchester: 150 Years On.18

In 2011, Elizabeth Pergam published the first in-depth monograph on
Manchester.19 Pergam discusses the reasons surrounding the relative obscurity of the Art
Treasures exhibition in narratives on nineteenth-century exhibitions. Most scholarship,
she argues, tends to focus on capital cities like London and Paris and furthermore
Manchester has often been considered primarily as a commercial, not cultural, center. As
she explains, “from its inception, the defining feature of the Art Treasures Exhibition was
that it was organized by the local elite of a city and region associated almost exclusively
with commercialism, industrialization, and an eponymous school of economics
advocating free trade.”20 As the organizers of the Art Treasures exhibition attempted to
revise and expand public perception of their city, so too does Pergam aim to shed light on
the intricate cultural networks on display at Manchester and its wide-reaching influence.
In her exhaustive and incisive account, she examines a wide range of documents attesting
to the planning and reception of the exhibition and traces the circulation of paintings on
display at Manchester, many of which entered museum collections in the United States in
the following decades.

18

Hunt and Whitfield, eds., Art Treasures in Manchester: 150 Years On.

Pergam’s The Manchester Art Treasures Exhibition of 1857 is an expanded version of her
dissertation, "'Waking the Soul': The Manchester Art Treasures Exhibition and the State of the
Arts in Mid-Victorian Britain" (PhD dissertation, Institute of Fine Arts, NYU, 2001).
19
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The Manchester Art Treasures Exhibition of 1857, 13.
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All of these recent accounts, however, typically privilege discussion of the
paintings and all but ignore the display of works on paper, which included drawings and
watercolors, photographs, and prints. This chapter will reintegrate the display of
printmaking into the narrative of the exhibition and offer further evidence of the
importance of Manchester within the broad history of English exhibition culture and
within the more specific history of printmaking exhibitions. While the display of prints
aligned with the larger aims of the Art Treasures exhibition, it also had more specific
goals—it was intended to provide a model for future print survey exhibitions, both
independent and institutional, and affirmed the status of printmaking as a fine art with its
own canon of masters, technological advancements, and stylistic movements.

The Gallery of Engravers: Organizers and Lenders

The Gallery of Engravings was organized by Edward Holmes, who was selected
by the Executive Committee to oversee the entire display of works of paper, which also
included the Gallery of Drawings in Water-Colours. Holmes had attained a Master of
Arts at Cambridge University and worked as a barrister in London beginning in the mid1830s (figure 3.2).21 He collected prints and drawings, amassing a small collection that
included Old Master engravings by Pieter Soutman, a watercolor by Turner and
21

The most thorough, albeit brief, biographical information on Holmes is found in an article by
Derek Holdaway “The Dowling Miniatures at Lanhydrock: Stories of the artists and researching
fascinating family connections,” National Trust: Art, Buildings, Collections Bulletin (October
2011), accessed March 1, 2015, http://www.nationaltrust.org.uk/document-1355767022347/.
Holdaway mentions that Holmes “was the son of Timothy Richard Holmes, solicitor (17851840), of Bury St Edmunds, and grandson of the Rev. Edward Holmes, Master of Scorton
Grammar School and of his second wife Miss Dickinson. He was admitted to the Middle Temple
on 17 April 1834 and called to the Bar on 24 November 1837.”
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nineteenth-century British wood engravings.22 Little else is known about his interests or
thoughts on art and aside from the brief introductions for the official guides to the
exhibition, he left behind no writings on the subject. Sick with a bout of jaundice during
the installation of the exhibition, Holmes was noticeably ill during the opening day
ceremonies and died three weeks later on May 29. He was commemorated in an obituary
in the Morning Post:
possessing great and varied information upon all subjects connected with
art, combined with a cultivated taste and winning manner, he was the most
eligible person that could have been selected for the difficult task of
forming a collection of drawings and engravings worth to be classed
among the art treasures of the empire.23

Despite this glowing remembrance, Holmes did not organize these exhibitions
alone. Like the other officials in charge of overseeing individual departments, he was
greatly aided by dealers who had numerous connections to private collectors who could
encouraged to lend to the exhibition. He was assisted by two prestigious patrons of the
print world, the dealer Dominic Colnaghi and the collector William Smith. Holmes
praised that these two men “have in the most unreserved manner given me the benefit of
their long experience, extensive knowledge, and great personal influence.”24

Dominic Paul Colnaghi (1790-1879) was the son of the venerable print publisher
and dealer Paul Peter Colnaghi (1751-1833). He joined his father in business in 1810,
According to Frits Lugt’s entry on Holmes, “de sa propre collection il avait prêté une aquarelle
de Turner, des estampes de Soutman et des gravures sur bois moderns” in Les marques de
collections de dessins & d’estampes, online edition by Fondation Custodia, accessed March 1,
2015, http://www.marquesdecollections.fr/.
22
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The Morning Post, May 29, 1857.
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Exhibition of the Art Treasures of the United Kingdom: supplemental catalogue, 23.
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along with his brother Martin, and worked for the family firm until his retirement in
1865. Like his father, he was active within the artistic community and “formed firm
friendships with leading artists, print collectors and art collectors more generally and
became a central figure in the art trade.”25 Their shop, located at 14 Pall Mall East from
1826-1913, was a famous social salon and hosted well-connected, wealthy, and powerful
patrons.26 He was singled out for praise in the acknowledgments of the report of the
Executive Committee for his “persevering labours, judgment, and extensive knowledge
[that] contributed largely to make the Exhibition of Engravings one of the most
instructive, complete, and valuable departments of the Exhibition.”27 In addition to
serving as a conduit for loans, Colnaghi also benefited directly from Manchester by
publishing the Gems of the Art Treasures Exhibition, a series of photographs issued in
five volumes in conjunction with the dealer Agnew.

William Smith (1808-1876) was a print seller and founding member of the
National Portrait Gallery. Smith, together with his brother George, took over their
father’s print shop in 1835 which together they ran as “W & G Smith” until 1848. They
brokered numerous, major sales to the British Museum, including that of the Sheepshanks

Timothy Clayton, “From Fireworks to Old Masters: Colnaghi and Printselling c. 1760-c. 1880,”
in Colnaghi, Established 1760: The History, ed. Jeremy Howard (London: Colnaghi, 2010), 11.
25

Their shop “formed a well-known art centre, it being frequented by peers and members of
parliament, so that the intermingling of politicians with artists and literary men gave the large
room in the season the appearance of a club. Colnaghi’s knowledge of prints and taste in art were
very great. He had a European reputation, and was held in high esteem by collectors and
officials.” See “Dominic Paul Conaghi,” in The Dictionary of National Biography (London:
Smith, Elder & Co., 1887), 397.
26
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Collection.28 Calling him the “great forgotten public benefactor,” Antony Griffiths
described his practice of working with Henry Josi, the print curator of the Museum, for
whom “Smith combed the trade and put together package after package of incredible
rarities.”29

Together these three men formed a formidable and judicious force.30 In his
published remembrances, Scharf lauded “Mr. Holmes [who] had quietly pursued his
vocation by visiting the most celebrated possessors of the rarest engravings”31 and gave
praise to “Smith…whose extensive knowledge of engravings and influence with various
holders in private collections were well known, and to Mr. Dominic Colnaghi…who
ultimately took a very prominent part both in forming the collection and inducing holders

28

The acquisition of the Sheepshanks collection of over 8,000 Dutch and Flemish prints and
drawings has been called by Martin Royalton-Kisch “a significant landmark in the history of the
Department of Prints and Drawings. It was the first substantial purchase made by the Museum for
the Department, the first to attract a special grant from the Treasury, and its acquisition was
marked by an unprecedented campaign of support for the Department from outside the Museum.”
See “John Sheepshanks (1787-1863) and his Dutch and Flemish Etchings,” in Landmarks in Print
Collecting: Connoisseurs and Donors at the British Museum Since 1753, ed. Antony Griffiths
(London: British Museum Press, 1996), 65.
According to Griffiths, “the two most extraordinary packages from Smith both went through in
1845; one was of 1,807 early German engravings for £ 2,880, the other was of 848 early Italian
engravings for £ 4,875. A high proportion of these prints were unique,” in “The Department of
Prints and Drawings During the First Century of the British Museum,” The Burlington Magazine
136 (1994): 542.
29

30

The exact nature of their working relationship and their division of labor remains unknown.
Despite the extensive archives on the Art Treasures Exhibition at the Manchester Central Library,
it contains few documents relating to Holmes, Colnaghi, or Smith. The small numbers of letters
mentioning them deal with mundane details about the shipping and delivery of artworks to the
exhibition. Their productivity and effectiveness is best understood in the remarkable number of
print loans they were able to procure, most of them from the leading collectors of the day.
31

"On the Manchester Art-Treasures Exhibition, 1857," Transactions of the Historic Society of
Lancashire and Cheshire 10 (1857-58), 277.
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of the rarest gems to support it.”32 An author of one of the guidebooks agreed with this
assessment and proclaimed that these men “command such confidence among
connoisseurs and collectors that the most precious gems of the most jealously-guarded
portfolios have been fearlessly entrusted to them, and they have made their selection with
consummate judgment.”33

The collectors who loaned works to the exhibition are today known for amassing
some of the finest collections of prints in the nineteenth century. Among the numerous
collectors, one guide singled out that “the chief contributors of engravings are the Duke
of Buccleuch, Dr. Wellesley, Mr. Fisher, Mr. Hawkins, and Mr. F. Slade.”34 Walter
Francis (1806-1884), the Duke of Buccleuch, was one of the major lenders to the entire
exhibition who offered Old Master paintings, miniatures, Venetian glass, and other
ornamental art from his fine and renowned family collection. His print collection,
portions of which were sold at auction in 1887, was particularly noted for its holdings of
Rembrandt that was “represented by superb proofs in rare states.”35 Reverend Dr. Henry
Wellesley (1791-1866), the nephew of the Duke of Wellington, served as the head of
New Inn Hall at Oxford and as curator of the Bodleian Library. He amassed a fine

32

Ibid., 295
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Tom Taylor, A Handbook to the water colours, drawings, and engravings, in the Art Treasures
Exhibtion. Being a reprint of critical notices originally published in "The Manchester Guardian"
(Manchester: Bradbury and Evans, 1857), 63.
34

The pictorial guide to Manchester and companion to the Art Treasures Exhibition (Manchester:
Abel Heywood, 1857), 17.
In discussing this auction, Lugt mentions “dans cette vente sensationnelle, Rembrandt était
merveilleusement représenté par des épreuves superbes en états rarissimes” in Les marques de
collections.
35
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collection of drawings, including sheets by Titian and Raphael, and of prints described as
“one of the more beautiful collections of his time.”36

Richard Fisher (1809-1890) was a collector of prints and Japanese netsuke. He
authored a work on his own holdings Catalogue of a collection of engravings, etchings
and woodcuts (1879) and in 1886 published an Introduction to a catalogue of early
Italian prints in the British Museum. John Heywood Hawkins (c. 1800-between 187080), a member of parliament and son of an art collector, amassed his own collection of
prints and drawings, notably Old Masters and works by Turner and John Constable. Felix
Slade (1788-1868) was a lawyer and art collector who endowed professorships of Fine
Art at Oxford, Cambridge, and University College, London and funded the establishment
of the Slade School of Art, which opened in 1871. He collected widely, including prints,
glass works, ceramics, and Japanese ivories, the majority of which he donated to the
British Museum.

Two other major collectors known for their fine print collections lent to
Manchester. St. John Dent, Esq. (died c. 1884) was an amateur print collector who
acquired work from the sales of well-known collectors and whose own collection has
been called one of the finest of its time.37 Sir John Stuart Hippisley (1790-1867) collected
Old Master prints as well as amassing a fine collection of works by Turner.38

According to Lugt, “le docteur Wellesley réunit une des plus belles collections de son époque”
in Les marques de collections.
36

Lugt states that “la collection d'estampes réunis par cet amateur fut une des plus importantes de
son époque. Il semble que l'origine en remonte vers l'époque de la vente Masterman Sykes
(1824); le collectionneur y aurait fait des acquisitions, ainsi que dans celles de Buckingham
37
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The Gallery of Engravings: Display and Contents

One of the most remarkable aspects of the Gallery of Engravings was its claims to
comprehensiveness and, as stated by Holmes, it displayed “specimens illustrative of the
progress of that art from its earliest invention to the present time.”39 Over 2,000 prints
were divided into five sections—engravings, etchings, mezzotints, woodcuts and wood
engravings, and lithographs. There were additional displays on the materials and tools of
printmaking, including copper plates, wood blocks, and lithographic stones. Within each
section, the works were arranged chronologically and grouped by artist, following the
organizational model of the entire exhibition. Often, multiple impressions of the same
print were displayed, showing working or annotated proofs or different states of the same
image.40

(1834), Hawkins (1850), Wellesley (vers 1860). Il profita aussi de la dispersion de la collection
Beckford (vers 1840), acheta à Woodburn, et, parmi les nombreuses autres collections réputées
que le catalogue de sa vente cite comme provenances directes ou indirectes de ses meilleures
feuilles, on rencontre tous les grands noms de la fin du XVIIIe siècle et de la première moitié du
XIXe siècle : Mariette, Pond, Astley, Ottley, Durand, T. Wilson, Esdaile, von Fries, Durazzo,
Aylesford, Debois, Paignon-Dijonval, Bammeville, Marshall, pour ne donner que les plus
connus” in Les marques de collections.
According to Lugt, “ayant d'abord consacré son attention aux maîtres anciens, il finit par se
passionner pour les estampes de Turner” in Les marques de collections.
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Each time changes are made to a print matrix represents a distinct “state” of the print. Often as
artists work on their images, they print impressions of the different states to provide
documentation of their working process. Collectors eagerly acquired different states of the same
print and often prized the earliest states that showed the initial stages of the composition.
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As was typical for displays of prints, they were hung in a space separate from, and
smaller than, those of painting and sculpture. The gallery was situated above the grand
main hall in the north and south transept galleries (figures 3.3, 3.4). From what can be
identified in a photograph of these galleries, the prints were hung salon-style, in multiple
rows stacked from floor to ceiling (figure 3.5). They were framed once they arrived at
Manchester in “the best glass and small bead frames…made for the purpose at the
expense of the Executive Committee by the delicate hands of Messrs. Colnaghi.”41 The
account of the exhibition lists a total cost of £1,973 for “frames for drawings and
engravings.”42

Like all of the other displays at Manchester, there were no descriptive wall labels
accompanying the works on view. Each work was numbered and visitors could purchase
a range of catalogues or guides to inform their visit. The official catalogue included a
brief overview of the history of printmaking by Holmes and a listing of those prints he
deemed most important. He explains the rationale for the organization of the prints,
echoing Waagen’s historicist model:
we can thus at once compare the coeval artists of every country with one
another, and see from what source they drew their instruction; in other
words, we shall thus be better able to trace the various Schools, their
points of origin and comparative contemporaneous position, rather than be
forming for each a distinct series only historical, as far as each separate
School or country is concerned.43
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Exhibition of Art Treasures of the United Kingdom… report of the Executive Committee,
appendix, xiii.
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Holmes does not claim that all prints are superior works of art and acknowledges that
some prints are aesthetically inferior. However, he repeatedly emphasizes the care that
went into the selection to assure the quality of the displayed prints:
it will be supposed that the visitor will take for granted that where high
superiority has been attained in the art, there have been also many weak
works, many failures, and many prints not worthy of the title of artistic:
with these we have not thought it worth while to encumber the walls nor to
tax his patience, and he will therefore find here displayed before him (with
the exception of some few merely antiquarian curiosities) only such works
as are of the greatest interest or of the most acknowledged excellence.44
In addition to Holmes’ guide, Waagen also published his own book for visitors, A
walk through the Art-Treasures Exhibition at Manchester. In addressing his readers in the
introduction, Waagen claims that:
the following pages are destined not for the small number of connoisseurs,
but for the larger proportion of lovers of art who see both pleasure and
instruction within the walls of this exhibition. My object is, in few words,
to point out and to define the characteristics of such objects of art as
deserve the attentive observation of all visitors.45
Waagen, like Holmes, takes care to emphasize the quality of the prints on display.
However, despite his claim that this guide addresses the amateur art lover, Waagen
frequently invokes the language of the print connoisseur and describes the fine quality of
the impressions, their rarity, and the inclusion of multiple states of the same print. He
expresses the greatest affinity for Old Master prints:
the earlier and now generally very rare specimens of the art of engraving,
of which this Exhibition displays so large a number, are more especially
interesting to connoisseurs because in most instances the conception of the
subject and the execution of the plate both proceed from the same hand. In
44
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this respect, therefore, they possess the further interest of standing in close
affinity with the drawings by the Old Masters.46

Within the Gallery of Engravings, the largest section was devoted to engravings
and featured over 1,000 prints. The survey began with the earliest expressions of the
medium, the fifteenth-century niello prints by Tomaso Finiguerra and Baccio Baldini.47
They were followed by engravings by the Italians Cristofano Robetta, Giulio and
Dominic Campagnola, and Andrea Mantegna. Included was the great masterpiece of the
Renaissance body in action, Antonio Pollaiuolo’s The Battle of the Nudes (ca. 1470)
(figure 3.6).

Their northern counterparts were given even larger displays, with over twenty
prints by Martin Schongauer, called by Waagen “the greatest German engraver of the
fifteenth century, and uncommonly well represented here. Nearly all of his prints are
worthy of a close inspection.”48 Schongauer’s The Temptation of Saint Anthony (ca. 14701475) demonstrates the fluidity and crispness of expertly engraved lines that capture a
mystical vision of the hermit tortured by otherworldly creatures (figure 3.7). More than
thirty engravings by Albrecht Dürer were on view, including all of his best-known works,
Knight, Death and The Devil, Melancholia, and St. Jerome (1514) that captures, in
minute detail, the patterns of light on a richly-appointed interior (figure 3.8).
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Niello is the art of engraving metal, silver, or gold, and then filling the incised lines with a
black substance (typically a combination of lead, sulphur, and silver). It was used for a variety of
decorative metalwork, including jewelry, weaponry, and book covers. These designs could also
be printed on paper and are known as niello prints or niello engravings.
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The largest section was the almost ninety prints by the Italian reproductive
printmaker Marcantonio Raimondi, who was known for his collaboration with
Renaissance masters Michelangelo and Raphael. His engraving The Judgment of Paris
(ca. 1510-1520) widely disseminated Raphael’s style and the composition influenced
later artists (figure 3.9).49 Waagen praised the selection by Marcantonio and claimed that
“no other of the ancient engravers is so well represented here as this greatest master in
Italy in this art, and I warmly recommend a careful study of the whole series…the
impressions are here throughout of a rare perfection.”50 The survey also included work by
most of the established engravers, including Lucas van Leyden, the German little masters
(the Behams, George Pencz, Henry Aldegrever), the Ghisis, the Carracci, Hendrik
Goltzius, and Jacques Callot.

It is undoubtedly these displays of Old Master engravings, as well as those of
early etching and woodcuts, that offered the most unique experience for viewers. These
prized fifteenth, sixteenth, and seventeenth century prints were routinely collected by
wealthy patrons or museums and thus were primarily accessible to a restricted class
through social means. Perused in small groups in a gentleman’s study or in the quiet
enclave of a reading room, these prints were also typically viewed in semi-private and as
the sole objects of focus. Here, surrounded by thousands of other art works and before a
diverse mass of people, these Old Master prints entered a new public arena via
Manchester and for the first time interacted with a broad, nineteenth-century audience.
49

Edouard Manet based the figure grouping in his painting Le Déjeuner sur l'herbe (1863) on the
trio in the right side of Marcantonio’s print.
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The section of eighteenth and nineteenth century engravings would have been far
more familiar to visitors to Manchester, as these prints were often included in exhibitions,
displayed in print shops, and published widely. Furthermore, there were mostly
reproductive and the well-known and widely-discussed paintings they depicted formed
another accessible frame of reference. Like the display of Modern Master paintings, this
section of engravings was dominated by English artists. A selection of works by William
Hogarth included his popular series Marriage-A-la-Mode (1745) done after his own
paintings (figure 3.10). There were a number of works by the leading reproductive
printmakers, including Robert Strange, William Sharp, and Raphael Morghen. These
highly-finished prints, typically done by first etching the outlines of the composition on
the copper plate and then heavily reworking it with the engraver’s burin, were
enormously popular and established the English school of engraving. One of the most
famous prints on view was William Woollett’s Niobe after Richard Wilson (1761)
(figure 3.11). The publisher Boydell had commissioned Woollett to reproduce Wilson’s
1760 painting of a Romantic, stormy scene from Ovid’s Metamorphoses with the intent
of marketing it in France. The print became enormously popular and it has since been
considered “a crucial landmark in the history of English engraving, for it made
[Woollett’s] reputation, established Boydell as a major publisher and made English
engraving a force to be reckoned with on the Continent.”51Also included were numerous
landscape prints after Turner, with a large number by the Cookes.
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The display of etchings, while smaller than that of engraving, likewise covered
the chronological span of the medium. It included early work by Dürer and Parmigianino,
and a small, yet representative sweep of the range of work by Wenceslaus Hollar. It
featured Dutch etchers Adriaan van Ostade and Jacob van Ruisdael, Frenchman Claude
Lorrain, and the Italians Salvator Rosa and Giovanni Battista Piranesi. A large and fine
group of seventy etchings by Rembrandt were shown, including his masterpiece, the
evocative landscape The Three Trees (1643) (figure 3.12). This group was singled out for
praise by Waagen who declared that “this greatest painter with the point, producing with
it the most wonderful effects of chiaroscuro, is here represented in surprising excellence.
We find here nearly all his most masterly and most rare prints in first-rate impressions,
and sometimes the different states of them.”52

Only a small number of etchings by living artists were included, among those
illustrations by George Cruikshank, animal scenes by Edwin Landseer, and
Rembrandtesque landscapes by Samuel Palmer, including his The Rising Moon (1857)
(figure 3.13). Palmer was a member of the Etching Club that was founded by Royal
Academy members in 1838 as a way to promote and publish their prints outside of the
restrictive academic environment. The Etching Club had previously exhibited their work
at the 1855 Exposition Universelle in Paris in “a frame containing etchings on steel and
copper by various members of the club.”53
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Etchings such as these demonstrated what Waagen considered the special
qualities of the medium, its relative technical ease compared to engraving, and its
similarity to the more spontaneous practice of drawing. He proclaimed that “the great
attraction of etchings consists both in their being the immediate expression of the artist’s
genius, and in the charm of their picturesque style.”54 Their inclusion in this exhibition
spread knowledge of the medium and bolstered its use, which would become widespread
during the etching revivals of the 1860s onward. In her study of the English etching
revival, Emma Chambers singles out this display at Manchester as a pivotal moment and
argues that “although etchings were still exhibited as a subsection of the engravings
section, the fact that they were exhibited framed at all was innovative, and indicative of a
shift in their status.”55

The interest in Old Master etchings is a frequent topic of discussion in scholarship
on the etching revivals of the nineteenth century, but these discussions typically focus on
the practices of artists and their desire to emulate Rembrandt through their use of
experimental inking and varied paper selection, a loose, sketchy facility with the etching
needle, and an attention to atmospheric effects.56 What such studies typically neglect,
however, is consideration of the public exposure and access to these influential Old
Master prints. Exhibitions such as that at Manchester were an early, but crucial, factor in
this burgeoning, antiquarian movement and I argue that this exposure and promotion of
54
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such prints was a necessary component in building the taste for Old Masters, both for the
public and for the artists themselves. The status of contemporary etching was further
bolstered by their display alongside earlier masters of the medium, particularly
Rembrandt, which added cachet and legitimacy to these nineteenth-century works.

The most English-centric section was devoted to mezzotint, a technique that,
according to Waagen, “is most fit to render the picturesque effect and the colours of
pictures. This branch, in which England has produced the greatest artists, is here
represented in a rare perfection.”57 It included examples of the earliest innovators of this
technique, Prince Rupert and Ludwig von Siegen. Siegen’s The Standard Bearer (1658)
demonstrates mezzotint’s ability to capture a variety of textures, here the feathers, velvet,
and silk of the young man’s costume (figure 3.14). The majority of the display, however,
was given over to the great British masters of the medium. A large number of
reproductive mezzotinters who worked after Sir Joshua Reynolds, including Valentine
Green and John Raphael Smith, were included and formed a point of comparison to the
thirty-nine paintings on display by Reynolds in the galleries below (figures 3.15, 3.16).
Prints by Richard Earlom and John Dixon displayed mezzotint’s facility in reproducing
not just portraits, but a variety of painted still-lifes and animal subjects. Earlom’s A Fruit
Piece (1781) expertly captures the tones and textures of the Dutch floral painting by Jan
van Huysum (figure 3.17). Dixon’s A Tigress (1772), after a scene by the animal painter
George Stubbs, renders the light as it plays against the fur of the tigress and the shadows
of rocky outcropping on which she perches (3.18). An especially wide variety of proofs
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and states of Turner’s landscape manual Liber Studiorum (published 1807-1819) were
displayed, including impressions of the early etched proofs done by Turner as well as the
finished, published states in which mezzotint had been added, by Charles Turner, to
dramatic, atmospheric effect (figures 3.19, 3.20). Most of these were from the collection
of Mary Constance Clarke, who had inherited her uncle Charles Stokes’ renowned
collection of Turner prints.

The display of woodcuts and wood engraving traced the history of the medium,
both in Europe and in Asia, and highlighted its many uses. Such prints produced from
wood matrices were cheaper to produce than those from the more expensive copper
plates used for engraving, etching, and mezzotint. Waagen reinforces this concept in his
introduction this section:
this species of engraving, probably invented about the beginning of the
fifteenth century, is highly important, because the cheapness of the
material, and the great number of impressions which can be produced
from the same block, fit it to spread art among all the classes of society.
The collection of wood-engravings in the Exhibition, containing rare and
fine specimens of all nations and epochs, is one of the most perfect
branches of the same.58

The display of woodcuts began with a group of Japanese color prints, which
Holmes described as “presumed to be illustrations of a poem, but the language, of which
the characters appear, is so ancient, that it is not known to any one in this country.”59 One
reviewer identified them as “the subjects of a romance, and including a Dance of
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Death.”60 The section continued with a survey of woodcut’s emergence as a popular
media with playing cards and illustrations from the Ars Moriendi. It featured early
masterpieces by Domenico Campagnola, Lucas Cranach, and Hans Burgkmair, and
chiaroscuro woodcuts by Ugo da Carpi. The complete sets of Dürer’s woodcut series, the
Life of the Virgin and the Apocalypse were shown, as were his large-scale multi-block
compositions for Maximilian, the Triumphal Carriage and the Triumphal Arch (ca.
1515), which was printed from 192 woodblocks and measures over ten feet tall (figure
3.21). According to one guide the display of this monumental print was a rare occurrence,
as “only two complete sheets are known to have been set up before, one at Berlin, the
other at Bowood.”61 The largest grouping, indeed the largest number of prints by any
printmaker, was the over 170 wood engravings by Thomas Bewick. Bewick produced
small wood engravings that were used as illustrations for magazines and books, like his
Spanish Pointer for A General History of Quadrupeds (1790) (figure 3.22). These wood
engravings were lent by Reverend Thomas Hugo who would publish the first catalogue
of Bewick’s prints in 1866.62

The print gallery concluded with a small section on lithography, the newest
printmaking technique that had been invented by Alois Senefelder in 1796. Only a
handful of prints were on view, mostly by Richard James Lane produced in association
“The Galleries of Etchings and Wood Engravings at Manchester,” The Saturday Review,
September 5, 1857, 221.
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with the pioneering printer Charles Joseph Hullmandel who was responsible for the
earliest experiments in lithography in England. His series Studies of Figures by
Gainsborough (1825) were done in lithotint, an early process of color lithography where
in addition to printing the image in black ink from one stone, one or two additional stones
with background tints were also printed (figure 3.23). Holmes rationalized the small
numbers of works on view by explaining that “we are enabled to show a selection of the
first essays in this style, but as it is of comparatively very recent date, and as productions
in lithography are very generally diffused, we have given but a very limited number of
examples of this work.”63 Although this was the first major display of lithographs in
England in an art-historical context, the country lagged behind France that had begun
exhibiting lithographs at the Salon decades earlier.64

The Gallery of Engravings also included print matrices for the various techniques
and included copper intaglio plates, lithographic stones, and carved wood blocks.
Conceived of a learning tool for the audience, Holmes described in detail the materials on
display:
in order, however, to explain these various processes more readily, we are
enabled, by the kindness of Messrs. Graves of London, to show an original
etched plate by Rembrandt, the fine plate of George IV, engraved in line
by Finden, and a plate engraved in mezzotinto by Samuel Cousens
[Cousins]; and by the kindness of Messrs. Day, Messrs. Hahnart, and
Messrs. Baxter, some stones prepared for ordinary lithography, lithotinte,
63
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and chromo-lithography; and by the courtesy of W. Russell, Esq., a very
curious wood-block executed in Spain many years ago. We had hoped to
have displayed also several of the most important wood-blocks cut by
Bewick…but in this hope we regret to say that we have been
disappointed.65

While the sheer number of prints on display and their chronological and
geographic range made this display a unique undertaking, the choice of prints themselves
was in some aspects typical. The Old Master artists on view were mostly from the canon
of great printmakers and they had already been identified as the standard bearers of
printmaking by previous generations of collectors and historians. The nineteenth century
printmakers on view were also, for the most part, the most celebrated contemporary
printmakers whose work was published and sold by prominent print dealers, discussed by
critics, and included in larger exhibitions of artworks. Perhaps the most radical sections
of the Gallery of Engravings was the display of contemporary etching and the inclusion
of lithography and wood engraving, two commercial media whose work was often
relegated to the technical or manufacturing sections of industrial exhibitions and was
rarely included in displays of artworks.

The Gallery of Engravings: Audience and Reception

The critical response to the Gallery of Engravings was overwhelmingly positive,
and reviewers praised the exhibition from a number of different angles—for its qualities
as a spectacle, its didactic potential, and even its commercial value. The reviews of the
Gallery of Engravings offer insight into the discourses and reception of printmaking
65
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during this period. Many of these critical notices reference the ongoing academic debates
over the status of printmaking, reinforce the prevailing canon of printmakers by praising
the Dutch and Italian Old Masters, participate in discussions over the quality and artistic
potential of contemporary reproductive printmaking, and voice concerted public cries for
the continuation of printmaking exhibitions. These direct responses to the exhibition at
Manchester, which have hitherto been unexplored, thus offer a new avenue to explore the
public perception of printmaking during the mid-nineteenth century.

Numerous critics remarked that it was a rare opportunity to see such a
comprehensive visual survey of printmaking, declaring that “a more choice collection of
engravings, or one more thoroughly illustrative of the history of the art…does not
exist.”66 Others claimed that the Gallery of Engravings was a highlight of Manchester and
that “this department, as it is the largest, so is it the most important and most generally
instructive portion of the Exhibition; and for the completeness of organization and
perfection of arrangement, the present collection has no existing rival”67 Another
encouraged readers to visit for “all visitors to Manchester who have opportunity or desire
to make a systematic study of the treasures of the Exhibition should devote careful
attention to that unequalled series of engravings which more than any other department of
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this collection deserves to be called complete.”68 One critic even boldly asserted that it
“assembled together what the British Museum, with all its treasures, could not exhibit.”69

The monetary value of these prints was frequently noted as a way to signify the
importance of this collection. In a discussion on the etchings, one critic noted that “we
should startle our readers by a statement of the prices commanded by some works of this
class; and, above all, of the marvellous difference in value created by the presence or
absence of some almost imperceptible indication of the exact state of a particular plate.”70
Others noted that “specimens will be seen here, the intrinsic value of which exceeds that
of many esteemed oil paintings,”71 and some even further specified that “the admitted
value of many of these single prints is between £300 and £400.”72

Many pointed out the educational potential of this exhibition and asserted that it
gave viewers the opportunity to grow their connoisseurship skills through careful looking
and comparison of impressions. Arguing that such abilities could not be learned through
reading, but must be acquired through viewing, one reviewer proposed that:
the peculiar qualities in the early engravings which resulted from
this union [of painter and printmaker] are of a kind to which verbal
criticism can hardly guide the student. He must ascertain them
from the study of the works in which they are exhibited, and for
68
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this purpose such an opportunity as Manchester now affords has
never before been placed within the reach of the Englishmen.73

Scharf, however, believed that most visitors needed a more guided experience and
continually lamented the lack of descriptive wall labels, which he had argued for during
the organization of the exhibition but was overruled by other committee members who
believed such labels would hinder the sales of guides. He argued that the tangential space
of the Gallery of Engravings and, indeed, the prints themselves, required intervention
from the organizers to appeal to visitors and that “unfortunately the amount of treasures
accumulated there was little understood by the crowd of visitors who daily swept by them
at the time the music was about to commence. Of all departments this most especially
required placarded directions and written explanations.”74

Other reviewers also noted that not all audiences were established or budding
print connoisseurs and that the small-scale, monochrome works might not draw much
attention. Recognizing that the location of the print display was less central, and could be
overlooked by visitors, one warned that:
the chronological series of engravings arranged in the gallery to the south
of the orchestra is less under the eye, and the visitor, unless specially
directed, may miss what, to every one who takes an interest in art, must be
one of the most valuable portions of the whole exhibition. Indeed there is
no pictorial department of the collection nearly so complete as this.75
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Of the prints themselves, the critical response was similar to that of the exhibition
as a whole. While the organizers’ intent in both the scope of works on view and in their
chronological hanging was to situate contemporary English art as the heirs to a long and
distinguished artistic tradition, critics were mixed in their response and often felt that the
modern works fared poorly in comparison to with the earlier ones. Reviewers of the
Gallery of Engravings likewise were most enthusiastically expressive about the Old
Masters and typically claimed that they need not discuss the modern prints as they were
already well known to audiences.

The most extensive reviews of the exhibition were published in the Manchester
Guardian and they took a familiar, official position in denigrating the work of
contemporary reproductive printmakers in favor of earlier, reproductive printmakers,
who, they believed, had a more collaborative relationship with the artists whose work
they translated into print. As they explained:
although the Royal Academy so far recognises the claim of the engraver to
the rank of artist as to admit associates of that profession, and although
there have been conspicuous modern examples of men who have
combined the callings of painter and engraver,—as Hogarth, Martin,
Blake, and Barry,—the practice of our time has drawn a very wide
distinction between the man who paints pictures, and the man who
translates them into black and white by lines engraved on wood or metal.
The result of this separation has not been a happy one for the subordinate
art.76
For these reviewers, the state of engraving reached its peak in the Renaissance and was
one of continual decline and “the art of engraving, in the hands of Marc Antonio, may be
said to run almost a parallel course to the art of paintings in the hands of Raphael. In him
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it culminated, and in him it began a downward progress, which was never afterwards
arrested.”77

However, it remains noteworthy that despite criticism, the physical integration of
new and old artworks implicitly worked to validate the status and integrity of the modern
prints; by placing them in proximity to and in the context of acknowledged Old Masters,
the status of these modern prints as art, even if it was deemed inferior, was reinforced.
Additionally, prints were typically exhibited as very small sections of larger artistic
displays. Manchester was a pioneering example of a semi-independent display of
printmaking that allowed not only the artworks themselves, but also the medium of
printmaking itself, to be presented as a large and autonomous entity, with its own history,
technical progression, and school of great artists.

The Gallery of Engravings: Its Impact on Future Print Exhibitions

The extraordinary display of prints at Manchester and the experience offered to
visitors was monumental, but temporary. The greatest impact was on the legacy imparted
to the artworks, the prestige and future monetary value given to them through their
association with the exhibition, and on the public calls for the continuation of such
displays. More broadly, this exhibition can be considered the first in a series of
printmaking surveys that became more commonplace in the second-half of the nineteenth
century in major cities throughout Europe and North America.
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Reviewers of the Gallery of Engravings frequently lamented the lack of other
opportunities for the public to view fine specimens of printmaking. As with the Graves’
1849 exhibition, many critics specifically called upon the British Museum to make its
print collection more accessible. Although the print room at the Museum was ostensibly
open to the public, for years there had been complaints that admission to the collection
was restricted and inconvenient (see Chapter Four for further discussion). One reviewer
praised Manchester for offering an opportunity that the British Museum lacked:
the collection of prints in the British Museum is very splendid, but admitted
on all hands to be vastly inferior to this. Moreover, while that treasure is
comparatively shut up in portfolios, and rather inaccessible, the present
specimens are broadly displayed in glazed frames without any
exclusiveness whatever.78
Even Holmes addressed the British Museum in his introduction to the Manchester
catalogue and positioned his exhibition as a greatly needed and desired display in the
absence of such museum exhibitions:
fine specimens of various epochs are from time to time shown in glazed
frames in the French Museum, and the officers in charge of the print
department at the British Museum have long desired to adopt some such
course, but the requisite facilities not being at their disposal, such a display
has not as yet been accomplished there. We feel, therefore, that,
independently of the excessive rarity and excellence of the engravings
themselves, these galleries will be viewed with the utmost interest.79

Indeed, one can claim that the most immediate impact of the Gallery of
Engravings was the institution of print exhibitions at the British Museum, and beyond, in
the succeeding years. One year later, in 1858, the British Museum held their first official
78

The pictorial guide to Manchester, 17.

79

Exhibition of the Art Treasures of the United Kingdom: supplemental catalogue, 24.
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exhibition of prints and drawings. This move, although long planned by staff and long
desired by the public, was perhaps a direct response to the recent pointed criticism and an
attempt to capitalize on the popularity of the exhibition at Manchester.

A more direct legacy is found in the survey exhibitions of printmaking that began
in the 1870s and circulated through major cities in England, France, and the United States
in the following decades. These large-scale exhibitions that ranged from tracing the
history of a specific medium or highlighted the richness of individual collectors grew out
of the tradition at Manchester. They offer a tangible legacy of this “ephemeral museum”
and fulfill the aims of the organizers who hoped that the 1857 exhibit would inspire an
outpouring of similar public displays. In describing this intention, Whitfield notes that
“when Scharf looked back at the achievements of the exhibition a few months after the
event he remarked that Manchester had provided a model for the organization of
temporary exhibitions from which London ‘may derive much valuable experience’ and
expressed the hope that more temporary exhibitions of a similar nature might now be
staged.”80 Scharf’s hope was realized in the printmaking exhibitions that continued to
educate and entertain audiences and promote understanding about the history of prints.

80

Whitfield, Art Treasures in Manchester: 150 Years On, 35.
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Chapter 4
Opening the Cabinet: Public Displays of Prints at the British Museum

The print exhibitions previously discussed were organized by publishers and
sellers, artists, and national fairs and they quickly responded to the growing public
interest in prints and capitalized on this curiosity by mounting displays. Thus far,
however, there had been one conspicuous venue that had yet to hold a print exhibition,
the museum. This chapter analyzes the challenges in acquiring and organizing the print
collection at the British Museum. Despite persistent public calls and repeated attempts by
its staff, the Museum did not mount its first print exhibition until 1858, the first museum
exhibition of prints in England. In this aspect of institutional print exhibitions, England
lagged far behind Paris, where in 1807 the Bibliothèque nationale first began displaying
its prints.1

1

1819 has been typically given as the date when the Bibliothèque nationale first exhibited its
prints and according to Anthony Griffiths, “to the best of my knowledge there has been no earlier
historical display of prints [in France],” in “The Archaeology of the Print,” in Collecting Prints
and Drawings in Europe, c. 1500-1750, eds. Christopher Baker, Caroline Elam, and Genevieve
Warwick (Aldershot: Ashgate, 2003), 9. However, in 1807 the curator of the Cabinet des
estampes, Jean Duchesne (1779-1855), put on public view a selection of nearly forty prints that
surveyed printmaking from its origins until the present day. He continually added to the display
and it numbered 160 prints in 1819, 207 prints by 1823, and 365 prints by 1837. As Duchesne
recalled, “c’est avec son [Jacques-Adrien Joly (director of the Cabinet des estampes)] agrément
que j’ai commencé en 1807 l’exposition d’un choix d’estampes que l’on peut considérer comme
servant de base à l’histoire de la gravure depuis son origine jusqu à nos jours. Cette exposition,
composée d’abord de 40 estampes seulement, s’est accrue successivement, au point que douze
ans plus tard, en 1819, lorsque je publiai la première édition de cette notice, elle se formait de 160
estampes. En 1823, elle en contenait 207, et maintenant il s’en trouve 365” in Notice des
estampes exposées à la Bibliothèque royale: formant un aperçu historique des produits de la
gravure, avec des recherches sur l'origine, l'accroissement et la disposition méthodique du
Cabinet des estampes (Paris: Charles Heideloff, 1837). The 1819 exhibition was accompanied by
the first edition of a publication on the history of the department, Notice des estampes exposées a
la bibliothèque du Roi: contenant des recherches historiques et critiques sur ces estampes et sur
leurs auteurs précédée d'un essai sur l'origine, l'accroissement et la disposition méthodique du
Cabinet des estampes (Paris: Delaunay, 1819). According to one review, “l’exposition des
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As static and frequently conservative institutions, museums often lagged behind
in the marketing practices and types of art displayed by the more freewheeling and
commercially-minded organizers of the earlier English exhibitions. This chapter analyzes
the reticence of institutions to display prints through an examination of the history of the
print collection at the Museum and positions the inaugural exhibition as a watershed
moment when prints became a valuable and prestige-affirming asset to Museum and
ushered in the era of museum exhibitions of prints.

The British Museum owned one of the largest and most impressive print
collections in England. Founded in the mid-eighteenth century and operating an
independent department of prints since the beginning of the nineteenth century, the
Museum rapidly acquired huge numbers of Old Master prints. However, the museum was
a multi-faceted institution whose interests were spread over its large and varied holdings,
often to the detriment of the print collection. The Museum typically classed prints in the
same vein as the Royal Academy, as secondary works primarily of interest for the
paintings they reproduced and not viewed as works of art in their own right, and thus did
not exhibit them.

estampes encadrées présente des ouvrages remarquables dans presque tous les genres pour la
beauté du burin pour l’emploi de l’eau forte pour la rareté comme pour l’ancienneté des pièces. A
côté des premiers essais de la gravure on voit des ouvrages de Marc Antoine, de Lucas, de Leyde,
de Rembrandt, des Bolswert, de Pontius, de Poilly, de Rouletet, de la plupart des graveurs
célèbres de tous les pays et auprès de ces chefs d’œuvre sont placées des gravures de nos maîtres
vivans qui montrent l’état de perfectionnement où notre école est parvenue et où elle sait se
maintenir,” in Revue encyclopédique: liberté, égalité, association (Paris: Foulon, 1820), 182.
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This chapter examines how the Museum provided public access to the collection
through an alternative space, the reading room. Ostensibly open to the public, this space
functioned as intermediary exhibit space where visitors could select prints to view, based
in consultation with published guides to the collection, and create personalized,
temporary “exhibitions.” However, complaints over access to the collection were voiced
frequently and publically and they confirmed perceptions about the exclusivity of the
collection. These criticisms were joined by persistent calls for exhibitions of prints to be
held at the Museum, which had grown louder and increased in frequency during the
Manchester Art Treasures Exhibition.

The 1858 exhibition at the British Museum was, in many ways, inspired by
Manchester and was a smaller scale and more limited version of the Old Master survey
exhibition. While Manchester stimulated the growing interest in and scholarship on
surveys of art history and welcomed new and larger audiences to view masterworks in
person, the exhibition at the Museum likewise encouraged a careful consideration of the
development of printmaking and celebrated the rich holdings of the institution. By
opening its cabinet doors to the public, this 1858 exhibition launched the beginnings of
museum exhibitions of prints in England that were continued in the following decades.

Museums in England

Unlike the establishment of museums elsewhere in Europe, which were derived
from royal collections and run by the state, the British Museum was founded through the
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accession of private collections and overseen by a board of trustees with state funding.
While it was the earliest and largest museum in England, and served as an arbiter of
cultural authority, it signified a distinct shift from the earlier museum models and
“functioned as a transition to a truly public, non-royal nineteenth-century institution.”2

The British Museum was established in 1753 with the accession of the collection
of Sir Hans Sloane. A physician and collector, Sloane had died the same year and
stipulated in his will that his collection of over 70,000 books, manuscripts, antiquities,
and natural specimens be offered to the nation for payment of £20,000. Parliament agreed
to the purchase and passed an act officially founding the museum. Joining the Sloane
collection were two other accessions, the libraries of Sir Robert Cotton and Robert
Harley, the Earl of Oxford. The Trustees of the Museum purchased the Montagu House,
the former home of the Duke of Montagu, and officially opened to the public in 1759.

Over the next several decades, the museum continued to acquire, through gift and
purchase, further collections of books and manuscripts and prints and drawings. In the
nineteenth century, there were major acquisitions of Greek, Roman, and Egyptian
antiquities, including the donation of the Rosetta Stone by King George III in 1802. In
1822, King George IV donated the personal library assembled by his predecessor and the
following year construction on a new King’s Library, with additional galleries to display
other collections, was begun.

Anne Goldgar, “The British Museum and the Virtual Representation of Culture in the
Eighteenth Century,” Albion: A Quarterly Journal Concerned with British Studies 32, no. 2
(Summer 2000), 198.
2
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The second major museum, the National Gallery, was not founded until the
nineteenth century. It was established in 1823 when the artist George Beaumont agreed to
gift his collection of paintings to the nation with the condition that they be put on public
display. They were exhibited alongside paintings donated by collector John Julius
Angerstein in his house at Pall Mall until 1838 when the newly-constructed museum
opened in Trafalgar Square.3 Since this museum was focused, from its origins, on the
acquisition and display of paintings, prints were never a major area of collecting interest
and the British Museum was, and remains, one of the largest and most impressive print
collections in England.

The History of the Print Collection at British Museum

Since the early, founding collections were focused on library collections, the
British Museum included a large number of prints from its beginnings.4 The original
Sloane collection encompassed numerous albums containing prints and drawings, which
were separated and housed in separate departments—the drawings went to the
Manuscripts Department while the prints went to the Department of Printed Books. In
1799, the Museum received the magnificent Cracherode collection of master drawings

For the origins of the National Gallery, see Taylor, “Publics for Trafalgar Square: the National
Gallery,” in Art for the Nation, 29-67.
3

4

The most comprehensive histories of the print collection at the British Museum have been
compiled by Anthony Griffiths, who began working in that department in 1976 and served as
keeper from 1991-2011. See his accounts in “The Department of Prints and Drawings during the
First Century of the British Museum,” and Landmarks in Print Collecting.
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and engravings. Clayton Mordaunt Cracherode (1730-1799) was a learned scholar who
amassed a large and impressive collection of books, prints, drawings, medals, gems, and
natural specimens. A trustee of the Museum, he donated his entire collection to this
institution upon his death. His print collection was especially rich in Old Master
engravings and etchings, with superb works by Dürer, Rembrandt, and Marcantonio, and
also included a large number of English engraved portraits and eighteenth-century
century prints by Strange, Woollett, and others. In 1806, William Beloe, the head of the
Printed Books department, made the first purchase for the collection. He acquired a group
of Old Master prints from James Monro, the son of Dr. John Monro, which included forty
engravings by Mantegna.5

The first separate print department was established in 1808 under the division of
the Department of Antiquities. The first keeper6 was the artist William Alexander (17671816) who served from 1808-1816. He was a well-regarded draughtsman and was also
overseeing the publication of engraved reproductions of sculpture, including the Townley
collection, at the museum. Despite having no specialized knowledge in the history of
prints and drawings, he was sociable and welcoming to visitors and remembered as “a

“In February 1806 £50 was paid to James Monro Esq. for ‘a collection of ancient prints’, which
he had inherited from his father Dr James Monro, the second of the well-known family of doctors
at the Bethlehem Hospital. Although Museum records reveal nothing about its contents, other
sources show that it contained no less a print that the famous church interior engraved by
Prevedari after Bramante, as well as a set of the Planets, forty plates of the ‘Tarocchi’ of
Mantegna, and at least four early German engravings,” in Griffiths, “The Department of Prints
and Drawings,” 533.
5

6

Keeper was the traditional term, deriving from its usage for a custodian or guardian, for the
person in charge of managing the collection and care of the print collection and is still used by the
British Museums today.
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delightful man, and those who found their way to see the collection on the one or two
afternoons a week that it was open all praised his affability.”7

He was succeeded by the printmaker and author John Thomas Smith (1766-1833),
keeper from 1816-1833. The son of a printmaker, he was well connected in the print
world and often hosted friends and colleagues in the print room. The collector and
scholar William Young Ottley (1771-1836) followed Smith. He was the first keeper who
had a deep and through grounding in the history of works on paper and had authored
several accounts on printmaking, including An Inquiry into the Origin and Early History
of Engraving on Copper and Wood (1818) and Notices of Engravers, and their Works,
being the Commencement of a New Dictionary (1831). Although he was “undoubtedly
the greatest living connoisseur of drawings and prints,”8 he was in poor health and died
just three years later in 1836.

Henry Josi (1802-1845), an art dealer and son of a print collector, was keeper
from 1836-1845. In 1837, the department gained independence from the Antiquities
department and became an independent entity. Although hampered by a lack of support
staff and limited storage facilities, Josi was “indefatigable in his efforts, not only to place
in order and facility of reference the accumulation of engravings, which had hitherto
remained unarranged, but to improve and add to them whenever the opportunity

7

Griffiths, Landmarks in Print Collecting, 11.

8

Ibid., 12.
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occurred.”9 He undertook a complete inventory of the collection in 1837 and established
that the department held 9,302 drawings and 45,752 prints.10 Under Josi, the museum
acquired large numbers of especially fine or rare Old Master works on paper. His first
major acquisition was the John Sheepshanks collection of seventeenth-century Dutch and
Flemish drawings and engravings, whose sale was brokered by William Smith.11 He also
oversaw the purchase of German and Italian drawings and engravings and a collection of
Rembrandt etchings.

Following Josi’s death in 1845, William Hookham Carpenter (1792-1866) was
named keeper and served until 1866. Carpenter continued the massive undertaking of
physically arranging and storing the collection, which had begun under his predecessor,
that required removing prints from their original albums and individually mounting them.
He also oversaw an active acquisition program and by 1853 he reported that the
collection of prints numbered 130,000. Beginning in 1846, he began to actively acquire
contemporary prints and one of his most remarkable accessions was the purchase in 1865
of four etchings by Edouard Manet.12

The Reading Rooms at the British Museum

9

Recounted in the anonymous publication The Print Room of the British Museum: an Enquiry by
the Ghost of a Departed Collector (London: Waterlow & Sons, 1876).
According to Griffiths, “this inventory remains the basic listing of the foundation collection,
and is still in everyday use,” in “The Department of Prints and Drawings,” 541.
10

11

See Chapter 3 for Smith’s involvement in organizing the Manchester Art Treasures Exhibition.

12

Griffiths, Landmarks in Print Collecting, 13.
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The British Museum was open to the public, free of charge, who could visit and
view the works on view in the galleries. Visitors could also consult certain parts of the
collection—books, manuscripts, and prints—through reading rooms that welcomed
people who wanted to study these works that were typically not on public display. The
challenges of overseeing reading rooms are to simultaneously enforce the security and
care of the artworks while also allowing access and availability to the collection. In the
early decades of the British Museum, the staff struggled to maintain this balance. They
faced persist criticism of elitist and restrictive admission policies to these nominally
public rooms and, in one notable incident at the print room, had a major security lapse
that led to theft.

The main reading room at the British Museum was the library reading room
where visitors could consult the printed books and manuscripts. It first operated in a
small room in Montagu House, which the staff complained was damp, cold, and too
cramped to adequately welcome readers. From its inception, this reading room was
intended as a social space of learning for scholars and “literati” to gather and discuss the
collection.13 Visitors had to be already known to staff or receive a written
recommendation for their access and while nominally public, “this library was essentially
a private society.”14 Although there would be changes to their admission policies over the
years to become more inclusive, the public perception of the library reading room was

13

Goldgar, “The British Museum and the Virtual Representation of Culture,” 202-203.

14

Ibid., 203.
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that it was an exclusive temple of learning and not an accessible collection for the
betterment of a curious public.

Prints were originally available for view in the library reading room. The first
regulations regarding usage of the print collection were set forth in 1759 when the
Trustees established that “no more than two books of prints and drawings be carried into
the Reading Room in one day.”15 For the most part, however, the prints, incorporated as
part of the Printed Books department, were often overlooked and underused. According
to Anthony Griffiths, “in these homes their identity was lost, and few visitors can ever
have realised that there were any prints and drawings in the British Museum.”16

The first major push to provide access to the print collection occurred in 1799
when the Cracherode collection was acquired. A separate room was dedicated to storing
these prints and drawings and welcoming visitors, overseen by Beloe. One of the earliest
and most frequent visitors to this reading room was the printmaker Robert Dighton
(1752-1814). Dighton was given unfettered access to the collection and soon began
stealing works from the Cracherode collection and selling them. He described the ease of
his theft in his confession:
I twice carried with me a portfolio to show Mr. Beloe some drawings, and
availed myself of that means of conveying prints away. I never found
occasion to be particularly guarded in the manner of taking them away;
sometimes in my pocket, sometimes in the bosom of my coat, often in a
roll in my hand, having occasionally carried with me a print or a drawing
rolled up, to which I added others when I came away…Having a particular
15

Griffiths, “The Department of Prints and Drawings,” 531.

16

Griffiths, Landmarks in Print Collecting, 10.
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desire to possess Rembrandts, I mounted them on fine paper and kept
them in my own collection. I sold the greater number of the rest to Mr.
Mortimer, to Davis in Haymarket, and to Mr. Woodburn.”17
His crime was only discovered when Woodburn, who had bought a Rembrandt from
Dighton, brought it to the British Museum to compare it to the Cracherode impression.
Beloe quickly discovered that it was missing and began investigating Dighton.

In order to safeguard the collection after the Dighton theft, the Museum had staff
member Thomas Philipe paste all of the prints into albums and mark each one with a
blindstamp, which was completed during 1807-1810.18 Other restrictions were later
passed that limited the visiting hours and the number of items visitors were allowed to
consult. In 1814, the Trustees ordered that “the engravings and drawings be exhibited
upon Thursday in every week to persons applying to see them, not exceeding six at one
time…[and] do grant admission to all who shall apply for a sight of the prints if duly
recommended by a Trustee or an officer.”19

On at least one occasion the museum received a complaint about access to the
print room under the supervision of keeper Smith. In 1826 when the painter Benjamin
Robert Haydon attempted to visit, Smith turned him away saying the room was full.
Haydon complained to the keeper of Antiquities, Taylor Combe, who accompanied him
back to the room to find there was only one other person in there. Haydon was allowed in
17

Quoted in Griffiths, “The Department of Prints and Drawings,” 533.

18

During the 1840s, Josi began removing the prints from these albums, which had been arranged
haphazardly and were in poor physical condition.
19

Quoted in Griffiths, The Burlington Magazine, 546.
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and observed that while there a foreign visitor attempted to gain admittance only to be
refused by Smith who told him to return in six weeks.20

In 1828, the second print room location opened after Smith reported to the
Trustees that “the inconveniences of the present Print Room are numerous; it is too
narrow, the side lights strike upon the visitor’s eye, the floor is stone and ever damp in
wet seasons.”21 Smith had also issued numerous complaints to his supervisors about the
great time he spent cleaning mildew from the prints.

George Cruikshank pictured this new reading room in a small etching Print Room
of the British Museum (1828) (figure 4.1). Smith is pictured joined by a group of men
clustered over a portfolio of prints in a scene reminiscent of a gentleman’s study. Smith
also drew a scene of one of the most famous visitors in his watercolor J. M. W. Turner in
the Print Room in the British Museum (1830-1832) (figure 4.2). These views reinforce
the concept of the space as a rarefied realm open to illustrious artists and educated
connoisseurs who could ponder and discuss master works on paper in dignified
surroundings. The reading room was eventually relocated to the new building designed
by Sir Robert Smirke and remained there until 1842. From 1842-1885 it was located in
the newly constructed north-west corner of the building.

20

For a fuller account of this incident, see Griffiths, Landmarks in Print Collecting, 12.

21

Quoted in Antony Griffiths and Reginald Williams, The Department of Prints and Drawings in
the British Museum: User’s Guide (London: British Museum, 1987), 2.
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According to annual published accounts of attendance figures for the British
Museum, the number of visitors to the print room fluctuated over the years. Although
Smith had complained about the unsatisfactory quarters of the room, his well-known
sociability ushered over 4,000 visitors per year from 1831-32. This number dipped quite
significantly under Ottley’s leadership to around 1,000 visitors. However, with the
appointment of Josi and the opening of the new print room attendance rose steadily
during the early 1840s, reaching nearly 9,000 in 1844. Under keeper Carpenter during the
late 1840s and 1850s, counts ranged between 3,000-5,000 visitors.

Year

22

Visitors to the Print Room22

Keeper

1831

4400

John Thomas Smith

1832

4400

John Thomas Smith

1835

1065

William Young Ottley

1840

6717

Henry Josi

1841

7744

Henry Josi

1842

8781

Henry Josi

1843

8162

Henry Josi

1844

8998

Henry Josi

1845

5904

Henry Josi

1846

4390

William Hookham Carpenter

1847

4572

William Hookham Carpenter

1848

5813

William Hookham Carpenter

1849

5970

William Hookham Carpenter

1850

3745

William Hookham Carpenter

1851

3867

William Hookham Carpenter

1852

3702

William Hookham Carpenter

Data taken from attendance figures reported annually in The Morning Post.
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1853

3928

William Hookham Carpenter

1854

3401

William Hookham Carpenter

1855

2868

William Hookham Carpenter

1856

3096

William Hookham Carpenter

1857

3315

William Hookham Carpenter

1858

3499

William Hookham Carpenter

The print room offered a unique opportunity for the public to directly interact
with the collection at the British Museum. Although the holdings did include examples of
modern English printmaking, the bulk of the collection was composed of Old Master
prints. While such prints did appear at auction and were sold by specialized dealers, they
were not as ubiquitous as the caricatures and contemporary reproductive engravings that
freely circulated in modern life. Already by the beginning of the nineteenth century, these
prints were highly prized by collectors and relatively rare and expensive. Connoisseurs
and sellers were frequent visitors to the reading room where they could compare the
quality of impressions, consult the relevant catalogues, and meet other like-minded print
enthusiasts. In this manner, the reading room functioned as a public version of the
gentleman’s study and served as a site of learning and sociability.

One of the most enthusiastic and obvious audiences for prints is artists. Prints in a
pre-photographic society allowed artists to learn about the works of others, near and far,
and served to disseminate style and subject matter. Smith’s view of Turner in the print
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room does indicate that artists made use of the collection and he was noted in an obituary
for “his charitable and friendly assistance to young artists who have sought his advice.”23

Josi also counted artists among the most important patrons of the print room. He
believed that artists’ direct interaction with the prints inspired their own work and
contributed to the growth of printmaking in England. In 1844 he sent a report to the
Trustees declaring:
whereas formerly the Print Room was so closed as to be scarcely
admissible to anybody, it has now become a national school of design,
many clever artists having emanated from the Print Room and formed
themselves solely from that collection. In fact after the Reading Room it is
the Department most consulted for the purpose of study and for
illustrations, as may be seen by the numerous artists making designs on
blocks for the various publications of the day.24

Artists had another ready resource in the print collection available at the Royal
Academy. Around 1816, the Academy acquired several hundred Old Master engravings
from the printmaker George Cumberland (1754-1848). A collector, author, and poet,
Cumberland collaborated with William Blake to invent a method of metal relief etching
that Blake used for the text in his illustrated poems, including Songs of Innocence and
Experience (1789) and The Marriage of Heaven and Hell (1790-1793). Cumberland

23

The Gentleman’s Magazine, June 1833, 643.

24

Quoted in Griffiths, “The Department of Prints and Drawings,” 543.
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believed in the importance of public art collections and had earlier championed for the
opening in London of galleries of antiquities.25

His wish for his personal collection of prints to be made accessible to artists was
realized when it was acquired by the Academy and became part of its library collection.26
He recognized that artists could not always afford prints but that their study was a
necessary component of art education:
…we cannot doubt the value they always affixed to them: but in the
present day, however useful they may be accounted, their scarcity and
price keep them nearly out of the reach of all but opulent professors—
insomuch, that to recommend them to Painters generally, would be to
propose to them a very expensive article of improvement, in some cases
entirely out of their reach.27
Portions of Cumberland’s collection also made their way to the British Museum, where in
1820 Smith purchased his holdings of engravings by Giulio Bonasone.

These groups of people—connoisseurs, dealers, artists—most likely made up the
majority of the visitors to the print room, along with friends and associates of the staff
and of the Trustees. Despite its public accessibility, the reading room was not
fundamental in growing the audience for prints. Rather, it served the needs of a dedicated

In 1793 he proposed opening in Green Park galleries containing “antique statues, bas-reliefs,
fragments of architecture, fine bronzes, &c.”. See Morris Eaves, The Counter-Arts Conspiracy:
Art and Industry in the Age of Blake (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1992), 49, 79.
25

He notes his satisfaction with this arrangement “it has been doubly grateful to me, that what I
once amassed for the improvement of my own taste, should ultimately be placed where I most
wished to see it [author’s emphasis], and yet not out of reach of my own inspection” in An essay
on the utility of collecting (London: Payne and Foss, 1827), 12.
26

27

Ibid.
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and knowledgeable group, something that remains true for most public print rooms even
today.28

Critics of the Print Room

Under Carpenter’s leadership, the print room hosted several thousand visitors a
year. However, throughout Carpenter’s tenure there were persistent, public criticisms
about the policies of the print room. Many voiced concerns that since the purchase of
these prints was funded by the government that they, the citizens, deserved free and easy
access to them.

In an article entitled “Galleries of Art for the People,” from 1848, the anonymous
author “Sigma” outlines the desire for a public print collection, the problems with the
print room at the British Museum, and offers a proposal for a free exhibition gallery of
prints. He praises the affordability of prints and suggests that museums could build
significant collections of prints whereas paintings might be out of reach. He argues that
“our National Gallery possesses but four works that bear the name of Raffael: for the cost
of one of them we might have a series of the best prints from his designs, with frames and

28

In anecdotal evidence acquired from two decades working in print rooms at The New York
Public Library, The Baltimore Museum of Art, and the Zimmerli Art Museum, Rutgers
University, and in informal conversations with colleagues at print collections in museums
throughout the United States, I have ascertained that the majority of visitors to print rooms are
academics, graduate students, curators, and artists. Even at The NYPL, which is the only truly
public print room in New York—open five days a week, no appointment necessary—the makeup
of the visitors is mostly the same.
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exhibition room complete.”29 However, he goes on to state that if the government finds
prints so important to be purchased for the British Museum, then they deserve to be on
view so “the more advantage the people can derive from their expenditure the better.”30

Making these prints available in the reading room, Sigma claims, is a worthwhile
pursuit however not without its limitations. In a discussion of viewing reproductive prints
after Raphael at the National Gallery, Hampton Court, and in the window of dealer
Colnaghi’s, he explains that “it is true that his works may be studied at the Print Room of
the British Museum but the trouble of getting admission, the delay in obtaining the
engravings and the inconvenient situation of the building itself virtually exclude the mass
of the intelligent public from the advantages of such an institution”31 Sigma proposes, in
place of the restrictive reading room, an exhibition of prints. Claiming that “it would be
much more agreeable to have our purchases framed and hung up where we could
examine them at any leisure moment, without preliminary ceremony or delay,” he
suggests that the prints “should be submitted to the inspection of ‘the million,’ instead of
being reserved for that of the occasional visitor.”32

The exhibition organized by the print seller Graves in 1849 (see Chapter Three)
also signaled another occasion to lament the lack of print exhibitions at the British

Sigma, “Galleries of Art for the People,” Douglas Jerrold’s Shilling Magazine 7 (January-June
1848), 71.
29

30

Ibid.

31

Ibid.

32

Ibid., 72.
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Museum. In an announcement for Graves’ survey exhibition of engraving, one critic
complained that:
this is the very exhibition which we have urged on Government for a long
time past, and for the due performance of which we have has a kind of
pledge from the Trustees of the British Museum. But a certain torpor of
inaction which has so long paralyzed both the elected and hereditary
Trustees of that institution has since extended to the Committee of Inquiry
itself.33
The criticism persisted and in 1850 a notice appeared in The Morning Post that
outlined the problems of the print room:
the library, the print room, and the coins, though quite as much public
property as the former, are carefully concealed and kept from eyes
profane…the library is all but impenetrable…the print room, however, is
invested with a sanctity even more awful, and is guarded with still greater
vigilance; from what little is known of it, it would appear that approach in
this is more difficult and hazardous than to the other.34
In a letter to the editor regarding that article, written by “A Physician, but not eminent,”
the author concurs and states “I maintain that the exclusion of the public from the reading
and print rooms of the British Museum is an unjust prohibition”35

As discussed in the previous chapter, the exhibition at Manchester offered new
opportunities for critics to reprise their complaints about the British Museum. One
summarizes the litany of concerns:
it will be remembered that a few years ago it was asked in Parliament why
the admirable engravings in the British Museum were not exhibited to the
public framed and glazed. We forget the reply, but nothing was done, and
the engravings continue to be preserved by Mr. Carpenter in portfolios
33

“Fine Art Gossip,” The Athenaeum, September 15, 1849, 942.
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“Library of the British Museum,” The Morning Post, February 4, 1850.
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accessible to connoisseurs and to those who can show a special claim to
inspect them. For some time, however, the opinion has been gaining
ground among those who take an interest in art that, judging from the
crowds which are always collected round printshop windows—witness the
gatherings at the shops of Colnaghi, Ackerman, Graves, and Legatt in
London, of Agnew and Son in Manchester, and of Grundy in Liverpool—
the public have a greater liking for engravings than our senators have
hitherto been disposed to believe.36
In the summer of 1858, a discussion on the British Museum in The Morning Post again
singled out concerns about the availability of the collection of works on paper and the
exclusivity of the print room:
we have in the Museum one of the noblest collections of prints and
drawings in Europe—collections admirably kept under lock and key in
drawer and chest—but perfectly invisible to the public. Only fancy a
collection of drawings that cannot be seen? How many of our readers
know where to find the print room? Yet this obscure department, now
scarcely used by a dozen persons a month, might be one of the most
attractive in the place…yield it space, and it will enlarge from its present
obscure condition into one of our national glories.37

While the criticisms about the obscurity of the print room do not align
with the evidence that shows the Print Room welcomed a steady stream of
visitors, they do reinforce the public perception that this space was open only to
select, elite audiences. Complaints persisted throughout the second half of the
nineteenth century. During the 1870s, critics were still asserting that “for although
it may be said that many connoisseurs and students occasionally consult the
treasures…it is a fact, much to be regretted, that the collection is not so well
known as its importance justifies.”38 Indeed, even in the twenty-first century the
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print room continues to contend with complaints over their visitor guidelines and
access to the collection.39

A Public “Screening” of Prints – The 1858 Exhibit

In addition to managing the collection and overseeing the print room, Carpenter
had also been looking for ways to exhibit the prints and drawings in his care. In 1846, his
first year as keeper, he mounted a small display of the collection by hanging a selection
of prints in the hallway leading to the print room. He desired, however, a larger and more
central space for their exhibition and several years later located a gallery for their display,
only to have that location taken over by another department:
[Carpenter had] succeeded as to induce the Trustees to erect a gallery for
the express purpose of displaying the choicest contents of his room,
always, until then, locked up in books and portfolios. Scarcely had the
walls attained their proper height when the gallery was of necessity
devoted to another purpose. The sudden influx of sculptures from
Nineveh, and their certain popularity induced the Trustees to assign this
space to them.40
In 1858 he was granted space in the King’s Library and organized the first official
exhibition of works on paper at the British Museum (figure 4.3). Over 400 prints and
drawings from the Northern and Italian schools were arranged in glazed frames on
standing screens and in cases in the center of the room. A brief notice appeared
announcing this momentous exhibition:
39

As recently as 2015, the print room at the British Museum faced a public backlash when it was
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a new feature has just been added to the public galleries of the British
museum. Some of the rarest and choicest treasures of that jealously
guarded corner of our public institution, called the Print-room, have within
the last week been arranged on screens in the lightest and most central part
of the King’s library.41

In his introduction to the accompanying catalogue, Carpenter admits that the
exhibition had been a continual desire that went unfulfilled due to practical concerns. As
he explains, “a public exhibition of some of the finer Drawings and Engravings in the
National Collection has long been contemplated, but has been deferred from time to time,
solely from the want of space wherein to place them.”42 He gives no specific reason for
the timing of the exhibition and admits that an adequate space is still lacking.

Despite these setbacks, Carpenter explains that the time has come for a print
exhibition and states that “the Trustees of the British Museum, anxious that these
treasures should no longer be withheld from the general public, have decided on applying
the centre of the King’s Library to the purpose, until some better locality can be found for
them.”43 While he makes no mention of the exhibition at Manchester one year earlier, he
echoes a similar aim when stating that the purpose of his exhibition was “to offer such a
selection as shall give to the public an opportunity of tracing the development of
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design.”44 Undoubtedly, the sweeping survey of printmaking on view at Manchester was
a much-discussed event and assuredly influenced the organization of the display at the
British Museum.

Four screens were devoted to 145 drawings and aimed to present to the public “an
opportunity of tracing the development of design as shown in the sketches and studies of
seventeenth centuries.”45 Four additional screens were devoted to prints and featured 263
works. They were divided into sections on Italian, German, and Dutch engraving and on
Dutch and Flemish etching. Four cases displayed the earliest prints. Two featured casts,
in silver and sulphur, and impressions on paper of niello work, including works attributed
to Maso Finiguerra (figure 4.4). The other two cases included Italian and German
chiaroscuro woodcuts; examples like Lucas Cranach’s Rest on the Flight to Egypt (1509)
demonstrate the intricate carving and delicate tints of such works (figure 4.5). Visitors
could purchase the “penny catalogue” which listed the artists and titles of each work,
with short descriptions of the drawings and, for the prints, numbered references to Adam
Bartsch’s pioneering multi-volume catalogue raisonné of Old Master printmakers, Le
Peintre-graveur (1803-1821).

While the display was much smaller than the one at Manchester and exclusively
focused on Old Master works, it featured prints by many of the same artists. The sections
of engraving offered “the opportunity of comparing the contemporaneous productions of
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the principal masters of the Schools of Italy, Germany, Flanders, and Holland.”46 Italian
engravings by Baccio Baldini, Andrea Mantegna, Giulio and Domenico Campagnola,
Giulio Bonasone, and Giorgio Ghisi were on display. The great reproductive master,
Marcantonio Raimondi, was represented by several engravings and also included was
work by his student, Marco Dente, with a study of classical bodies in motion Entellus
Bowing with Dares (1520-1525) (figure 4.6).

The German school of engraving was represented with works by artists including
Israhel van Meckenem and Albrecht Altdorfer. Brilliant impressions drawn from the
Cracherode collection included Schongauer’s largest print, Christ Bearing the Cross
(1470-1474) and Dürer’s symbol-laden Knight, Death and the Devil (1513) (figures 4.7,
4.8). A large number of engravings by Jacob Binck and the Little Master, George Pencz,
traced the development of engraving and its varied uses from portraiture to classical
illustration (figures 4.9, 4.10).

Among the Dutch engravers represented were Lucas van Leyden, Jacob Matham,
Hendrik Goltzius, Cornelius Galle, and Lucas Vosterman. Cornelis Visscher, part of this
Dutch Golden Age, demonstrated the interest in scenes of everyday life with The RatCatcher (1655) (figure 4.11). The section on Dutch etching featured several highlights
from the seventeenth century, including Peter Paul Rubens’ only attributed print, St.
Catherine (1620-1630) (figure 4.12). Among the Rembrandt etchings on view were his
Christ Healing the Sick (ca. 1648), the so-called Hundred Guilder print named for the
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high value it fetched (figure 4.13). The tradition of Dutch landscape etching was also
well represented and included Jacob Ruisdael’s bucolic scene, The Travellers (ca. 1660)
(figure 4.14).

The Legacy of the 1858 Exhibit

The exhibition at the British Museum signaled the launch of a long-held desire for
museums to publically exhibit their print collection. Although this collection was
accessible through the reading room, only a relatively small group mostly composed of
scholars, collectors, artists, and members of the print trade took advantage of such
services. Museum officials likewise did not advertise the reading room nor did they
attempt to broaden the size or makeup of the visitors. Rather, the existence of the print
room remained known to only those with an existing interest in prints and the rules and
regulations for its use enforced its exclusive nature.

A public exhibition, however, could theoretically bring the print collection to a
wider audience and answer the persistent public cries of critics for the museum to open
their cabinets. While there were no recorded attendance figures for this specific
exhibition, the number of people who saw these prints undoubtedly included many who
never visited the print room.47 It is unclear how long this exhibition remained on view,
but the guide was republished in 1859 and 1860 indicating that the exhibition continued
in the King’s Library.
47
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The Museum also organized new exhibitions of prints. In 1862, Carpenter held an
exhibition devoted to surveying English prints and drawings that was “intended to convey
some idea of what was done in England in the arts of Design and of Engraving, from the
reign of Henry VIII to the middle of the 18th century.”48 Under keeper George William
Reid, who succeeded Carpenter in 1865, an exhibition was dedicated in 1869 to prints
from the collection of Felix Slade, accompanied by a published catalogue.49 Slade’s
bequest came to the Museum the year prior and included over 900 glassworks and nearly
9,000 prints. The exhibition featured over 500 prints ranging from the fifteenth to the
eighteenth centuries from the Italian, German, Dutch, Flemish, French, and English
schools.

Exhibitions of prints were also mounted by the recently opened South Kensington
Museum. It was first established in 1852 to give permanent space to some of the
collections that had been on view at the Crystal Palace one year earlier. Originally on
display at Somerset House, the museum moved to its current location in 1857. The same
year John Sheepshanks donated over 200 paintings by contemporary artists with the goal
of creating “a national gallery of British art.” This gift was displayed in a gallery and also
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included Sheepshanks’ collection of “sketches, drawings, and etchings, principally by
British artists.”50

Like the paintings, the prints were promoted as a “nucleus for a history of British
engraving” 51 Perhaps sensing that contemporary native printmaking would be an
untapped collecting area for the South Kensington Museum, a notice appeared in 1858 in
The Athenaeum:
…a new and important department is being organized at the South
Kensington Museum, in a collection of the choicest modern engravings,
towards which the engravers themselves have volunteered to contribute.
This of course implies a ready access to them on the part of the public; but
it is very curious that, considering all the stringent rules and enforcements
adopted to collect and preserve every book and pamphlet in the British
Museum, nothing had been done to secure copies of engravings in the like
manner.52

The British Museum had mostly been purchasing examples of Old Master
printmaking and its policy was “expressly not to acquire reproductions after modern
masters, in the hope that the artists or owners of these would leave their collections to the
museum.”53 However, it did add eighteenth- and nineteenth-century works to the
collection. In 1827 Smith acquitted a group of Hogarth prints, and artists including John
Martin, James Sharp, and James Ward donated their own engravings and mezzotints. In

“South Kensington Museum,” The Critic, July 15, 1857, 328. The Sheepshanks’ collection of
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1827 in a bid to draw attention to these acts of munificence, “the Trustees began to
publish lists of donations in order to encourage more.”54

Such accessions of modern and contemporary prints, however, were outpaced by
the British Museum’s focus on Old Master prints. Sensing this lacuna in the development
of institutional collections of current printmaking, the South Kensington Museum
emerged to fill this role. In 1859, it held its first dedicated print exhibition. Prints were
“hung upon temporary screens at the entrance to one of the upper galleries” and “in neat
frames of varnished deal, a method that does not attract the eye from the engraving.”55

The exhibition at the South Kensington Museum and the print displays at the
British Museum represent the late, but welcome, adoption by institutions of the practice
of print exhibitions. As large and prestigious institutions, museums convey authority on
the works they collect and display. Although prints were already embraced by the public
and formed a vital part of cultural life, their earlier exhibitions were all tied in some
manner, either explicit or implicit, to the commercial world. Museum exhibitions were at
a remove from the world of commerce and by displaying prints they asserted their
aesthetic value and confirmed their cultural status.
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Conclusion:
The Development of Print Exhibitions in England during the Second Half of the
Nineteenth Century

The exhibitions discussed in this dissertation represent case studies in the
concerted movement to market and display prints through exhibitions. These exhibitions
provided outlets for the sale of prints, offered opportunities for printmakers to
independently show their work, and surveyed the history of printmaking to growing and
receptive audiences. The print exhibitions during the 1770s-1858, while relatively
infrequent, were instrumental in the movement towards the professionalization of
printmaking and they provided models and inspiration for future exhibitions.

In the decades that followed, and stretching beyond England to France and the
United States, there was a significant growth in the type and number of print exhibitions.
These exhibitions were spurred by the etching revivals in each of these countries, whose
impact was immediate and far reaching. Originating in France, this concerted movement
to stimulate the use and circulation of etching was orchestrated and promoted by
publishers, dealers, critics, and artists. Innovative and imaginative etchings were
produced by a large number of artists, many who had never made prints before, and
which plumbed the creative possibilities of variant biting of plates, selective inking, and
using of different types of paper. These etchings were circulated in portfolios, discussed
by critics, and eagerly acquired by collectors. They were also exhibited widely in
galleries, national and international fairs, and museums.
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These exhibitions were joined by a number of new types of exhibitions during this
period, including survey exhibitions that focused on specific genres or media, including
lithography, wood engraving, and Japanese prints. While the number and variety of print
exhibitions during the second half of the nineteenth century was extraordinary, these
exhibitions can also be traced back to the earlier exhibitions discussed in this dissertation
and they often shared similar motives and practices. This conclusion takes a broad look at
the development of print exhibitions during the nineteenth century and how they were
inspired and expanded upon the earlier examples. An appendix, Print Exhibitions in
England, 1860-1900, provides a list of selected exhibitions during this period to
document the range and diversity of print exhibitions.

The Display and Marketing of Prints by Publishers and Sellers

The first two chapters of this dissertation answer the question of how and where
did contemporary printmakers display their work. Chapter One looked at a specific type
of print—caricatures—and how several of the most popular satirical publishers of the
eighteenth century capitalized on the popularity of their prints to transform their shops
into sociable destinations. Through the practice of window displays, they drew continual
crowds who were eager to view the latest satires of political scandals, local celebrities,
and current fashions. These sellers, inspired by the exhibitions at the Royal Academy and
elsewhere, began offering their own exhibitions of prints to lure these crowds into their
shops and turned the viewing of prints into a profitable venture and a cultural event.
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During the nineteenth century, print publishers and commercial shops continued
to be a driving force in the display and marketing of prints. Specialized sellers appealed
to a broad socio-economic class and different shops appealed to individual audiences,
from those that sold caricatures and popular prints to ones that specialized in reproductive
prints or works by Old Masters. They continued to employ a variety of eighteenthcentury methods, from newspaper advertisements and mail order selling, window shop
displays, and exhibitions, to attract customers and promote the sale of prints.

Several prints by George Cruikshank picture the variety of print sellers and
document the diverse audiences who flocked to these shops. In Outside of a Humble
Print-Shop (1828) a street-side stall features a variety of inexpensive prints, ranging from
five pence to one penny. (figure 5.1) These humble prints attract the attention of both a
connoisseur and two interested young boys, while the shop across the street, a butcher’s
stall, is “almost bare, and suggesting a poor neighbourhood.”1 While prints increased in
popularity during the nineteenth century, and numerous shops and dealers began
cultivating a class of upper-class print collectors, inexpensive prints continued to be
popular and maintained broad appeal to mixed audiences.

Cruikshank offers a view of one of these specialized shops in his Interior of a
First Class Print-Shop (1828). (figure 5.2) A group of men gather to view and discuss a
1

From online catalogue description of an impression of this print, which the British Museum
titles Connoisseurs at a print stall, accessed July 1, 2017,
http://www.britishmuseum.org/research/collection_online/collection_object_details.aspx?objectId
=1652800&partId=1&searchText=1865,1111.2569&page=1.
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print displayed by the shop keeper at the counter, while other men look at the framed
works hanging on the walls and peruse the prints on a portfolio stand. Such shops offered
sociable spaces for the communal enjoyment of prints, blending the experience of a
gentleman’s study with the commercial space of a shop. Through the window gathers an
audience of a lower class, a dustman and two young boys, who view the works from the
street.

The continuing popularity of such window displays is demonstrated in
Cruikshank’s March winds (1834) (figure 5.3). Etched for an 1835 almanac, which
documented monthly scenes of London, Cruikshank imagined how the seasons and
weather affect the city residents. The print for March captures a bustling crowd of
women, men, children, and dogs as they struggle against a gust of wind. They are
pictured before the shop of Charles Tilt, a print publisher and book seller, whose latest
portraits and genre prints appear lining the window panes. Tilt published this inaugural
Comic Almanack, a series that would continue for the next nineteen years.2 This scene,
which functions as both an advertisement for Tilt and a humorous satire, recalls Gillray’s
1808 print Very Slippy-Weather (figure 1.11) and attests to the persistence of the shop
window display as an effective and entertaining venue for the public exhibition of prints.

Another view, from two decades later, affirms the use of shop windows at midcentury and demonstrates their use by print sellers who were not limited to caricatures but
2

The Comick Almanack was issued from 1835-53 and published by Charles Tilt, then Tilt and
David Bogue, and eventually solely by Bogue. Cruikshank produced 196 etchings for this series.
See Richard A. Vogler, Graphic Works of George Cruikshank (New York: Dover Publications,
1979), 152.
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who specialized in reproductive prints. Francis Graham Moon was one of the leading
print sellers and publishers in London beginning in the late 1820s. Moon commissioned
works from popular English painters, including David Wilkie and Edwin Landseer, and
was one of a number of sellers including Henry Graves, Ernest Gambart, and Arthur
Tooth who drove the reproductive print market in London at mid-century.3 Thomas
Hosmer Shepherd, a topographical artist who specialized in city scenes, painted a
watercolor of Moon’s shop on Threadneedle Street, which operated from 1827-50, in
View of Alderman Moon's Print Shop on the Corner of Finch Lane and Threadneedle
Street (1854) (figure 5.4). Featured in the windows are portraits, including a man on
horseback, before a sparse crowd. A woman and child pause to view the display, but this
scene is far more refined than the scenes of raucous crowds angling for a glimpse of
caricature shops. While the subjects of the prints on display were perhaps less
newsworthy than caricatures, and did not inspire the same frenzied viewing, by the midnineteenth century such windows displays were common and less a novelty than in the
eighteenth century. However, these practices that were employed by the Darly, Holland,
and Fores persisted and continued to be popular and effective means to display prints,
entertain audiences, and facilitate the sale of prints.
3
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Independent Print Exhibitions of Artist Organizations

Chapter Two considered a very different type of printmaking than the caricatures
discussed in the first chapter, primarily the contemporary reproductive print. These prints,
done in engraving, etching, and mezzotint, were based upon paintings or drawings.
Although considered a lesser art than painting, such prints had more in common with fine
arts than they did with popular caricatures. However, printmakers were classed as
secondary artists at the Royal Academy and in exhibitions there, and elsewhere, they
were often displayed in smaller numbers or in unaccommodating spaces. While
printmakers had been complaining about this treatment for years, it wasn’t until the 1820s
that a printmaker and publisher, William Bernard Cooke, first successfully instituted an
independent space for group exhibitions of a broad range of contemporary prints and
drawings.
Cooke’s exhibitions gave artists a regular venue to publicize their latest work and
offered audiences a chance to view an enormous variety, from reproductive mezzotints
and engraved book illustrations to original etchings and watercolors, in one venue. By
bringing together his personal and professional network of printmakers to display their
work, Cooke made a significant step in the organization of artists and their use of
exhibitions for promotion and marketing. His entrepreneurial spirit lived on in the second
half of the nineteenth century in the establishment and widespread circulation of Black
and White exhibitions, in the organization and promotion of the etching revival, and in
the marketing of contemporary printmakers by galleries like the Fine Art Society.
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The prints of contemporary artists found new exhibition opportunities in the
Black and White exhibitions that developed in England during the 1870s and quickly
spread to France and major cities throughout Europe and the United States during the
following decades.4 They were organized by the Dudley Gallery, founded in 1861 as an
independent organization that offered exhibition opportunities to a broad range of artists.
It was run by a committee of members, who selected the works on view and held annual
shows, a spring watercolor exhibition and a winter oil painting exhibition, at Egyptian
Hall in London. Rather than a shop, the Dudley Gallery was “really just an exhibition
hall, but it operated on the same principle as a number of private commercial
galleries…that had sprung up since the 1850s and afforded opportunities to exhibit
outside the Royal Academy and Salon.”5 Its independence from any arts organization or
commercial venue was considered a virtue, for:
it has the advantage of non-connection with a society, and it is to be hoped
will duly value and cling to this freedom, which has hitherto, and ought to
continue to give us, exhibitions of more fresh and varied interest, though
naturally showing a lower average of skill and less completeness of
achievement within a define range, than we find in the exhibitions of the
older and more sharply limited societies.6

In 1872, the Dudley Gallery began holding regular exhibitions of Works of Art in
Black and White. Popularly known as “Black and Whites,” these displays included
drawings and all manners of prints from original etchings to engraved reproductions and

The most comprehensive overview of these exhibitions is Martin Hopkinson, “The Dudley
Gallery’s ‘Black and White’ Exhibitions 1872-81,” Print Quarterly 29, no.4 (December 2012).
4

Daniel E. Sutherland, Whistler: A Life for Art’s Sake (New Haven: Yale University Press,
2014), 122.
5
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photomechanical printed illustrations for books and periodicals. They were held yearly,
in addition to the annual exhibitions of watercolors and oil paintings. The inaugural
exhibition featured over 500 prints and included etchings by Whistler and the French
artists Jules Jacquemart and Félix Bracquemond along with “etched reproductions by
Paul Rajon and drawings commissioned by illustrated journals such as The Illustrated
London News, Punch and The Graphic.”7 These exhibitions recall the displays of Cooke
that combined drawings and a wide range of prints. The size and frequency of the shows
ensured that large numbers of artists and works were included each year and they were
particularly important for members of the burgeoning etching revival movement who
found that these exhibitions “heightened the status of the work of the original etcher.”8

However, with this dependability came a loss of novelty and some critics warned
that these exhibitions were becoming repetitive and uninspiring. In a review of the fifth
exhibition in 1877, Frederick Wedmore laments that while the inaugural show displayed
works by contemporary artists, the more recent shows focused on art only produced
during that past year, a choice that he believed diminished the quality of works displayed.
Wedmore explained that:
it seems, then, that it is impossible, without falling back upon substantial
work done in past years—substantial work of either high originality or of
fine reproduction—to gather together in any single year a sufficient
assemblage of high-class art in Black and White, and it would be well,
perhaps, for the managers of the Dudley Gallery—if the Dudley Gallery is
not to be very frankly a shop—to recognise this, and in another year to
provide, both for the education and pleasure of the visitor, some work
chosen without any reference at all to novelty or date of execution, but
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being in itself in some sense a standard of what high work in Black and
White should be.9
Despite this criticism, the popularity of Black and White exhibitions persisted and
they expanded beyond London. In 1876, the first Exposition des ouvrages exécutés en
Noir et Blanc was held at Durand-Ruel in Paris. Two years later, the Salmagundi Club
organized its first Black and White exhibition at the National Academy of Design in New
York. In 1881 similar exhibitions were held in Montreal and in Boston, and the Chicago
Society of Artists launched its own exhibitions beginning in 1889. The Museum of Fine
Arts, Boston, mounted the exhibition English Water Colors and Works in Black and
White in 1885. Featuring a variety of works on paper, it was composed only of drawings
and included no prints. The collection had been “formed in London during the past
season, in response to an invitation from the Trustees of the Boston Museum to English
artists to exhibit in America.”10

These Black and White exhibitions grew out of the desires of artists to regularly
showcase their latest works. Like the printmakers who displayed at Cooke’s exhibitions,
they wanted a dependable venue to exhibit works on paper and a place to assert the value
and creativity of printmaking. The strongest movement for the promotion of printmaking,
however, arose from the etching revival that originated in France during the 1860s.11 The
Frederick Wedmore, “The ‘Black and White’,” The Academy. A Weekly Review of Literature,
Science, and Art, June 30, 1877, 587.
9

Henry Blackburn, “Preface,” in Official illustrated catalogue of the English water colors and
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Alphonse Cadart in 1862. With this society, Cadart intended to reinvigorate interest in etching by
introducing painters to the medium and publishing portfolios of their work. Many of their prints
were exhibited at the Salons, including nearly thirty etchings by artists including Félix
Bracquemond and Edouard Manet at the Salon des Refusés (1863) and, due to Cadart’s urging, an
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impact on the use and promotion of etching was instantaneous and widespread in France
and was followed by similar movements in England and the United States.

The etching revival in England was primarily led by two champions, the
printmaker Seymour Haden and the art critic Philip Gilbert Hamerton. Hamerton’s
influential book, Etching & Etchers, included original prints and was first published in
1868 and reissued in several editions during the seventies. He also popularized the
medium though his periodical The Portfolio (published 1870-1893), which included
many articles on etching. Haden was a surgeon by training and print collector,
particularly of Old Master etchings. Together with his brother-in-law Whistler, he began
to etch and soon became one of the most celebrated contemporary printmakers. He was a
great promoter of etching and lectured and wrote widely on the topic. In 1879 he gave a
series of lectures at the Royal Institution in which he defended etching in response to
John Ruskin, who had classified it as an “indolent and blundering art” in talks at Oxford
University in 1872. From 1882-1883, he traveled to the United States and gave talks on
the history and practice of etching in major American cities, including Baltimore, Boston,
Buffalo, Cincinnati, Chicago, Detroit, Milwaukee, New York, Philadelphia.

In 1880 the Society of Painter-Etchers was founded. 12 Inspired by Cadart’s group
and devoted to promoting the use of etching for artistic expression, this Society was led
by its first president, Haden, and members include Legros, Hubert von Herkomer, and
entire room was dedicated to their prints in 1866. For their history and publlications see Janine
Bailly-Herzberg, L'eau-forte de peintre au dix-neuvième siècle: la Société des aquafortistes,
1862-1867 (Paris: L. Laget, 1972).
12

For the history of the Society, see Hopkinson, No Day Without a Line.
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James Tissot. They launched their first exhibition of nearly 500 prints in 1881 at the
Hanover Gallery in London and held subsequent exhibitions at various locations. Like
Cooke’s exhibitions, these displays were based on open calls to artists and members
reached out to friends and colleagues for submissions. Also in following Cooke’s model,
these exhibitions were not merely public shows of prints but represented a physical
manifesto of the value of printmaking. The artists involved in both Cooke’s and the
Society of Painter-Etchers’ exhibitions were among the leading and most vocal advocates
for the independence of printmaking and through their own artwork, their writings, and
their participation in such exhibitions, they publically asserted that printmaking was a
necessary and creative art form and brought debates over printmaking to the forefront of
public consciousness.

The leading etcher in England, Whistler, exhibited widely during the period and
his most celebrated exhibitions were hosted at the Fine Art Society. Founded in 1876, the
Society was led by its first director, Marcus Huish, who was a great supporter of prints.
Huish served as editor of The Art Journal from 1883 to 1892 and oversaw numerous
reviews and articles on printmaking. Under his directorship, the Fine Art Society both
exhibited prints and commissioned prints from artists and it played “a major role not only
in publishing and supporting reproductive engraving but also in promoting original
etching and printmaking.”13 Its most famous commission was to Whistler, who was paid
to travel to Venice in 1879 to produce a series of etchings. Whistler extended his stay and

Hilarie Faberman, “‘Best Shop in London’: The Fine Art Society and the Victorian Art Scene,”
in The Grosvenor Gallery: A Palace of Art in Victorian England, eds. Susan P. Casteras and
Colleen Denney (New Haven: Yale University, 1996), 153.
13
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produced a large body of prints and drawings. These works were the basis of a number of
exhibitions at the Fine Art Society, including Mr. Whistler’s Etchings of Venice (1880),
Venice Pastels (1881), and Etchings and Drypoints. Venice. Second Series (1883).14

The range of exhibiting opportunities for contemporary printmakers was thus far
greater in the second half of the nineteenth century than in Cooke’s time. Organizations
and galleries offered a variety of regular spaces to showcase prints and particularly to
promote the etching revival. Cooke, however, had established the importance of
independent spaces devoted to the display of prints and the enthusiastic response he
received from artists and critics affirmed that such exhibitions were needed and necessary
for a thriving printmaking scene. The continual and expanded use of exhibitions by
printmakers in the latter part of the century underscores the importance of such public
displays and the integral role they play in formulating public opinions about art.

Survey Exhibitions and Displays of Prints at International Fairs

Chapters Three and Four address the question of how can exhibitions articulate a
history of printmaking within nationalistic and institutional frameworks. The first large
scale survey exhibition of printmaking at the Manchester Art Treasures Exhibition in
1857, discussed in Chapter Three, was a comprehensive display of the history of the
medium. The impressive number of prints on display, the fine quality of the impressions,

For a discussion of Whistler’s exhibition practices, see David Park Curry, "Total Control:
Whistler at an Exhibition," Studies in the History of Art, 19: James McNeill Whistler, A
Reexamination (Washington. DC: National Gallery of Art, 1987).
14
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and the completeness of the survey made Manchester the site of one of the most
impressive print exhibitions ever mounted. The exhibition had the dual aims of being a
didactic display to educate audiences about the connoisseurship of prints and served as a
nationalistic tool to demonstrate the quality and richness of English collections. The
Gallery of Engravings succeeded on both counts, but it also operated as a spectacle that
entertained and impressed visitors with its vast display and diverse spectrum of artists,
subjects, and media.

Prints were included in subsequent large-scale international exhibitions held in
London, with varying levels of success, although none realized the immense scope and
impressive condition of prints displayed in Manchester. In 1862, London hosted the
International Exhibition. Sponsored by the Royal Society of Arts, Manufactures and
Trade, this exhibition featured displays of art and industry from thirty-six countries.
England’s Fine Arts section included a large display of prints that included etchings,
engravings, mezzotints, stipple engravings, and wood engravings primarily from the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Among the artists were many who had been included
in Cooke’s exhibitions and at Manchester, among them William Hogarth, William
Woollett, Sir Robert Strange, Francesco Bartolozzi, William Sharp, and J. M. W. Turner.
Also on view were two etchings from Whistler’s Thames Set, which was also on view
that year in Paris at the Galerie Martinet, which was known for showing Manet’s
paintings.

In 1871, the London International Exhibition was held in South Kensington,
followed by three successive exhibitions from 1872 to 74. The displays of fine art
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included paintings, sculpture, and decorative arts, including stained glass, pottery and
porcelain, carpets and tapestries, and architectural models. Smaller groups of works on
paper were displayed, which were limited to photography, lithography, and engraving.
These exhibitions, however, were not successful and were discontinued due to declining
attendance. The decision “to close the London International Exhibitions, was one which,
when announced, created no great surprise, for it had been evident that the public interest
in these displays had been falling off year by year, and that opened in 1874 was received
with something like indifference.”15 Various reasons were provided, but mostly attributed
to the small and underwhelming selection of works on display, characterized as works
which “might be seen in a series of ordinary shops of a respectable class”16

The second half of the nineteenth century also saw the continuation of survey
exhibitions that were organized by galleries and museums. These exhibitions did not
approach the same widespread reach of the exhibition at Manchester, but rather presented
more focused surveys of specific time periods or media, or were drawn from the holdings
of single collectors. These exhibitions demonstrate the continued desire to understand the
history of printmaking, to relate historic works to contemporary prints, and to explore
lesser-known and more-recent facets of the medium.

In 1874, the Liverpool Art Club organized the first large-scale history of etching,
Collection Illustrative of the History and Practice of Etching. Featuring 500 etchings, this
exhibition was drawn from the collection of James Anderson Rose, a lawyer whose

15

“The International Exhibitions of London, &c.,” Cassell’s Illustrated Almanack, 1875, 28.

16

Ibid.
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extensive print collection included fine holdings by his friend Whistler. The exhibition
traveled to Birmingham and Southampton the following year. In 1878, the Fine Art
Society held its own survey, About Etching: A Collection by Old Masters, drawn from the
extensive collection of Haden. In 1891, the Burlington Fine Arts Club focused on the
latest movement in etching by holding an exhibition dedicated to the French etching
revival.

There were also novel survey exhibitions that explored lithography, wood
engraving, and Japanese prints. The commercial origins of lithography led to continued
debates over its suitability for art and its inclusion in exhibitions was equally problematic.
While a small selection of lithographs was displayed at Manchester, they were more
frequently included in the manufacturing sections at international fairs as specimens of
printing. The one hundred year anniversary of the invention of lithography gave rise to a
number of exhibitions chronicling the history of the medium, including a survey held in
1898 at the South Kensington Museum. Other centenary exhibitions were held in Paris in
1895 and in New York and Philadelphia in 1896.17 These displays of lithography during
the 1890s represent a shift towards an appreciation of its artistic potential and an attempt
to formulate a history of the medium.

Wood engraving, like lithography, originated as a commercial process and was
typically used for commercial printing of book and magazine illustrations. While a large

17

Centenaire de la lithographie: catalogue officiel de l'Exposition, 1795-1895 (Paris: Paul
Dupont, 1895); Catalogue of an exhibition illustrative of a centenary of artistic lithography,
1796-1896: at the Grolier Club...March the sixth to March the twenty-eighth, 1896 (New York:
Grolier Club, 1896); No catalogue for the Philadelphia show, see review “The Centenary of
Lithography,” The Publishers’ Weekly, July 18, 1896, 126.
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number of works by Thomas Bewick, the best-known practitioner of wood engraving,
was included at Manchester, such works were also typically relegated to the printing and
manufacturing sections of large exhibitions and were not considered art works. During
the 1880s-90s, there was a revival of interest in the medium, particularly in the United
States. The first museum survey of the medium was mounted in 1881 by the Museum of
Fine Arts in Boston, where they were accompanied by earlier examples of woodcuts.18 In
1882, the Society of American Wood-Engravers was founded and included among its
members Alexander Anderson and Timothy Cole.19 Exhibitions of their work were held
regularly in New York at the Grolier Club and the Hamilton House, and featured at the
Museum of Fine Arts, Boston and the Cincinnati Art Museum in 1890.20 In Paris, the
Society mounted a well-received display at the Exposition Universelle (1889). At the
same time as the fair, the Café Volpini held an exhibition that included a suite of
innovative woodcut prints by Paul Gauguin, thereafter known as the “Volpini Suite,” that
plumbed the creative possibilities of the medium and which would be fully explored by
the German Expressionists in the early twentieth century.

In London, the Fine Art Society returned to the master showcased at Manchester
and organized a display of Bewick’s drawings and wood engravings in 1880 and in 1898
18

Exhibition of American engravings on wood, Oct. 11 to Nov. 27, 1881 (Boston: A. Mudge &
Son, 1881).
19

For a history of this Society, see William H. Brandt, Interpretive Wood-Engraving: The Story
of the Society of American Wood-Engravers (New Castle, DE: Oak Knoll Press, 2009).
20

Exhibition of the Society of American Wood-Engravers, supplemented by an exhibition of old
and modern woodcuts and wood engravings, selected from the Gray Collection, the collection of
the Museum of Fine Arts, and other sources (Boston: A. Mudge & Sons, 1890); Modern wood
engraving: works by members of the Society of American Wood Engravers and other American
engravers: exhibition at the Art Museum, Cincinnati, beginning March 22, 1890 (Cincinnati: Art
Museum, 1890).
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the Dutch Gallery launched the First Exhibition of Original Wood Engraving. Perhaps
the most pioneering exhibitions of contemporary woodcuts and wood engravings in
England were those launched by the Arts and Crafts Exhibition Society. Founded in 1887
to promote the display of decorative arts, the Society was led by its first president, Walter
Crane, a leader of the Arts and Crafts Movement. Devoted to the revival of traditional
crafts, members eschewed the use of machinery and turned to hand carving and
engraving wood blocks and hand printing them to produce wallpaper and fine books.
Examples of such works were included in their first exhibition at the New Gallery in
1888, alongside furniture, textiles, decorative painted panels, metalwork, stained glass,
and wood and stone carvings. They included such a range of works in their subsequent
annual exhibitions until 1890, when the financial failure of that third exhibition led the
Society to decide to hold exhibitions every three years.

During the 1890s, there were also a number of major exhibitions of Japanese
prints. These color woodcuts, or ukiyo-e prints, had begun flooding Paris after the
opening of Japan in 1853 and numerous artists and collectors eagerly acquired them.
Their depictions of everyday life, flat colors, and cropped, asymmetrical compositions
greatly influenced a number of artists, particularly the Impressionists. In 1890, there was
a large-scale exhibition of over 700 Japanese prints in Paris at the École des Beaux-Arts.
The same year the Fine Art Society mounted an exhibition devoted to Hokusai and in
1898 the Goupil Gallery in London organized its own survey exhibition of ukiyo-e. Other
exhibitions of Japanese prints were held during the 1890s in New York and Chicago.21
21

There were exhibitions of Utamaro and Hiroshige in Paris at Durand Ruel (1893), and survey
exhibitions of ukiyo-e in New York at the Fine Arts Building and the Grolier Club, both in 1896,
in Chicago at the Caxton Club (1897).
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Such exhibitions demonstrate how the survey model debuted at Manchester became
specialized and presented individual, historical overviews that enhanced the public’s
understanding of the enormous variety and rich history of printmaking.

Museum Exhibitions and Displays of Old Master Prints

Chapter Four addressed the development of the first major institutional print
collection in England at the British Museum. Since its founding in 1753, the Museum
amassed a large and impressive collection of Old Master prints. Although occasionally
hampered by limited or unqualified staff and inadequate storage space, the Museum
endeavored to make this collection accessible to the public through a reading room.
Ostensibly open to all, the print room was however the source of much controversy and
there were persistent criticisms that only elite, well-connected visitors were permitted
access.

Beginning in 1845, the keeper William Carpenter desired to mount public
exhibitions drawn from the collection. He was not able to secure space until 1858, one
year after the impressive Art Treasures exhibition. The display he organized in the King’s
Library was a condensed and reduced version of the Manchester exhibition and offered a
small survey of highlights of Old Master drawings and prints. Like Manchester, it both
aimed to educate the audience and to assert broader goals, here affirming the status and
prestige of the Museum’s collection.
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While the British Museum and the South Kensington Museum did continue to
hold print exhibitions during the second half of the nineteenth century, such displays
were infrequent. Perhaps the more direct impact of the exhibition at the British Museum
was the revival of interest in Old Master printmakers, particularly Rembrandt, which took
place during this period. Although venerated for centuries by artists and connoisseurs,
exhibitions allowed greater physical access to such prints and facilitated the desire for
public displays of these historical works.

The mantle of promoting Old Master prints was taken up by commercial galleries,
which expanded widely during this period. The Burlington Fine Arts Club offered a
location for a series of solo exhibitions of Old Master prints. It originated in 1856, known
as both the Collectors Club and the Fine Arts Club, as a sociable gathering of patrons
who sought “opportunities of comparing their acquisitions, and of criticising and
obtaining information in connection with art objects.”22 As the Burlington Fine Arts
Club, it grew to include several notable artists, including Whistler, Haden, Dante Gabriel
Rossetti, and John Ruskin. It held regular exhibitions and organized numerous
monographic shows of the most celebrated Old Master printmakers, including
Marcantonio Raimondi (1868), Albrecht Dürer and Lucas van Leyden (1869),
reproductive prints after Raphael and Michelangelo (1870), Claude Lorrain (1872),
Wenceslaus Hollar (1875), Hans Sebald Beham and Barthel Beham (1877), and Reinier
Zeeman and Karel du Jardin (1883). It also mounted a show devoted to German
woodcuts from the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries in 1882. These exhibitions typically

From an 1860 member letter, quoted in “Editorial,” The Burlington Fine Arts Magazine 94, no.
589 (April 1952), 97.
22
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featured a range of states in superb impressions and were accompanied by detailed
catalogues.

Rembrandt was the most popular and revered of Old Master printmakers, whose
innovative etchings and experimental use of ink and paper were greatly admired by artists
of the etching revival and whose works were eagerly acquired by connoisseurs.23 The
Burlington Fine Arts Club devoted exhibitions to his prints in 1867 and 1877. His work
was also featured in exhibitions at Oxford University (1895) and at the British Museum
(1899), which organized Drawings and Etchings by Rembrandt and Etchings by Other
Masters. Such exhibitions provided public access to the rarest and most expensive Old
Master prints, which were typically housed in private collectors’ cabinets or held in
museums. For those who did not have social connections to a connoisseur’s study or who,
as evidenced by the frequent criticism, could not gain access to a reading room like that
at the British Museum, such exhibitions offered a rare chance to view such famous works
first hand. Although the life of a contemporary Londoner would offer numerous
opportunities to encounter contemporary prints, from shop windows and dealers to
published portfolios, these exhibitions were a novel chance to view Old Master prints and
brought such words to a broader and more democratic public.

Postscript: The Continuing Challenge of Print Exhibitions

23

For this nineteenth-century craze for Rembrandt, see Alison McQueen, The Rise of the Cult of
Rembrandt: Reinventing an Old Master in Nineteenth-Century France (Amsterdam: Amsterdam
University Press, 2003).
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The print exhibitions held from the 1770s to 1858 served as models for the
outpouring of exhibitions devoted to prints in the second half of the nineteenth century.
The early promoters in England originated their exhibitions to give independent space to
prints, separate from paintings. Organizers like Cooke wanted to combat their exclusion
and bring attention to prints by providing their own dedicated displays where they could
be evaluated on their own merits and not in comparison to paintings. This practice of
segregating media, and creating artist societies and exhibitions in support of them, was
also followed by watercolorists and, later, etchers and wood engravers. However, the
problems and promise of print exhibitions remained consistent through the nineteenth
century and continued through the twentieth century and until today.

Throughout the twentieth century, print exhibitions continued to proliferate and
showcased the enormous variety and potential of printmaking. Yet, many of the same
challenges set out by the first exhibitors of prints persisted. The most prevalent type of
exhibition continued to focus solely on prints, occasionally including drawings, and
rarely displayed prints alongside paintings, sculpture, and other media. The most typical
exhibitions were devoted to prints by specific artists, periods, techniques, or subject
matter. While these exhibitions revealed the rich history of printmaking, they had the
simultaneous effect of fracturing a holistic understanding of the practices of individual
artists and isolating prints from the larger art culture.

Remarks by one of the leading printers of the twentieth century outline the
persistent tensions in print exhibitions and the difficulties in maintaining balance between
bringing focus and attention to prints and positioning them as integral and vital works
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that are part of a wider cultural practice. Master printer Kenneth Tyler (born 1931) was
one of the founders of the Los Angeles printshop Gemini G.E.L. in the 1960s and
operated his own successful print workshop, Tyler Graphics. He discussed the challenges
of exhibiting prints in an interview in 2004 that echoes many of the same concerns that
began in the eighteenth century and continue to face all who grapple with how to best
exhibit prints. He describes that the very nature of prints—that they are multiples and
produced in editions—diminishes both their monetary and cultural value. This quality of
prints affects how they are exhibited and he goes on to explain that “one-of-a-kind
paintings and drawings require a smaller collecting audience and for this reason they’re
often considered rarer and safer as investments. Print exhibitions in museums have
become less attractive to directors and curators. When there’s an exhibition of prints,
there’s often very little media attention, which influences attendance.”24 Tyler suggests
that exhibitions display the prints of a wider-range of artists, in creatively designed
spaces, and provide context and information about the technical processes of
printmaking. While he maintains that “‘print only’ exhibitions are necessary, he does
praise the integration of media and suggests “exhibitions showing prints along with
paintings, sculpture and drawings are far more compelling!”25

Today, print exhibitions continue to be regularly held by a variety of organizers,
including museums, dealers, print publishers, and printmaking societies. However, as
Tyler mentions, they are often shown in isolation from other art forms and receive

24

Interview in Sean Rainbird, ed., Print Matters: The Kenneth E. Tyler Gift (London: Tate
Publishing, 2004), 26.
25

Ibid., 27.
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relatively less critical and public attention than exhibitions of paintings. While the
struggles outlined in this dissertation, of how to bring notice and prestige to prints, has
led to independent exhibitions of printmaking, it is perhaps this act that has also led to its
relative isolation from the art world. It is a struggle shared by other marginalized artists to
bring attention to their works. While printmakers in the nineteenth century formed
societies and independently showed their work, today lesser-known groups, including
women artists, artists of color, and LBGTQ artists, are often grouped together and
examined collectively in scholarship and exhibitions. While such attention highlights
their histories and contributions, it can also isolate them from the larger cultural and
historical framework.

It requires a keen curatorial eye, an inventive installation, and a broad
understanding of art practice to successfully mount exhibitions that combine media or
integrate lesser-known artists. Perhaps in the future, more of such exhibitions will be
organized and printmaking will be incorporated into larger and broader displays of art.
Until then, exhibitions devoted to prints will persist in this practice dating back to the
eighteenth century and continue to impart knowledge about the rich history, technical
innovations, and creative applications of printmaking.
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Appendix:
Print Exhibitions in England, 1860-1900

This appendix is a selected checklist of major exhibitions of prints held in the second half
of the nineteenth century in England. Its purpose is to gather, for the first time, a listing
of such exhibitions and their publications in order to outline the range and diversity of
print exhibitions and to offer avenues for future research that fall outside the scope of this
dissertation.

1862 International Exhibition1

1867 Burlington Fine Arts Club
Rembrandt Etchings2

1868 Burlington Fine Arts Club
Marc Antonio Raimondi3

1869 British Museum
Collection of Prints Bequeathed to the Nation by the late Felix Slade4
1

Included a display of engraving and etching, with works by artists including J. M. W. Turner,
George Cruikshank, Edwin Landseer, and James McNeill Whistler. See Chambers, An Indolent
and Blundering Art, 122
No catalogue. In his introduction to the catalogue for the 1877 exhibition of Rembrandt’s prints
at the Burlington Fine Arts Club, Seymour Haden mentions a “former exhibition of etchings of
Rembrandt, in the Old Club House in 1867,” in Catalogue of the Etched Work of Rembrandt:
Selected for Exhibition at the Burlington Fine Arts Club (London: Burlington Fine Arts Club,
1877), 5.
2

3

Marc Antonio Raimondi (London: Burlington Fine Arts Club, 1868).

4

British Museum, Department of Prints and Drawings, A guide to that portion of the collection of
prints bequeathed to the nation by the late Felix Slade, Esq., now on exhibition in the King's
Library (London: British Museum, 1869).
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Burlington Fine Arts Club
Albrecht Dürer and Lucas van Leyden5

1870 Burlington Fine Arts Club
Raphael and Michelangelo6

1872 Burlington Fine Arts Club
Drawings and Etchings by Claude Lorrain7
Turner's Liber Studiorum8
Dudley Gallery
Exhibition of Works of Art in Black & White9
Library and Museum of the Corporation of London
Engraved Portraits, Topographical Drawings and Prints…and Works of Art10

1874 Liverpool Art Club
Collection Illustrative of the History and Practice of Etching lent by J. Anderson
Rose11
British Museum
Prints from the Felix Slade Collection12

5

Albert Dürer and Lucas Van Leyden (London: Burlington Fine Arts Club, 1869).

6

Raphael Sanzio and Michel-Angelo Buonarroti, Burlington Fine Arts Club catalogue (London:
Metchim and Son, 1870).
7

Exhibition of Drawings and Etchings by Claude Le Lorrain (London: Spottiswoode and Co.,
1872).
8

Exhibition illustrative of Turner's Liber Studiorum: containing choice impressions of the first
states, etchings, touched proofs, and engraver's proofs, together with the unpublished plates, and
a few original drawings for the work (London: Spottiswoode and Co., 1872).
9

Exhibition of works of art in black & white (London: Dudley Gallery, 1872).

10

William Henry Overall, A Catalogue of engraved portraits, topographical drawings and prints,
coins, gems, autographs, antiquities, and works of art: exhibited at the opening of the New
Library and Museum of the Corporation of London, November, 1872 (London: Corporation of
London, 1872).
11

Collection, illustrative of the history and practice of Etching, lent and catalogued by James
Anderson Rose (Liverpool: Lee and Nightingale, 1874).
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Dudley Gallery
Second Exhibition of Works of Art in Black & White13
Flemish Gallery
Mr. Whistler's Exhibition14

1875 Burlington Fine Arts Club
Wenceslaus Hollar15
Dudley Gallery
Third Exhibition of Works of Art in Black & White16

1876 Burlington Fine Arts Club
William Blake17
Dudley Gallery
Fourth Exhibition of Works of Art in Black & White18

1877 Burlington Fine Arts Club
Etchings by Rembrandt19
12

A guide to that portion of the collection of Prints bequeathed to the Nation by the late Felix
Slade, Esq. now on exhibition in the King's Library (London: British Museum, 1874).
13

No catalogue?

No catalogue. This exhibition was organized by the artist, “on 19 January 1874, Whistler
entered into an aggreement with E. Clifton Griffith to lease the gallery known as the Flemish
Gallery at the rear of the ground floor of 48 Pall Pall.” See Robin Spencer, “Whistler’s First OneMan Exhibition Reconstructed,” in The Documented Image: Visions in Art History, eds. Gabrield
P. Weisberg and Laurinda S. Dixon (Syracuse: Syracuse University Press, 1987), 29.
14

15

Exhibition of a selection from the work of Wenceslaus Hollar (London: Spottiswoode & Co.,
1875).
16

Exhibition of works of art in black & white: Dudley Gallery, Egyptian Hall, Piccadilly, 1875:
the third (London: Dudley Gallery, 1875).
17

Exhibition of the works of William Blake (London: Spottiswoode & Co., 1876).

18

Exhibition of works of art in black & white: Dudley Gallery, Egyptian Hall, Piccadilly, 1876:
the fourth (London: Dudley Gallery, 1876).
19

Catalogue of the etched work of Rembrandt, selected for exhibition at the Burlington fine arts
club (London: Burlington Fine Arts Club, 1877).
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Hans Sebald Beham and Barthel Beham20
Dudley Gallery
Fifth Exhibition of Works of Art in Black & White21

1878 Dudley Gallery
Sixth Exhibition of Works of Art in Black & White22
Fine Art Society
About Etching: A Collection by Old Masters23
Thomas Way’s printing studio
Whistler Lithographs24

1879 Burlington Fine Arts Club
Charles Meryon25
Continental Galleries
Paintings, Watercolors, and Etchings by Edwin Edwards26
Dowdeswells
Charles Meryon27

20

Exhibition of the works of Hans Sebald Beham, born 1500, died 1550, and Barthel Beham,
born 1502, died 1540 (London: Burlington Fine Arts Club, 1877).
21

Exhibition of works of art in black & white: Dudley Gallery, Egyptian Hall, Piccadilly, 1877:
the fifth (London: Dudley Gallery, 1877).
22

Exhibition of works of art in black & white: Dudley Gallery, Egyptian Hall, Piccadilly, 1878:
the sixth (London: Dudley Gallery, 1878).
23

Francis Seymour Haden, About Etching (London: Fine Art Society, 1878); part one includes
“notes by Mr. Seymour Haden on a collection of etchings by the great masters, lent by him to the
Fine-Art Society's galleries to illustrate the subject of etching” and part two includes “an
annotated catalogue of the etchings exhibited.”
No catalogue. An exhibition of lithographs was held in the studio of Whistler’s printer, Thomas
Way.
24

25

Exhibition of a selection from the work of Charles Méryon (London: Burlington Fine Arts
Club, 1879).
26

Exhibition of paintings, water-colour drawings, and etchings, by the late Edwin Edwards
(London: Continental Galleries, 1879).
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Dudley Gallery
Seventh Exhibition of Works of Art in Black & White28

1880 Dudley Gallery
Eighth Exhibition of Works of Art in Black & White29
Fine Art Society
Drawings and Woodcuts by Thomas Bewick and Etchings by Various Artists30
Mr. Whistler’s Etchings of Venice31
Graves & McLean Gallery
Engraved Works of the Late Thomas Landseer32

1881 Burlington Fine Arts Club
Mezzotints33
Dudley Gallery
Ninth Exhibition of Works of Art in Black and White34
Fine Art Society
27

Catalogue of the etchings of C[harles] M[eryon] exhibited by Messrs. Dowdeswell, at their
Gallery, 36, Chancery Lane (London: n.p., 1879).
28

Exhibition of works of art in black & white: Dudley Gallery, Egyptian Hall, Piccadilly, 1879:
the seventh (London: Dudley Gallery, 1879).
29

Exhibition of works of art in black & white: Dudley Gallery, Egyptian Hall, Piccadilly, 1880:
the eighth (London: Dudley Gallery, 1880).
30

Notes on Thomas Bewick, illustrating a loan collection of his drawings and woodcuts: also
catalogue of an exhibition of etchings by Bracquemond, Flameng, Seymour Haden, Herkomer,
Hook, Palmer, Rajon, Tissot, Waltner, Whistler, and others, shown at the Fine Art Society's
Galleries, 148 New Bond Street, 1880 (London: The Fine Art Society, 1880).
31

Mr. Whistler's etchings of Venice (London: The Fine Art Society, 1880).

No catalogue. Notice of the exhibition “The Engraved Works of the Late Thomas Landseer,
A.R.A.,” in The Art Journal, 1880, 232.
32

33

Catalogue of engravings in mezzotinto, illustrating the history of that art down to the time of
David Lucas, inclusive (London: Burlington Fine Arts Club, 1881).
34

Exhibition of works of art in black & white: Dudley Gallery, Egyptian Hall, Piccadilly, 1881:
the ninth (London: Dudley Gallery, 1881).
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Drawings, Paintings and Prints by Samuel Palmer35
Hanover Gallery
First Exhibition of the Society of Painter-Etchers36

1882 Burlington Fine Arts Club
Woodcuts of the German School - XVth and XVIth Centuries37
Dudley Gallery
Paintings and Etchings by James Tissot38
Fine Art Society
Society of Painter-Etchers39

1883 Burlington Fine Arts Club
Reinier Zeeman and Karel du Jardin40
Dudley Gallery
American Watercolors and Etchings41
Fine Art Society
James McNeil Whistler’s Venice Set42
35

Frederic George Stephens, Notes on a collection of drawings, paintings, and etching: by the
late Samuel Palmer (London: The Fine Art Society, 1881).
36

Society of Painter-Etchers: first exhibition (London: Society of Painter-Etchers, 1881).

37

Catalogue of a collection of woodcuts of the German school, executed in the XVth and XVIth
centuries (London: Burlington Fine Arts Club, 1882).
38

An exhibition of modern art by J.J. Tissot, the prodigal son in modern life: paintings, etchings
and émaux cloisonnés (London: Dudley Gallery, 1882).
39

Catalogue of the first annual exhibition held at the rooms of the Fine Art Society... March 1882
(London: Society of Painter-Etchers, 1882).Because the 1881 exhibition had been a trial run, this
exhibition is also referred to as the “first” exhibition. See Martin Hopkinson, No Day Without a
Line: The History of the Royal Society of Painter-Printmakers, 1880-1999 (Oxford: Ashmolean
Museum, 1999), 17-18.
40

Exhibition of Etchings by Renier [sic] Zeeman and Karel Du Jardin with illustrative drawings
(London: Burlington Fine Arts Club, 1883).
41

No catalogue. Advertised in The Athenaeum, June 2, 1883.

42

Etchings & dry points: Venice, second series (London: J. M. Whistler, 1883).
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Engravings by Samuel Cousins43
Goupil
Portraits and Engravings by Hubert Herkomer44
Windsor Gallery
Engravings and Etchings by Francesco Bartolozzi and Engravers of His School45
Society of Painter-Etchers46

1884 Walker Art Gallery, Liverpool
Society of Painter-Etchers47

1885 Dudley Gallery
Society of Painter-Etchers48
Fine Art Society
French Eighteenth-Century Engravings49
Engravings by William Woollett50
Hyde Park Gallery
Engravings by Bartolozzi51
43

Notes by Mr. Thomas H. Ward on the engraved works of Mr. Samuel Cousins, R.A.: exhibited
at the Fine Art Society (London: Strangeways & Sons, 1883).
No catalogue. Herkomer engraved an invitation to the exhibition that was inscribed “Hubert
Herkomer solicits the honor of a visit from [blank] & friends to a private view of his portraits,
pictures & engravings at Messrs. Goupil and Co's new galleries 116 & 117 New Bond Street, W
April 5th, 6th & 7th 1883.”
44

45

Catalogue of a loan collection of engravings & etchings by Francesco Bartolozzi, R.A., and
engravers of his school (London: Windsor Gallery, 1883).
46

No catalogue.

47

Fourteenth autumn exhibition of pictures in oil and water-colours: and inauguration of the
extension of the Walker Art Gallery (Liverpool: Liverpool Art Gallery, 1884).
48

No catalogue.

49

Frederick Wedmore, Notes...by Mr Wedmore on French Eighteenth Century Art, illustrated by
a collection of Engravings at the Fine Art Society (London: Fine Art Society, 1885).
50

Louis Fagan, Catalogue of the engraved works, etc. of William Woollett exhibited at the Fine
Art Society May 1885 (London: Fine Art Society, 1885).
51

No catalogue. Notice of winter 1885 exhibition in The Year’s Art, 1886, 64.
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Rembrandt Head Gallery
Alphonse Legros52
Mezzotints53

1886 Burlington Fine Arts Club
James McArdell54
Engravings and Drawings after J.M.W. Turner55
Derby Art Gallery
Society of Painter-Etchers56

1887 Dowdeswells
Society of Painter-Etchers57
Hogarth Club
Mr. Whistler’s Etchings58

1888 Burlington Fine Arts Club
Books and Prints Illustrating the History of Engraving in Japan59
Dowdeswells
Paintings, Drawings and Etchings of Japan by Mortimer Menpes60

52

Catalogue of the works of Professor Legros: etchings, drawings and sculpture (London: Robert
Dunthorne, 1885).
53

John Chaloner Smith, A catalogue of a loan collection of mezzotintos: Siegen, 1642 - Cousins,
1822, illustrating the invention and progress of the art to the time of its decay (London: Robert
Dunthorne, 1885).
54

Exhibition of the works of James McArdell (London: Burlington Fine Arts Club, 1886).

55

Catalogue of engravings and drawings illustrative of the drawings by J.M.W. Turner (London:
Burlington Fine Arts Club, 1886).
56

No catalogue.

57

No catalogue.

58

No catalogue.

59

Catalogue of prints and books, illustrating the history of engraving in Japan (London:
Burlington Fine Arts Club, 1888).
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Thomas Agnew & Sons, Manchester
Engravings by Samuel Cousins61

1890 Fine Art Society
Hokusai62

1891 Burlington Fine Arts Club
Exhibition Illustrative of the French Revival of Etching63
Obach & Co.
Etchings and Engravings by and after J. L. E. Meissonier64

1893 J. and W. Vokins
Prints after George Morland65
Rembrandt Head Gallery
Etchings by Charles J. Watson and Colonel R. Goff66
Robert Dunthorne’s Gallery, Liverpool
Mr. Whistler’s Venice Etchings and the Defaced Coppers67
60

Catalogue of paintings, drawings and etchings of Japan by Mortimer Menpes (London: n.p.,
1888).
61

Complete Catalogue of the Works engraved by Samuel Cousins, Esq., R.A. (Manchester:
Agnew, 1887).
62

Catalogue of a collection of drawings and engravings by Hokusai (London: Fine Art Society,
1890).
63

Exhibition illustrative of the French revival of etching (London: Burlington Fine Arts Club,
1891).
64

Catalogue of the complete collection of etchings, engravings, &c. &c. by and after the works of
J. L. E. Meissonier (London: Obach & Co., 1891).
65

Exhibition of upwards of 300 mezzotint and other engravings after G[eorge] M[orland]
(London: J. & W. Vokins, 1893).
66

Catalogue of etchings by Charles J. Watson and Colonel R. Goff (London: R. Dunthorne,
1893).
67

Catalogue of Mr. Whistler's Venice etchings and the defaced coppers exhibited at Robert
Dunthorne's Gallery, 28, Castle Street (Liverpool: n.p., 1893).
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1894 Dowdeswells
Mortimer Menpes68
Theodore Roussel69
Hanover Gallery
Charles Jacque70

1895 Colnaghi
Old Coloured Engravings of the English School71
Mezzotints72
Fine Art Society
Lithographs by James McNeil Whistler73
Hanover Gallery
Works by Charles Jacques74
Obach & Co.
Etchings by Max Klinger75
Oxford University
Etchings of Rembrandt76
68

No catalogue. Notice in Art Journal, September 1894.

69

No catalogue. Notice in Art Journal, September 1894.

70

Winter exhibition, 1894: Charles Jacque (London: Hanover Gallery, 1894).

71

Catalogue of a selection of old coloured engravings of the English school, chiefly of the end of
the eighteenth century: exhibited at Messrs. P. & D. Colnaghi & Co.'s Galleries...London,
February 1895 (London: P. & D. Colnaghi, 1895).
72

Catalogue of a representative selection of fine Mezzotint engravings dating from the
commencement of the art: exhibited at Messrs. P. & D. Colnaghi & Co.'s Galleries...London,
November 1895 (London: P. & D. Colnaghi, 1895).
73

Joseph Pennell, Catalogue of a collection of lithographs by James McNeil Whistler: with a
prefatory note (London: Fine Art Society, 1895).
74

No catalogue.

75

No catalogue. Notice in Art Journal, September 1895.

76

Exhibition of the etchings of Rembrandt at the University Galleries, Oxford (Oxford: n.p.,
1895).
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Rembrandt Head Gallery
Drypoints and Pastels by Paul Helleu77
Original Lithographs78

1896 Colnaghi
Stipple Engravings of the English School79
Goupil
Paintings, Pastels, Drawings and Etchings by A. H. Studd80
Gutekunst
David Young Cameron’s North Italian Etchings81
Modern Etchings by the Most Important German and Swiss Artists82
Rembrandt Head Gallery
Etchings, Silverpoint Drawings and Some Sketches in Oil by William Strang83
Etchings, Watercolours and Paintings by Oliver Hall84

1897 Colnaghi
Masterpieces of Engravings85
77

Catalogue of dry-points and pastels by Monsieur P. Helleu, with introductory note (London: R.
Dunthorne, 1895).
78

Catalogue of original lithographs exhibited at the Rembrandt Head Gallery, 5 Vigo Street,
London (London: R. Dunthorne, 1895).
79

Catalogue of a selection of fine stipple engravings of the English school, chiefly of the end of
the eighteenth century: exhibited at Messrs. P. & D. Colnaghi & Co.'s Galleries...London,
November 1896 (London: P. & D. Colnaghi, 1896).
80

Paintings, pastels, drawings and etchings by A.H. Studd (London: Goupil, 1896).

81

Exhibition of Mr. Cameron's North Italian etchings: April & May, 1896 (London: R.
Gutekunst, 1896).
82

Exhibition of modern etchings by the most important German and Swiss artists (London: R.
Gutekunst, 1896).
83

Catalogue of etchings, silverpoint drawings and some sketches in oil by William Strang
(London: Robert Dunthorne, 1896).
84

Catalogue of etchings, water-colour drawings and oil paintings by Oliver Hall (London:
Robert Dunthorne, 1896).
85

Catalogue of a series of masterpieces of engravings: exhibited at Messrs. P. & D. Colnaghi &
Co.'s Galleries...London, November 1897 (London: P. & D. Colnaghi, 1897).
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Rembrandt Head Gallery
The Liber Studiorum of J.M.W. Turner86

1898 Colnaghi
Early English Engravings87
Dowdeswell
Color Etchings by Mortimer Menpes88
Dutch Gallery
The First Exhibition of Original Wood Engraving89
Fine Art Society
Stipple and Mezzotint Engravings90
Goupil
Etchings by Paul Albert Besnard91
Present-day Mezzotint Engravers92
Japanese Prints93
Gutekunst
Etchings and Drawings by Charles Meryon94
86

W. G. Rawlinson, The Liber Studiorum of J.M.W. Turner: new mezzotints by Frank Short,
completing the book as arranged by Turner (London: Rembrandt Gallery, 1897).
87

Catalogue of an exhibition of selected early English engravings: exhibited at Messrs. P. & D.
Colnaghi & Co.'s Galleries...London, November 1898 (London: Colnaghi, 1898).
88

A catalogue of colour-etchings by Mortimer Menpes at the Dowdeswell Galleries (London:
Dowdeswell, 1898).
89

The first exhibition of original wood engraving: the Dutch Gallery, 14 Brook Street, Hanover
Square (London: Dutch Gallery, 1898).
90

Catalogue of a collection of stipple and mezzotint engravings, chiefly in colours, engraved by
celebrated masters of the last century: exhibited at the Fine Art Society (London: Fine Art
Society, 1898).
91

Catalogue of etchings by A. Besnard (London: Goupil, 1898).

92

Frederick Wedmore, Catalogue of the works of present-day Mezzotint engravers on view at 25
Bedford Street (London: Goupil, 1898).
93

Arthur Morrison, Catalogue of Japanese prints (London: Goupil, 1898).

94

A catalogue of etchings and drawings by Charles Méryon: exhibited at Mr. R. Gutekunst's
Gallery, 16 King Street, St. James, S.W., May 1898 (London: O. Anacker, 1898).
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New Gallery
Engravings, Etchings, Photographs and Photogravures from Ancient and Modern
Pictures95
Obach & Co.
Etchings and a Few Drawings by Max Klinger96
South Kensington Museum
Centenary of Lithography97

1899 British Museum
Drawings and Etchings by Rembrandt and Etchings by other Masters98
Colnaghi
Etchings and Drawings by David Young Cameron99
Engravings by John Raphael Smith100
Dowdeswell
Mortimer Menpes101
Gutekunst
Etchings by Félix Buhot102
Etchings by William Strang103
95

Exhibition of Engravings, Etchings, Photographs and Photogravures from ancient and modern
Pictures (London: New Gallery, 1898).
96

Exhibition of etchings and a few drawings by Max Klinger (London: Obach & Co., 1898).

No catalogue. See review “Exhibition of Lithographs,” Journal of the Society of Arts,
November 25, 1898, 37-38.
97

98

Sidney Colvin, Guide to an exhibition of drawings and etchings by Rembrandt and etchings by
other masters in the British Museum (London: British Museum, 1899).
99

Exhibition of pictures by D.Y. Cameron, etchings and drawings (London: P. & D. Colnaghi,
1899).
100

Catalogue of a selection of the engravings of John Raphael Smith: exhibited at Messrs. P. &
D. Colnaghi & Co.'s Galleries...London, November 1899 (London: P. & D. Colnaghi, 1899).
101

Beautiful women: catalogue of paintings, drawings, colour etchings and engraved ivories, by
Mortimer Menpes (London: Dowdeswell Galleries, 1899).
102

A selection of etchings, by the late Mr. F. Buhot: now on view at Mr. R. Gutekunst's
Gallery…November-December, 1899 (London: R. Gutekunst, 1899).
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Etchings by Anders L. Zorn104
Rembrandt Head Gallery
Drypoints and Pastels by Paul Helleu105
Thomas Agnew
Old Mezzotint and Stipple Engravings106

1900 Arthur Tooth & Sons
Reproductive Prints after Meissonier107
Colnaghi
Engravings by William and James Ward108
Fine Art Society
Watercolors and Etchings by Maurice and Edward Detmold109
Gutekunst
Etchings by Alphonse Legros110
Etchings by Rembrandt111
Etchings by William Strang and Heinrich Vogeler112
103

Exhibition of etchings by Wm. Strang, March, 1899 (London: R. Gutekunst, 1899).

104

Catalogue of exhibition of etchings by Anders L. Zorn (London: R. Gutekunst, 1899).

105

Catalogue of dry points and pastels by Monsieur P. Helleu (London: Robert Dunthorne,
1899).
106

Catalogue of a collection of old mezzotint and stipple engravings, after Gainsborough &
Romney: on exhibition at the galleries of Thos. Agnew & Sons, 39B, Old Bond Street, April &
May, 1899 (London: Thos. Agnew & Sons, 1899).
107

Etched and engraved works after J.L.E. Meissonier's pictures (London: Arthur Tooth & Sons,
1900).
108

Catalogue of a selection of the engravings of William and James Ward: exhibited at Messrs.
P. & D. Colnaghi & Co.'s Galleries...London, November 1900 (London: P. & D. Colnaghi,
1900).
109

Catalogue of an exhibition of water colours and etchings by Maurice and Edward Detmold
(London: Fine Art Society, 1900).
110

Catalogue of an exhibition of etchings by A. Legros (London: R. Gutekunst, 1900).

111

Exhibition of etchings by Rembrandt, November-December 1900 (London: R. Gutekunst,
1900).
112

Old and new etchings by W. Strang and H. Vogeler (London: R. Gutekunst, 1900).
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The London Set by David Young Cameron113

113

The London set by D.Y. Cameron (London: R. Gutekunst, 1900).
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Table 1:
Artists and Prints Displayed in Cooke’s 1821 Exhibition
A catalogue was published in conjunction with Cooke’s first exhibition, Exhibition of
Engravings, by Living British Artists, associated under the patronage of His Majesty
(London: J. Johnson, 1821). Numbered entries give the title(s) or a general description of
the works on view, the names of the printmaker, and for reproductive works, the names
of the original designer.

The following list gives the full name and dates, when known, of each printmaker.1 The
first column lists the number of catalogue entries for each printmaker; the second column
gives the number of prints on view by each printmaker. Some entries describe a group or
unspecified number of prints; for those entries a low estimate of the number of prints
displayed is given and is marked with an asterisk.

PRINTMAKER

Number of
Catalogue Entries

Number of
Prints Displayed

John Samuel Agar (1773-1858)

9

21

James Charles Allen (1790-1833)

6

6

Cosmo Armstrong (active 1800-1836)

3

7

Philip Audinet (1766-1837)

4

4

Samuel Barenger (1775-1837)

2

2

Thomas Bragg (1780-1840)

9

9

Allen Robert Branston (1778-1827)

1

1*

The standard spelling of the names and accepted dates have been taken from the Getty’s Union
List of Artist Names and the online catalogue of the collection of the British Museum.
1
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John Charles Bromley (1795-1839)

1

1

William Bromley, A. R. A (1769-1842)

3

3

Elizabeth Byrne (1777-1849)

2

4

John Byrne (1786-1847)

3

3

Letitia Byrne (1779-1849)

2

2

Thomas Cheesman (1760-1834/35)

4

5

John Cleghorn (1784-1873)

2

2

George Clint (1770-1854)

1

1

John Coney (1786-1833)

4

6*

George Cooke (1781-1834)

6

6

William Cooke, junior (1797-1865)

2

2

William Bernard Cooke (1778-1855)

32

36

Robert Cooper (died c. 1836)

7

7

W. Cooper (dates unknown)

1

1

George James Corbould (1786-1846)

11

15

John Sell Cotman (1782-1842)

1

1

Henry Dawe (1790-1848)

4

4

Francis Engleheart (1775-1849)

4

14

William Ensom (1796-1832)

1

1

Edward Finden (1791-1857)

7

8

William Finden (1787-1852)

6

17

William Thomas Fry (1789-1843)

2

5

Edward Goodall (1795-1870)

3

3

John Hawkesworth (active 1820)

1

4*

Robert Hills (1769-1844)

2

2*

H. Hobson (active 1814-1822)

3

3

Thomas Hodgetts (active 1801-1846)

7

7

William Holl (1807-1871)

4

11

George Hollis (1793-1842)

6

6

Thomas Holloway (1749-1827),
R. Slann (active 1797-1824) &
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T. S. Webb (active 1821-1824)

2

2

Henry Le Keux (1787-1868)

7

7

John Le Keux (1783-1846)

8

8

Frederick Christian Lewis (1781-1856)

10

13

George Robert Lewis (1782-1871)

1

6*

Wilson Lowry (1762-1824)

3

8

Thomas Lupton (1791-1873)

5

5

Thomas Medland (died 1833)

3

16

John Bailey (1750-1819)

1

1

Henry Meyer (1780-1847)

1

1

Samuel Middiman (1751-1831)

4

4

Thomas Milton (1743-1827)

6

8*

James Mitan (1776-1822)

18

30*

Samuel Mitan (1786-1843)

2

3

Henry Moses (1781/2-1870)

3

4

Robert Newton (active 1809-1835)

4

5

T. Palmer (dates unknown)

1

1

Samuel Porter (dates unknown)

4

4

Charles Pye (1777-1870)

1

10

John Pye (1782-1874)

6

14

William Radclyffe (1780-1855)

4

4

Thomas Frazer Ranson (1784-1828)

1

1

James Redaway (1797-1858)

4

4

Samuel William Reynolds (1773-1835)

21

98

Richard Rhodes (1765-1838)

5

15

C. Rivers (dates unknown)

1

1

John Henry Robinson (1796-1871)

3

5

Charles Rolls (b. 1799)

2

4

John Romney (1786-1863)

12

25

H.F. Rose (active 1821-1823)

2

2

Thomas Medland (died 1833) &
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William Say (1768-1834)

5

5

John Scott (1774-1827)

19

29

Edward Scriven (1755-1841)

7

8

William Skelton (1763-1848)

11

11

William Richard Smith (1787-after 1839)

3

3

Henry Sargant Storer (1795-1837)

2

2*

J. B. Taylor (dates unknown)

1

1

John Thompson (1785-1866)

3

3

Peltro William Tomkins (1759-1840)

2

2

James Tuck (active 1819-1822)

1

1

Charles Turner (1773-1857)

6

6

John Charles Varrall (1795-1855)

1

4

Giovanni Vendramini (1769-1839)

1

1

J.G. Walker (active 1780-1830)

4

4

Robert William Wallis (1794-1878)

3

3

William James Ward (1800-1840)

1

1

William Ward, A. R. A. (1766-1826)

2

2

Ambrose William Warren (1781-1856)

6

11

Charles Warren (1762-1823)

7

25

John Taylor Wedgwood (1783-1856)

2

6

J. R. West (dates unknown)

1

2

Thomas Woolnoth (c. 1785 -c. 1857)

3

5

William T. Woolnoth (active 1806-1836)

2

2

Thomas Wright (1792-1849)

3

5

Total artists = 90

Total catalogue
entries = 407

Total number of
prints displayed = 681

James Storer (1771-1853) &
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Table 2:
Artists and Prints Displayed in Cooke’s 1823 Exhibition
A catalogue was published in conjunction with Cooke’s third exhibition, ??? Numbered
entries give the title(s) or a general description of the works on view, the name of the
printmaker, and for reproductive works, the name of the original designer.

The following list gives the full name and dates, when known, of each printmaker. 2
Artists in bold also had work exhibited in the 1821 exhibition. The first column lists the
number of catalogue entries for each printmaker; the second column gives the number of
prints on view by each printmaker. Some entries describe a group or unspecified number
of prints; for those entries a low estimate of the number of prints displayed is given and is
marked with an asterisk.

PRINTMAKER

Number of
Catalogue Entries

Number of
Prints Displayed

James Charles Allen (born 1816)

2

2

William Angus (1752-1821)

2

2

Cosmo Armstrong (active 1800-1836)

3

3

Captain William Baillie (1723-1810)

1

1

Thomas Barber (active 1818-1846)

4

4

John Barnett (1797-1872)

1

1

Bernard Baron (French, c. 1696-1762)

1

1

M. S. Barenger (active 1818-1831)

2

2

Francesco Bartolozzi, R. A. (1728-1815)

12

12

The standard spelling of the names and accepted dates have been taken from the Getty’s Union
List of Artist Names and the online catalogue of the collection of the British Museum.
2
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William Bromley, A. R. A. (1769-1842)

4

4

John Byrne (1786-1847)

3

3

William Byrne (1743-1805)

2

2

John Carter (1748-1817)

2

2

John Cleghorn (1784-1873)

2

2

Joseph Collyer, A. R. A. (1748-1827)

4

4

Thomas Cook (1744- 1818)

1

1

Cooke (dates unknown)

1

1

William Cooke, junior (1797-1865)

2

2

George Cooke (1781-1834)

3

3

William Bernard Cooke (1778-1855)

7

7

Robert Hartley Cromek (1770-1812)

1

2

Henry Dawe (1790-1848)

9

9

William Dickinson (1746-1823)

1

1

John Dixon (c. 1740-1811)

1

1

Richard Earlom (1743-1822)

2

2

Francis Engleheart (1775-1849)

2

13

William Evans (dates unknown)

1

1

William Thomas Fry (1789-1843)

1

1

Thomas Gainsborough, R. A. (1727-1788) 1

1

Richard Golding (1785-1865)

1

1

William Harvey (1796-1866)

1

1

Francis Hayward, A. R. A. (1759-1797)

2

2

James Heath, A. R. A. (1757-1834)

2

2

Thomas Higham (1796-1844)

4

4

Thomas Hodgetts (active 1801-1846)

3

3

William Holl (1771-1838)

2

2

John Landseer, A. R. A. (1769-1852)

6

6*

Frederick Christian Lewis (1781-1856)

13

14

Wilson Lowry (1762-1824)

1

1

Thomas Lupton (1791-1873)

5

5
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Robert Mitchell Meadows (died 1812)

1

1

Thomas Medland (died 1833)

2

2

Henry Moses (1781/2-1870)

2

2

John Neagle (c. 1760-c. 1816)

1

1

James Neagle (1769-1822)

1

1

James Posselwhite (1798-1884)

1

1

John Powell (1780-after 1833)

1

1

Charles Pye (1777-1870)

2

2

William Radclyffe (1783-1855)

1

1

James Redaway (1797-1858)

3

4

Richard Rhodes (1765-1838)

1

1

Charles Rolls (1800-c. 1857)

7

8

Michael Angelo Rooker (1746-1801)

4

4

H. F. Rose (dates unknown)

3

3

William Say (1768-1834)

4

4

Luigi Schiavonetti (1765-1810)

2

2

John Scott (1774-1827)

10

10*

John R. Scott (active 1827-1835)

2

2

William Sharp (1749-1824)

6

6

John Keyse Sherwin (1751?-1790)

2

2

Anker Smith, A. R. A. (1759-1819

2

2

Benjamin Smith (1775-1833)

1

1

Jonathan Spilsbury (c. 1737-1812)

2

2*

Henry Sargant Storer (1795-1837)

2

2*

Robert Strange (1721-1792)

1

1

George Stubbs (1724-1806)

1

1

J. B. Taylor (dates unknown)

2

2*

John Thompson (1785-1866)

2

2*

James Thompson (1790-1850)

11

11

William Tombleson (active 1795-1835)

2

2

James Storer (1771-1853) &
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James Tookey (active 1810-1837)

1

1

Charles Turner (1773-1857)

1

1

John Charles Varrall (1795-1855)

2

2

François Vivarès (1709-1780)

3

3

James Walker (1758/60-1822)

1

1

Robert William Wallis (1794-1878)

5

5

William Ward, A. R. A. (1766-1826)

5

5

William James Ward (1800-1840)

1

1

Caroline Watson (1760-1814)

2

2

Thomas Watson (1743-1781)

2

2

J. Watts (dates unknown)

1

1

William Watts (1752-1851)

1

1

Henry Winkles (1801-1860)

3

3

Joseph Wood (1720-1763/64)

2

2

William Woollett (1735-1785)

1

1

Thomas Woolnoth (c. 1785-c. 1857)

5

5

William Woolnoth (born c. 1770)

7

7

John Young (1755-1825)

1

1

Total artists = 88

Total catalogue
entries = 244

Total number of
prints displayed = 259
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Figures
(unless otherwise noted, all works are from the British Museum)

Figure 0.1
Robert and George Cruikshank
A Shilling Well Laid Out: Tom and Jerry at the Exhibition of Pictures at the Royal
Academy, hand-colored etching and aquatint, 1821

Figure 0.2
Thomas Rowlandson and Auguste Charles Pugin
British Institution, Pall Mall, hand-colored etching and aquatint, 1808
Achenbach Foundation for Graphic Arts
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Figure 0.3
Thomas Rowlandson
Christie’s Auction Rooms, pen and ink and watercolor, ca. 1808

Figure 0.4
William Chambers
The Sculpture Collection of Charles Townley in the Entrance Hall of his House, pen and
ink and watercolor, 1794
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Figure 0.5
Unknown artist
Bullock’s Museum, hand-colored etching and engraving, 1815

Figure 0.6
Thomas Rowlandson
Exhibition at Bullocks Museum of Bonepartes Carriage Taken at Waterloo, hand-colored
etching, 1816
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Figure 0.7
J. Elwood
A Crowd Outside a Print Shop, pen and ink and watercolor, 1790
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Figure 1.1
John Raphael Smith
A Lady Coming from the Circulating Library, hand-colored mezzotint, 1781

Figure 1.2
After John Raphael Smith
Beauty in Search of Knowledge, hand-colored mezzotint, 1782
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Figure 1.3
Joseph Lisle
The Spectator, hand-colored etching and aquatint, 1828

Figure 1.4
John Raphael Smith
Spectators at a Print-Shop in St. Paul's Church Yard, hand-colored mezzotint, 1774
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Figure 1.5
After Robert Dighton
A Real Scene in St Pauls Church Yard, on a Windy Day, hand-colored mezzotint, 17821784

Figure 1.6
Mary Darly
David Garrick in the Character of Abel Drugger, etching, ca. 1760-1780
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Figure 1.7
Mary Darly
Illustration from A Book of Caricaturas, etching, 1762
Princeton University Library, Graphic Arts Collection

Figure 1.8
Unknown artist
Fruit Stall, etching, 1777
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Figure 1.9
Edward Topham
The Macaroni Print Shop, hand-colored etching, 1772

Figure 1.10
Attributed to Francesco Bartolozzi
Ecce Homo, etching, 1775
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Figure 1.11
James Gillray
Very Slippy-Weather, hand-colored etching, 1808

Figure 1.12
Richard Newton
William Holland’s Print Shop, watercolor, with pen and black ink, 1794
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Figure 1.13
Richard Newton
Babes in the Nursery, hand-colored etching, 1794

Figure 1.14
Richard Newton
Promenade in the State Side of Newgate, etching, 1793
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Figure 1.15
Richard Newton
Progress of an Irishman, hand-colored etching, 1794

Figure 1.16
Richard Earlom, after Michel Vincent Brandoin
The Exhibition of the Royal Academy of Painting, in the year 1771, mezzotint, 1772
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Figure 1.17
Francis Wheatley
View of John Boydell’s Shakespeare Gallery, watercolor, 1790
Victoria & Albert Museum

Figure 1.18
George Woodward
The cock of the walk, distributing his favours, hand-colored etching, 1786
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Figure 1.19
John Bull guarding the toy-shop, -or Boney crying for some more play things, handcolored etching, 1803
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Figure 2.1
Titlepage from Exhibition of Engravings, by Living British Artists (London: J. Johnson,
1881), British Library

Figure 2.2
Valentine Green, after Peter Paul Rubens
Descent from the Cross, mezzotint, 1790
Fogg Museum, Harvard University
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Figure 2.3
After Augustus Charles Pugin and Thomas Rowlandson
Ackermann’s Repository of Arts, 101 Strand, hand-colored etching and aquatint, 1809

Figure 2.4
John Hill, after Augustus Charles Pugin and Thomas Rowlandson
Exhibition Room, Somerset House, hand-colored etching and aquatint, 1808
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Figure 2.5
Unknown artist
William Bernard Cooke, graphite, n.d.
Cooke Family

Figure 2.6
William Bernard Cooke, after Samuel Owen
Lambeth Palace, from Lambeth Palace: Illustrated by a series of views…, etching, 1810
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Figure 2.7
J. M. W. Turner
Lyme Regis, Dorsetshire: A Squall, watercolor, ca. 1812
Glasgow Art Museums

Figure 2.8
William Bernard Cooke, after J. M. W. Turner
Lyme Regis, Dorsetshire, from Picturesque Views of the Southern Coast of England,
etching and engraving, 1814
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Figure 2.9
John Pye, after J. M. W. Turner
Pope’s Villa, Twickenham, etching and engraving, 1811

Figure 2.10
John Scott, after Thomas Gainsborough
The Cottage, etching and engraving, 1811
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Figure 2.11
James Mitan, after John Trumbull
The Battle of Bunker’s Hill, Near Boston, engraving, 1801
Yale University Art Gallery

Figure 2.12
William Bromley, after Luke Clennell
The Decisive Charge of the Life Guards at the Battle of Waterloo, etching and engraving,
1821
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Figure 2.13
William Skelton, after Sir William Beechey
His Most Excellent Majesty George the Third, engraving, 1810

Figure 2.14
Samuel William Reynolds, after Sir Joshua Reynolds
Mrs. Siddons, mezzotint, 1820
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Figure 2.15
William Finden, after Robert Smirke
Camacho’s Festival, illustration for Don Quixote, etching and engraving, 1817

Figure 2.16
William Scott, after Sawrey Gilpin
Death of the Fox, etching and engraving, 1811
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Figure 2.17
Sir Robert Strange, after Anthony van Dyck
Charles Prince of Wales, James Duke of York, and Princess Mary; Children of King
Charles the 1st, etching and engraving, 1754-1769

Figure 2.18
William Woollett, after Richard Wilson
Solitude, etching and engraving, 1778
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Figure 2.19
William Sharp, after Sir Joshua Reynolds
The Holy Family, etching and engraving, 1793

Figure 2.20
Luigi Schiavonetti, after Sir Joshua Reynolds
Puck, stipple engraving and etching, 1789
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Figure 2.21
Francesco Bartolozzi
Cupid and Psyche, stipple engraving and etching, 1789

Figure 2.22
John Dixon, after Sir Joshua Reynolds
Ugolino, mezzotint, 1774
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Figure 2.23
Charles Turner, after Rembrandt
Rembrandt’s Mill, mezzotint and etching, 1823

Figure 2.24
Caroline Watson, after B. Murillo
Boy & Dog, stipple engraving and etching, 1781
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Figure 2.25
Thomas Gainsborough
The Gipsies, etching, 1759

Figure 2.26
Thomas Rowlandson and Augustus Charles Pugin
Exhibition of water coloured drawings, Old Bond Street, hand-colored etching and
aquatint, 1808
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Figure 3.1
Leighton Brothers, printers
Interior of the Art Treasures Palace, Manchester, 1857, chromolithograph, 1857
Achenbach Foundation for Graphic Arts

Figure 3.2
Mary Dowling (1818-1910)
Portrait of Edward Holmes, watercolor on ivory, n.d.
Lanhydrock, Cornwall, National Trust
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Figure 3.3
Plan from Catalogue of the Art Treasures of the United Kingdom. Collected at
Manchester in 1857 (London: Bradbury and Evans, 1857)
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Figure 3.4
View of Central Hall, Art Treasures Exhibition
Photograph, 1857
Manchester Central Library, Archives
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Figure 3.5
View of Transept Galleries, Art Treasures Exhibition
Photograph, 1857
Manchester Central Library, Archives
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Figure 3.6
Antonio Pollaiuolo
The Battle of the Nudes, engraving, ca. 1470

Figure 3.7
Martin Schongauer
The Temptation of Saint Anthony, engraving, ca. 1470-1475
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Figure 3.8
Albrecht Dürer
Saint Jerome in His Study, engraving, 1514

Figure 3.9
Marcantonio Raimondi, after Raphael
The Judgment of Paris, engraving, ca. 1510-1520
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Figure 3.10
Bernard Baron, after William Hogarth
Plate II from Marriage A-la-Mode, etching and engraving, 1745

Figure 3.11
William Wollett, after Richard Wilson
Niobe, etching and engraving, 1761
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Figure 3.12
Rembrandt
The Three Trees, etching and drypoint, 1643

Figure 3.13
Samuel Palmer
The Rising Moon, from Etchings for the Art-Union of London by the Etching Club,
etching, 1857
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Figure 3.14
Prince Rupert of the Rhine
The Standard Bearer, mezzotint, 1658

Figure 3.15
John Raphael Smith, after Sir Joshua Reynolds
Mrs Montagu, mezzotint, 1776
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Figure 3.16
Valentine Green, after Sir Joshua Reynolds
Georgiana, Duchess of Devonshire, mezzotint, 1780

Figure 3.17
Richard Earlom, after Jan van Huysum
A Fruit Piece, mezzotint, stipple, and etching, 1781
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Figure 3.18
John Dixon, after George Stubbs
A Tigress, mezzotint, 1772

Figure 3.19
J. M. W. Turner
The Fifth Plague of Egypt, from Liber Studiorum, etching, 1808
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Figure 3.20
J. M. W. Turner and Charles Turner
The Fifth Plague of Egypt, from Liber Studiorum, mezzotint and etching, 1808

Figure 3.21
Albrecht Dürer
Triumphal Arch, woodcut, ca. 1515
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Figure 3.22
Thomas Bewick
Spanish Pointer, illustration for A General History of Quadrupeds, wood engraving, 1790

Figure 3.23
Richard James Lane, after Thomas Gainsborough
Plate from Studies of Figures by Gainsborough, tinted lithograph, 1825
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Figure 4.1
George Cruikshank
Print Room of the British Museum, etching, 1828

Figure 4.2
John Thomas Smith
J. M. W. Turner in the Print Room in the British Museum, watercolor and graphite, 18301832
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Figure 4.3
Eugene Armand Roy
The Tribune of the King’s Library, watercolor, ca. 1851

Figure 4.4
Previously attributed to Maso Finiguerra
The Adoration of the Magi, niello engraving, n.d.
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Figure 4.5
Lucas Cranach the Elder
Rest on the Flight to Egypt, chiaroscuoro woodcut, 1509

Figure 4.6
Marco Dente, after Giulio Romano
Entellus Bowing with Dares, engraving, 1520-1525
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Figure 4.7
Martin Schongauer
Christ Bearing the Cross, engraving, 1470-1474

Figure 4.8
Albrecht Dürer
Knight, Death and the Devil, engraving, 1513
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Figure 4.9
Jacob Binck
Self Portrait with Skull, engraving, 1525-1550

Figure 4.10
Georg Pencz
Samson and Delilah, engraving, ca. 1531-1532
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Figure 4.11
Cornelis Visscher
The Rat-Catcher, engraving and etching, 1655

Figure 4.12
Peter Paul Rubens
St. Catherine, etching, 1620-1630
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Figure 4.13
Rembrandt
Christ Healing the Sick, etching, ca. 1648

Figure 4.14
Jacob Ruisdael
The Travellers, etching, ca. 1660
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Figure 5.1
George Cruikshank
Outside of a Humble Print-Shop, etching, 1828
Victoria & Albert Museum

Figure 5.2
George Cruikshank
Interior of a First Class Print-Shop, etching, 1828
Victoria & Albert Museum
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Figure 5.3
George Cruikshank
March winds, from Comic Almanack, etching, 1834

Figure 5.4
Thomas Hosmer Shepherd
View of Alderman Moon's Print Shop on the Corner of Finch Lane and Threadneedle
Street, watercolor, 1854
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